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Basic Christian 2012 - Current Active Online PDF - News-Info Feed Updated Automatically (PDF)
Generates a current PDF file of the 2009 Extended Basic Christian info-news feed.

Basic Christian 2011 - Extended Version - News-Info Feed (RSS)
The a current Extended Basic Christian info-news feed.

The BasicChristian.org Website Articles Version (PDF) - Now Available
Basic Christian Full Content PDF Version. The BasicChristian.org most complete resource.

New FREE Download - Basic Christian Complete - eBook Version
(.CHM)
Possibly the best Basic Christian resource! Download it and give it a try! Includes the Red Letter Edition Holy
Bible KJV 1611 Version. To download Right-Click then Select Save Target _As...

Free Downloads: (PDF - MP3) from BasicChristian.org
It is our Commitment to provide a Varity of FREE and useful Downloads. It is also our Commitment to provide
them in a convenient way without pop-up advertisements, redirects and other annoying interferences between you
and the information you are seeking. We also encourage everyone to have a safety offline backup version of the
Basic Christian material.

Free Christian Select Mp3 Downloads (RSS)
**To download each file: "Right Click" and select "Save Target AS..."

Basic Christian: Select Mp3s List (PDF)

Basic Christian: Mp3 List (PDF)
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Basic Christian: Video - DVD List (PDF)

~ ~ ~ Updated: Basic Christian: blog Bible Study - Genesis - Revelation
(PDF)
The complete Basic Christian blog Bible Study covering Genesis to Revelation in PDF format.

Basic Christian - Windows Live SkyDrive - File Downloads Available
(Folder - .docx - MS Word 2010) {Note: All the files download by default
in Protected Mode and start in Protected Mode when first opened but
can be edited after opening by selecting edit mode.}
Free 25 GB online storage means you can Store, access, and share your files online with friends or co-workers,
from anywhere. ... Each folder on SkyDrive has a unique Web address, so you can save the link as a favorite or
copy-and-paste it into e-mail or other documents for direct access.

VLC Media Player (cnet - Free Download)
VLC Media Player is a long-time open-source favorite, and the latest version is also the first to be out of beta
development. It's not the only option for free video playback, but it's one of the best, and the feature updates in
version 1 make it well worth the upgrade. ... Users can now get frame-by-frame advancement, granular speed
controls allowing for on-the-fly slower or faster playback, and live recording of streaming video. The toolbars are
fully customizable, so you can have only the buttons you need in the interface, there's AirTunes streaming, and
there's better integration in Gtk environments. Along with the improvements, VLC continues to offer robust support
for a wide range of video and audio formats, including OGG, MP2, MP3, MP4, DivX, HD codecs like AES3, Raw
Dirac, and even support for playing back zipped files. The default interface is still a stripped down player that belies
VLC's functionality and features. Skinning can fix that quickly, but behavior can still be a bit unpredictable
depending on the quality of the skin. VLC's open-source foundation and community ensures that it evolves quickly
and often, with new features and fixes released frequently. Overall, VLC Media Player is a must-have application
for its ability to open just about any type of video file you throw at it.

VLC media player - FREE Media Player - Mp3, Mp4, Flac, MKv, DVD [DVD Viewing, Setting Suggestions: Video - Deinterlace - Yadif (2x);
Video - Aspect Ratio 16:10 {if you have a larger screen}; Video Fullscreen] (Free Download)
The cross-platform open-source multimedia framework, player and server VLC media player is a highly portable
multimedia player and multimedia framework capable of reading most audio and video formats (MPEG-2, MPEG4, H.264, DivX, MPEG-1, mp3, ogg, aac ...) as well as DVDs, Audio CDs VCDs, and various streaming protocols.
See the full features list. It can also be used as a media converter or a server to stream in unicast or multicast in
IPv4 or IPv6 on networks.
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**Update: Basic Christian - I posted some family video that my father
and I did in 2005 - It gives a little background into who I am - The blog
History Study 'The 8 Kingdoms' will be on a continued short break until
about next week
Online and download video - God bless everyone! ~ David Anson Brown

!Revival Hymn - mp4

Revival Hymn - Mp3

Heart Cry

eCube Adults Version

eCube Kids Version

The Gospel for Kids

Roman's Road to Salvation

{Highly Recommended!!} Remnant X Radio: (show_2875067.mp3)
Thugonomics - John Higgins And The House of Miracles P2 (Mp3)

The Bible clearly speaks of Jesus as being truly God (YouTube)
http://www.basicchristian.org/dvds_movies_flash_list.rss[3/13/2012 10:40:04 AM]
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The Bible clearly speaks of Jesus as being truly God. Pastor Jack takes us through a very powerful set of scriptures
ascribing attributes and titles to Jesus that are reserved to God alone.

How Good is Good Enough? (YouTube)
This is the Christian message of how sinful man is graciously and mercifully reconciled to God. How well does this
line up with the messages presented last weekend at the LDS General Conference? -- "From now on, therefore, we
regard no one according to the flesh. Even though we once regarded Christ [in person] according to the flesh, we
regard Him thus no longer. Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation. The old has passed away; behold,
the new has come. All this is from God, who through Christ reconciled us to Himself and gave us the ministry of
reconciliation; that is, in Christ God was reconciling the world to Himself, not counting their trespasses against
them, and entrusting to us the message of reconciliation. Therefore, we are ambassadors for Christ, God making His
appeal through us. We implore you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God. For our sake He made Him to be
[our] sin who knew no sin, so that in Him we might become the righteousness of God." 2 Corinthians 5:16-21

Adobe: Updated Adobe AIR Version 2.6 (Free Download)
Note: The Air program from Adobe is much like the (PDF) Acrobat program from Adobe, both programs have to
be installed on the computer before you can view Air Documents or PD files. The Air program is a next generation
file system and is more interactive than PDF files.

Basic Christian AIR (Version 2.08) - For Easter Holy Week Resurrection
Day 2011 - {Available - as a FREE Download} Note: The 'Adobe Air'
document [BasicChristian.air] can be downloaded to any desktop
computer (PC or Mac) and also on some of the newer phones (To
download and install - Right click this link) {Note: This is the Basic
Christian resource format that I'm now using the most (though it
doesn't have the universal search feature of a PDF file). It has all the
Basic Christian documents [Contents] easily accessible and it also has
the ability for each user to change font sizes [lower right slide bar],
add comments [Comments Pod] and also a section to add your own
quick links [Favorites] to other websites a feature that I use daily to
quickly visit several websites and blogs.}
The project is now in the Easter Holy Week Resurrection Day 2011 Version. It will provide excellent anytime
devotions and is perfect as a Holy Week (Easter) gift for others. Most importantly [with the free Adobe Air (2.6)
program] the end user can create their own comments list, add links to other websites, blogs, rss feeds, references
and documents that once combined create an inclusive individual Christian, research, devotional and study tool
project. -- Now Available for Download!

{Excellent!!} Church History - A Biography of William Tyndale (Mp3)
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William Tyndale part 2 by Andy Davis | Mar 7, 2009 | Topic: Christian Biography

The Bible clearly speaks of Jesus as being truly God (YouTube)
The Bible clearly speaks of Jesus as being truly God. Pastor Jack takes us through a very powerful set of scriptures
ascribing attributes and titles to Jesus that are reserved to God alone.

VFTB Live: How and Why We Believe (Mp3)
WHAT WE believe determines how we live. Do you know why you or your church does what it does? Keith Giles
joins us to discuss his new book, This is My Body: Ekklesia as God Intended, which expores the difference between
church as we know it and ekklesia the way God meant it to be. Then we're joined by Doug Harris, host of Simply
the Truth on Revelation TV. He talks about Reachout Trust, his ministry to those in cults, the occult, and the New
Age. Please visit the VFTB Facebook page and check out the great Christian podcasters at the Revelations Radio
Network. -- [Note: Ekklesia (G-1577) 'Ek' out of; 'Kaleo' called; called out ones (called out of the world and into
God's heavenly gathering), congregation, gathering. -- i.e. Exodus Ex·o·dus [éksedess] 'out of - departing' leaving
(earthly) Egypt and following God to (heavenly) Israel and Jerusalem. The Christian Church [Ekklesia] on earth,
biblically is not just an in-gathering of believers but is more represented as an out-gathering from the world who
have assembled together before God and with one another. -- "Hebrews 13:12-14 Wherefore Jesus also, that He
might sanctify the people with His own blood, suffered without (outside) the [city] gate. Let us go forth therefore
unto Him without (outside) the camp [society], bearing His reproach. For here [earthly] have we no continuing city,
but we seek [the holy, eternal] one to come."]

Littleshots Productions: Presents Two animations of Jack Chick's
popular tract stories 'The Sissy' & 'Tiny Shoes' • ON ONE DVD! ($4.95)
{Scroll Down} (On-line View)
Four years ago, Steve West called Chick Publications with an idea, and a vision. He asked for permission to make
video animations of Chick tracts, using software currently available. His vision was to deliver these gospel
messages to a generation that is reading less and less. He hoped to have them translated and make something that
would help missionaries spread the Gospel. We gave him permission, and he formed Littleshots Productions and
produced videos from two of Jack Chick•s stories, "The Sissy" and "Tiny Shoes." ... You can show them to your
Sunday School class, youth group, or even your church. Then discuss the message of the story and lead people to
Christ. Also, if you purchase a copy, you are free to make as many copies as you wish for your own use. You can
give them away like a tract, too.

{Flashback} Video & Audio Sermons by David Wilkerson and Gary
Wilkerson (Mp3s)
World Challenge, Inc. was founded by Reverend David Wilkerson in 1971. The ministry's mission is to promote and
perpetuate the message of Christ through public teachings. As such, World Challenge, Inc. serves as a corporate
umbrella for Reverend Wilkerson's crusades, ministers' conferences, book and tract publishing, video production,
Bible schools, street evangelism, literature distribution, feeding programs, drug and alcohol rehabilitation centers
and other charitable outreaches. He remains president of World Challenge, Inc. which has a mailing list to hundreds
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of thousands of people who regularly receive copies of his sermons and ministry updates.

[Excellent!!] LostSeed: Compilations [Christian Messages set to Praise
Music] (Mp3s)
The goal of these audio mp3s are to give you a desire to draw closer to God. There are different styles of preaching,
from a few different denominations, it does not matter. But what does matter is that in all of them the topic is The
Lord Jesus Christ.

[Excellent!!] SolaSisters: New from Igniter Media "Follow" - Who Are
You Following? (Video)
Follow: Throughout the course of his public ministry, Jesus knew both the adoration and desertion of the crowds.
Today, just as 2,000 years ago, the gospel asks a question that demands an answer: Will we follow? This video
illustrates this truth through the dynamic lens of a 21st-century social network.

{Excellent!!} Fighting for the Faith - Rob Bell's [global think tank
religion] (Re)Emergence of Liberal Theology - **Martin Bashir Interview
on the Paul Edwards Program (Mp3)
Martin Bashir Interview on the Paul Edwards Program • Craig Venter Breaks Ranks with Evolutionists Over
Common Descent • Rob Bell's, Love Wins, is Nothing More Than the (Re)Emergence of Liberal Theology •
Sermon Review. "In the Zone: God's P.O.V." by David Hughes of Church by the Glades.

{Excellent!!} Fighting for the Faith - [Analysis] Panel Discussion
[Southern Baptist Theological Seminary] of Rob Bell's Love Wins (Mp3)
• Panel Discussion of Rob Bell's Love Wins

Love Wins: [Southern Baptist Theological Seminary] Conversations on
Rob Bell's New Book (Excellent!! - Videos, Mp4s, Mp3s, Downloads)
RELATED RESOURCES: Love Wins: A Conversation on Rob Bell•s New Book (Video) By R. Albert Mohler, Jr.,
Justin Taylor, Denny Burk, Russell Moore -- The Treason of Lost Love - Christ's Letter to the Church at Ephesus
(Audio) By R. Albert Mohler Jr. -- A Conversation with Dr. Kevin Ezell (Audio) By Dr. Kevin Ezell.

Jesus Walk 2011 - Getting Ready, Best of Postings!! - Christian Movie:
Abandoned to God: The Oswald Chambers Story (DVD)
Abandoned to God: Oswald Chambers Story DVD 199199 -->From locations in England and Scotland, David
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McCasland shows you some of the places and describes key events and people that influenced the young Scottish
preacher. Also includes an interview with Chambers' daughter Kathleen who shares memories of her father. Come
away with a better understanding of this influential man of God.

Jesus Walk 2011 - Getting Ready, Best of Postings!! - Christian Movie:
George Müller - Robber Of The Cruel Streets (DVD)
George Müller (1805-1898) was a German playboy who found Christ and gave his life to serve Christ unreservedly.
His mission was to rescue orphans from the wretched street life that enslaved so many children in England during
the time of Charles Dickens and Oliver Twist. Müller did rescue, care for, feed, and educate such children by the
thousands. The costs were enormous for such a great work. Yet, amazingly, he never asked anyone for money.
Instead he prayed, and his children never missed a meal. This docu-drama presents his life story and shows how
God answered prayer and met their needs. It is a story that raises foundational questions regarding faith and
finances. Also included are two special documentaries on Müller and some of the lives affected by his work.

Jesus Walk 2011 - Getting Ready, Best of Postings!! - Christian Movie:
Faith Like Potatoes (2006) - BASED ON THE INSPIRING TRUE STORY
OF ANGUS BUCHAN {Note: An Excellent movie! Extremely well-acted
and produced! - Also Note: The movie (like most Christian message
movies) is an emotional rollercoaster, be prepared and have the people
watching it with you prepared for an excellent, emotional, true movie
that is also very moving, touching and most of all faith promoting.}
(DVD)
Based on the novel Faith Like Potatoes, this inspiring film tells the story of Angus Buchan, a South African farmer
who suffers a series of seemingly insurmountable losses, but through an unlikely friendship with his Zulu farmhand
and divine interventions, discovers the key to healing himself and learning to accept others lies in his unwavering
belief in the power of faith. This powerful DVD includes a gripping 54 minute documentary on the real life Angus
Buchan, the making of Faith Like Potatoes, director and cast commentary, deleted scenes and more.

Jesus Walk 2011 - Getting Ready, Best of Postings!! - Christian Movie:
St. John In Exile (DVD)
Dean Jones is Saint John in this intimate, inspiring one-man presentation of John in exile on Patmos. Full of humor,
strong in spirit, and resolutely committed to Christ, John shares his account of the events that changed the course of
human history---and challenges us with his last words before his death: "Little children, love one another." 90
minutes.

Jesus Walk 2011 - Getting Ready, Best of Postings!! - Christian Movie:
Joseph - The Bible Collection, 10-DVD Set - On Sale $48.99 (DVD)
Witness the frailty, triumph, and glory of Old Testament heroes Abraham, David, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, and
Samson and Delilah. Stars include Richard Harris, Dennis Hopper, Elizabeth Hurley, Jonathan Pryce, Barbara
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Hershey, Leonard Nimoy, and Ben Kingsley. Experience anew the beloved stories you know by heart with this
outstanding collection. Six-DVD boxed set. More than 16 hours of Bible stories.

Jesus Walk 2011 - Getting Ready, Best of Postings!! - Christian Movie:
The Apocalypse - The Bible Collection, 7-DVD Set - On Sale $44.99
(DVD)
From the Emmy Award-winning Bible series featuring the critically acclaimed movies Abraham, Joseph and Moses
comes an all-new production starring Richard Harris as John the Apostle in The Apocalypse. The year is 90 A.D.
and the Roman Emperor has unleashed a virulent campaign against the Christians. Held captive by the Romans, the
aged apostle John (Richard Harris) struggles to save Christianity from extinction by sending letters to the Christian
communities. Driven by the wish to meet the last living witness of the Lord's passion, the young Christian Irene
(Victoria Belvedere) succeeds in gaining access to John's prison. Entrusting the written record of his visions to her,
he begs Irene to spread its message among the Christians. These visions form the contents of the Book of
Revelation. To some, they evoke the end of the world; to others, they allude to the spiritual struggles facing
Christians of all eras.

The Garden of Eden [Pre-Flood of Noah] Part 1 - (Kent Hovind) Creation
Seminar (YouTube)
These Seminars are NOT copyrighted. If you are interested in helping support Kent Hovind his video series is
available on DVD at http://shopping.drdino.com/category-exec/category_id/39/nm/Seminar .... The Garden of Eden,
part two of the seminar series, describes the earth as it was before the worldwide flood. Dr. Hovind explains in detail
how it was possible for man to live over 900 years, for plants and animals to grow much larger than today, and for
dinosaurs to thrive along with man. This Creation Seminar is only one of the seven listed below: Creation Seminar
1 - The Age of the Earth, Creation Seminar 2 - *The Garden of Eden, Creation Seminar 3 - Dinosaurs and the Bible,
Creation Seminar 4 - Lies in the Textbooks, Creation Seminar 5 - The Dangers of Evolution, Creation Seminar 6 The Hovind Theory, Creation Seminar 7 - Questions and Answers.

Creationist Kent Hovind Reveals The Truth About The Garden of Eden
[Pre-Flood of Noah] and Creation! (Google Video)
Kent Hovind - 1 hr 56 min 19 sec - Mar 2, 2006 - www.drdino.com

Discovery of the real Noah's Ark - Ron Wyatt - Part 1 (YouTube)
Archaeologist Ron Wyatt and his team discover Noah's Ark! Extremely interesting to watch.

Discovery of the real Noah's Ark - Ron Wyatt - Part 2 (YouTube)
The continuation and conclusion of Ron Wyatt's discovery of Noah's Ark! Conclusive evidence that shows the Great
Flood is not a myth!
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ArkDiscovery.com: Biblical Archeology - Ron Wyatt's "Discovered
Series" (5 DVD Set $22)
The entire DVD series of the late Ron Wyatt's discoveries. This amazing series will show such discoveries as: The
Red Sea Crossing site, Mt. Sinai, Noah's Ark, Sodom and Gomorrah, the Ark of the Covenant and dozens of other
faith building discoveries! 4 hour, 20 minute DVD covering the all the discoveries, plus Ron Wyatt presentations.
Select a larger quantity of 10 or 50 and receive a price reduction, perfect for you to resell or give away while
spreading the word about the discoveries.

A Gnostic Gospel - Christless Christianity: 2010 West Coast Conference
- A Conference by Various Teachers (Online Video - Audio)
Message 5, A Gnostic Gospel: Americans are incurably "spiritual," but this spirituality expresses itself in ways that
are incompatible with biblical Christianity. It expresses itself in ways that are essentially Gnostic. The American
church has not been immune to the influence of this American Gnosticism. In this message, Dr. Peter Jones
compares this private, mystical, and inward religious mentality with the corporate, doctrinal, and visible faith of
orthodox Christianity.

Heart of the Matter - Live One Hour Call-in Show - Shows Aired in 2010
- Grace parts 1 & 2 (Mp3 - Mp4)
About Heart of the Matter: Started in early 2006, Heart of the Matter is a TV show produced in the Mecca of
Mormonism, Salt Lake City. It's where Mormonism meets Biblical Christianity face to face! Shawn McCraney, the
host of Heart of the Matter, provides great entertainment value and valuable knowledge of Mormonism and what it
means to be a Born-Again Christian. Shawn is the author of "I Was a Born-Again Mormon" and the pastor of
Calvary Campus.

Christian Movie: Faith Like Potatoes (2006) - BASED ON THE
INSPIRING TRUE STORY OF ANGUS BUCHAN {Note: An Excellent
movie! Extremely well-acted and produced! - Also Note: The movie
(like most Christian message movies) is an emotional rollercoaster, be
prepared and have the people watching it with you prepared for an
excellent, emotional, true movie that is also very moving, touching and
most of all faith promoting.} (DVD)
Based on the novel Faith Like Potatoes, this inspiring film tells the story of Angus Buchan, a South African farmer
who suffers a series of seemingly insurmountable losses, but through an unlikely friendship with his Zulu farmhand
and divine interventions, discovers the key to healing himself and learning to accept others lies in his unwavering
belief in the power of faith. This powerful DVD includes a gripping 54 minute documentary on the real life Angus
Buchan, the making of Faith Like Potatoes, director and cast commentary, deleted scenes and more.

Excellent!! Commentary by James White - Another Attempt to Make
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Lemon Juice Out of Lemons.... (Video)
Is lying in the pulpit not a "moral" failure? How did we get here in the Evangelical Church? Some thoughts.

***Highly Recommended - #5 AN INSIDER'S WARNING - BOB JONES
(no relation to Bob Jones of Bob Jones University) - LAKELAND
OUTPOURING - TODD BENTLEY - True or False? (YouTube)
Andrew Strom is author of the first book on the Lakeland outpouring. He spent 11 years in the same Prophetic
movement as Todd Bentley. Here he tells us why he questions the Lakeland outpouring, the teachings, drunk
behavior, strange signs and wonders, etc. What will it take to see real Revival?

Extremely Important Viewing!!! Part 8 - Dialectic Deception - [To
Download Click the Share Button] (Online Video)
*Emerging Church DVD (Online) This two hour and forty-five minute DVD takes a hard look into the beliefs and
practices of what has become one of the most dangerous deceptions assaulting God's people today - The Emergent
Church. - Part 8: Sandy Simpson speaks on: Methods used by false teachers to deceive God's people.

Part 8 - Dialectic Deception - Download option 2 'Right Click' on the
this Link and select "Save file as •" (Mp4 Download)
*Emerging Church DVD (Online) This two hour and forty-five minute DVD takes a hard look into the beliefs and
practices of what has become one of the most dangerous deceptions assaulting God's people today - The Emergent
Church. - Part 8: Sandy Simpson speaks on: Methods used by false teachers to deceive God's people.

Part 7 - Yoga within the Christian Church - Download option 2 'Right
Click' on the this Link and select "Save file as •" (Mp4 Download)
*Emerging Church DVD (Online) This two hour and forty-five minute DVD takes a hard look into the beliefs and
practices of what has become one of the most dangerous deceptions assaulting God's people today - The Emergent
Church. - Part 8: Sandy Simpson speaks on: Methods used by false teachers to deceive God's people.

Part 6 - Brian McLaren - Download option 2 'Right Click' on the this
Link and select "Save file as •" (Mp4 Download)
*Emerging Church DVD (Online) This two hour and forty-five minute DVD takes a hard look into the beliefs and
practices of what has become one of the most dangerous deceptions assaulting God's people today - The Emergent
Church. - Part 8: Sandy Simpson speaks on: Methods used by false teachers to deceive God's people.
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Part 5 - Occult infiltration - Download option 2 'Right Click' on the this
Link and select "Save file as •" (Mp4 Download)
*Emerging Church DVD (Online) This two hour and forty-five minute DVD takes a hard look into the beliefs and
practices of what has become one of the most dangerous deceptions assaulting God's people today - The Emergent
Church. - Part 8: Sandy Simpson speaks on: Methods used by false teachers to deceive God's people.

Part 4 - The Church of Oprah Winfrey - Download option 2 'Right Click'
on the this Link and select "Save file as •" (Mp4 Download)
*Emerging Church DVD (Online) This two hour and forty-five minute DVD takes a hard look into the beliefs and
practices of what has become one of the most dangerous deceptions assaulting God's people today - The Emergent
Church. - Part 8: Sandy Simpson speaks on: Methods used by false teachers to deceive God's people.

Part 3 - Contemplative/centering prayer - Download option 2 'Right
Click' on the this Link and select "Save file as •" (Mp4 Download)
*Emerging Church DVD (Online) This two hour and forty-five minute DVD takes a hard look into the beliefs and
practices of what has become one of the most dangerous deceptions assaulting God's people today - The Emergent
Church. - Part 8: Sandy Simpson speaks on: Methods used by false teachers to deceive God's people.

Part 2 - The Emergent Church - Download option 2 'Right Click' on the
this Link and select "Save file as •" (Mp4 Download)
*Emerging Church DVD (Online) This two hour and forty-five minute DVD takes a hard look into the beliefs and
practices of what has become one of the most dangerous deceptions assaulting God's people today - The Emergent
Church. - Part 8: Sandy Simpson speaks on: Methods used by false teachers to deceive God's people.

Part 1 - Introduction - Download option 2 'Right Click' on the this Link
and select "Save file as •" (Mp4 Download)
*Emerging Church DVD (Online) This two hour and forty-five minute DVD takes a hard look into the beliefs and
practices of what has become one of the most dangerous deceptions assaulting God's people today - The Emergent
Church. - Part 8: Sandy Simpson speaks on: Methods used by false teachers to deceive God's people.

Hilarious!! False Prophet Post of the Day! - Todd Bentley - Is Emma the
Angel Branham's "Jesus" [what about Maroni, does Emma know
Maroni?] (YouTube)
"they took a picture of it in the science world..." ROFLMAO!
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Branham Vs Todd Bentley (YouTube)
Hear William Branham share his thoughts on the Trinity. {Hint! [Branham] thinks it's from the Devil so then he
thinks it is the Devil that is proclaiming Jesus to be God (Trinity view) while Branham then thinks the Holy Spirit is
busy demoting Jesus and then exalting man to equality with Jesus -- or is it that Satan the Devil is busy exalting
man while it is the Holy Spirit who is exalting the (Trinity) Truth of Jesus. I'm going to go with the Holy Spirit
(Trinity) view that Jesus is God along with the Father and the Holy Spirit and that man is a sinner along with Satan
and the other fallen angels.}

Bob Jones Talks About "Fire" in Longview, WA - "Christians are going
to get themselves clean (false works gospel) so they can come before
the Father" - Oh, his 'preaching' was so hot that fire trucks showed up
to put out the fire - Yeah, he's a credible one - NOT! {Note: This Bob
Jones heretic [Kansas City false prophets] is no relationship to any of
the Bob Jones heretics of [BJU]. They are each their own heretical
false teaching self, espousing to the public their own personal flavor of
false doctrine and false teachings and are not to be confused with
each other as I have just done even though I knew they were not the
same person [KC Bob Jones and BJU Bob Jones II], but they seem to
have been under the same false spirit and I do issue my apology for
confusing the two people.} (YouTube)
Comment: bob seems very satisfied with himself. ... Worship God in the Spirit according to the Holy Spirit inspired
[in us - through the Bible], not the proven false prophet Bob Jones. ... He needs to repent of his false prophesies and
come clean.

Bob Jones (fake Kansas City prophet - no relation to Bob Jones of Bob
Jones University): 3 ft angel [demonic - Erma - Emma-O] encounter [while in his own living room during a (self-induced?) New Age-NWO
trance] - Erma feeding her leavened bread to women of the Church {Note: Bob Jones might have viewed women as three feet tall figures
but Jesus Christ and true Judeo-Christianity esteems, exalts and
honors women and motherhood far beyond any religion, institution or
culture of the world.} (YouTube)
EMMA-O, The [Buddhist] god of the underworld. He lives in the Yellow Springs under the earth in a huge castle
all covered in silver and gold, rosy pearls and other jewels. Thus, he, (she) appears in these Charismatic meetings,
he brings gold dust, silver, rosy pearls and other jewels to steal the souls of the deluded Christians.

WARNING! Monica Dennington [started her ministry while in Kansas
City] of "Tic Toc Ministries" - She is a false teacher who says the Holy
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Spirit is a woman! {Note: both Beth Moore and Nancy Leigh DeMoss
(sister of Mark DeMoss) have also gone down this same path where
they started out apparently teaching sound doctrine but are now also
teaching more of a New Age Contemplative and cult (LDS) friendly
message. Also Note: in 2007 the Nancy Leigh DeMoss Ministry (Revive
Our Hearts - Women's Ministry) suddenly received a "matchable
donation" (of between $10,000-$25,000) from an "unnamable" [LDS?]
source while at the same time her brother Mark DeMoss was employed
by the Mitt Romney campaign. Presumably the donation was payment
to Nancy so she would not speak out about or against the LDS cult something that since 2007 Nancy has rarely if ever done.} (YouTube
Video)
I'm shocked also. Jesus always was. He was not created [by sex between Father God and a female Holy Spirit]. A
body of flesh was created for him through God and Mary but Jesus always was. This is so basic. I'm really surprized
at Monica's twist on such a simple concept. This is bad news. Her previous teachings that I have heard seemed to be
spot on.

Todd Bently, Deceiving angel began his [revival] ministry [in Florida]
(YouTube)
Comments: Does this man know how to read?? Is he capable of reading the Bible? I never see him read or quote
the Bible. Strange, really strange. He is great at kicking, punching, closelining, and well assaulting people. No
wonder our planet is doomed! ... WOW. LOL This is a joke right? This guy is just another dood who decided to
become a false preacher cuz you can make a lot of money quick. Read the Bible people, dont listen to idiots like
Todd, he just wants your money.

Todd Bentley - Emma The Angel - [Todd Bentley is] "Lyin' to My Face"
(YouTube)
Comments: I am so tired of all of the false prophets and garbage being preached to so many gullable people. It is
sickening. My own family has been affected by many of these false teachers and they call themselves christians.
Where is their discernment??? I do not understand WHY sooo many people fall for this stuff??? Incredible!!

Who is Emma-O? - as followed by Bob Jones and Todd Bentley
(YouTube)
Comments: God Bless You for exposing the truth... we must all worship Jesus Christ... not some "angel" a false
prophet reveals to people... pray for the people who follow Todd Bently and Emma-O...

David Payne Drama - [Apostle Paul] Prisoner of Passion - Payne
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delivers a powerful and inspiring presentation as Paul the Apostle
reflecting on his life in Christ - Preview (YouTube)
Who is David Payne? Born in London, England, David Payne discovered his calling as an actor portraying C. S.
Lewis in the stage production of Shadowlands at Nashville's prestigious Tennessee Performing Arts Center.
Acclaimed for the power, sensitivity, and authenticity of his portrayal of C. S. Lewis in the shows Shadowlands, In
Search of Joy, and Weep for Joy, Payne now tours the U.S. performing his Lewis-inspired repertoire, which also
includes his characterization of "Professor Daemon" in Target Practice - a show that found its inspiration from
Lewis's The Screwtape Letters. More recently, he has starred as Aslan the Lion in U.S. tours of The Lion, The
Witch & The Wardrobe and The Magician's Nephew. His latest stage production is Prisoner of Passion. Drawing
from the Pauline epistles and using the text of the Holman Christian Standard Bible (HCSB) translation, Payne
delivers a powerful and inspiring presentation as Paul the apostle reflecting on his life in Christ. For more
information, visit Payne's Ministry, Rising Image. Visit DavidPayneDrama on YouTube.

Josh McDowell: Can I Trust the Bible? - Parts 1-4 Video (wmv)
"The Bible stands alone among all other books. It is unique, 'different from all others,' in the following ways plus a
multitude more: *Continuity, *Circulation, *Translation, *Survival, *Teachings, *Influence on Literature, and
*Influence on Civilization." Evidence That Demands a Verdict, Pg. 4, 4-16.

Westminster Seminary: Christ, Kingdom & Culture Conference [January
2010] - This conference addressed the sovereignty of God as it relates
to His Kingdom (7 Free Video Downloads)
What is the Christian's relationship to culture? This conference addressed the sovereignty of God as it relates to his
kingdom, to our role as Christians in God's world, in the state, at work, at school, and in the church.

Simply Share Jesus: The eCube-Classic - The eCube-Classic is made
for everyone! (Video Download)
Description: The eCube-Classic is made for everyone! Parents, Kids, Pastors, Youth Leaders, Sunday School
Teachers, Missionaries, Lay Leaders and more can share this creative, easy-to-use puzzle to bring the Gospel of
Jesus Christ to life.

Hooray! This marks the official release of "The Bible vs Joseph Smith!"
In a conversation between a Christian and a Mormon, the prophets of
both the Bible and the Book of Mormon are put head to head in a test
to see which prophets are truly speaking for God - If even one
prophecy fails to come true, that prophet is a false prophet, and must
be put to death -- See Also: The Bible vs. The Book of Mormon - DVD
Trailers (Online Videos)
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Hooray! This marks the official release of "The Bible vs Joseph Smith!" We have worked very hard on this fulllength documentary since the beginning of august last year, and it's now finally available. And now is when we need
your help more then ever! Here are some things you can do: 1. Order multiple copies to use in your witness to
Mormons, and to promote the film in your community. 2. Host a local showing of the documentary (not restricted
to pastors). 3. Forward our release email to 10 or more of your friends (for those on our mailing list). 4. Share this
post on your facebook, twitter, myspace, etc., with the "share" icon at the bottom of this post! 5. Embed the trailer
on your own website or blog with the code below: You have blessed us so much! Thank you for all your support,
now lets spread this tool as far and wide as possible to uncover the falacy of Mormonism, and reveal the glory of
God in Jesus Christ! *If you are a Mormon, email us and we'll set you up to watch The Bible vs Joseph Smith for
free.

AnswersInGenesis.org: Counterfeit Reality with Bill Jack - Parts 1 & 2
(Online Video)
Shot live before 300 teens and embellished with cutting-edge comic book style animation, Demolishing Strongholds
features four highly engaging speakers: Ken Ham, Bill Jack, Charles Ware, and Carl Kerby. Each will prepare your
students to stand firm on the authority of God's Word, and each will equip and challenge them to activate their faith!

Paul: The Emissary (DVD)
Product Description: How did the fiercest opponent of Christianity become one of its greatest advocates? This
dramatic video shows you Paul's powerful conversion on the Damascus road, and his transformation from an angry
zealot bent on exterminating the church into a messenger willing to pay any price---even death---to bring the
message of salvation to the world. Paul's life changed the ancient world and still confronts our world today!
Approx. 54 minutes.

Peter and Paul (DVD)
Product Description: Follow these two very different yet highly influential men over three world-changing decades.
Beginning with the crucifixion, you'll see Paul on the road to Damascus, witness the day Peter met Paul in
Jerusalem, and watch them clash later over Jewish law. Anthony Hopkins and Robert Foxworth star in this epic
network television mini-series about early Christianity. Approx. 194 minutes.

A.D. - The stunning sequel to Jesus of Nazareth - (DVD)
Product Description: The stunning sequel to Jesus of Nazareth, this captivating epic vividly re-creates the turbulent
years following the crucifixion of Christ. Witness the growth of the fledgling church, from Peter's first bold sermon
at Pentecost to the martyrdom of Paul. Filmed on location in the Middle East and Europe with an all-star cast.
Includes a 12-session on-disk study guide. Two DVDs, 6 hours total. Abridged Edition.

Acts - Matthew, John & Acts, 6-DVD Set The Visual Bible Series (DVD)
Product Description: Journey back to first-century Palestine and witness the extraordinary events that changed the
world! Meet Matthew and John as they reflect on the events they witnessed as Jesus' disciples. Travel with Luke as
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he shares the struggles and triumphs of the early church. Shot on location, these vivid portrayals are adapted wordfor-word from Scripture. Closed-captioned. Six DVDs, approx. 13 hours total.

!!!Two Excellent Videos by Aaron Shafovaloff - Mormon Coffee: More
Reasons Why The [LDS-Mormon] Royal Line of Sinless Saviors Just
Doesn't Add Up [Only two royal sinless saviors, God the Father and
Jesus from Celestial family 'A' - but millions of Mormon Celestial gods
from Adam family 'x', why could the supposed Mormon family of Jesus
only produce two gods [Jesus and the Father] worthy of the devotion
and worship of others while the human Mormon family of Adam has
produces millions of gods supposedly worthy of the devotion, (tithes)
and worship of others] - *Was Heavenly [LDS] Mother Once Perhaps a
Sinner? (YouTube)
The whole of Mormon Theology begins to unravel. If God was a sinless Savior like Jesus, then how was He tested
by the flesh so that He could earn His own godhood and be exalted? Was he special somehow? And if we are to
become gods just like he did then why aren•t we all sinless Saviors too? What about the Holy Ghost? How did He
become a God without a physical body and being tried by it? What•s up with that? Is He special too? What about
Jesus? How come it•s possible for him to become a God without ever having fallen into sin like us and needing to
be redeemed? It seems to me that if being a sinner or being sinless is optional then there is no need for this
probationary period and the trials of the flesh. Why should we have to endure the trials of the flesh in order to
become a God if this is optional. It seems to me that if we were to become Gods as they became Gods, then we
wouldn•t have had the fall in the Garden of Eden. We would have all remained sinless and become sinless Gods as
God the Father did and as Jesus did.

Cowboys and Angels (2000) - Written and Directed by Gregory C.
Haynes - [warning - skip the DVD previews] (Movie - DVD)
User Comments: What a nice surprise to see Mia Kirshner in a movie where she doesn't take off her clothes or kiss
other girls or look anorexic... I think Mia is an amazing actress, and I was surprised by this movie. It's one of those
that you see in the video store and say, "I've never heard of that - wonder if it would be worth my time." It's
certainly not the best movie I've ever seen, but it was refreshing to watch a love story where the characters didn't
have to have sex on their first date to know they were compatible. I liked the story. The angel bit was a little
strange, but who hasn't wondered if there are angels among us? This was my introduction to Adam Trese, and I
found his character likable and believable. I was annoyed with Radha Mitchell. She kept getting in the way. I
suppose she was included so that the movie would be called more than just "Cowboys." Because that might be
lame. Anyway, a refreshing change from what Hollywood believes love is all about. Three cheers for Greg Haynes
for tackling this project.

The International (2009) - They control your money They control your
government They control your life And everybody pays (Movie - DVD)
Trivia: The film was inspired by the BCCI, or Bank of Credit & Commerce International, banking scandal, which
took place throughout the 80s and into the early 90s. After badly received previews, the film was pushed back from
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its August 2008 release date to February 2009 to allow re-shoots to turn it into more of an action film - only for the
film to be released in the middle of the worst banking crisis in U.S. history.

The Soloist (2009) - Life has a mind of its own - No one changes
anything by playing it safe (Movie - DVD)
The film is based on a true story involving a top columnist at the LA Times, Steve Lopez, played with grace by
Robert Downey Jr., who becomes invested in one of his more colourful subjects, Nathaniel Ayers, an accomplished
musician overcome by mental illness, now living on the streets of LA portrayed by Jamie Foxx, who rambles his
way to a convincing performance. The film is a satisfying adult drama that doesn't lose it's direction. It doesn't
pander to it's audience. There is no random violence, no guns, but indeed simply good story telling with great
characterizations. It's a decent film that deserves better treatment in the press. It has a noble heart that succeeds in
telling a great human story. It resonates and strikes a chord.

How This Can Be The Finest Hour For the American Church By Brannon
Howse {On the whole this is a very good message. America does need
a "Finest Hour" from the Christian Church and these days could be it. -The finest hour for any Church comes only through prayer, it comes
through worship through faithfulness and it comes from the desire to
intimately serve God and fellowship with God by individuals who no
longer are satisfied with what man and this fallen world has to offer
but instead have determined to seek the very face of God, the very
presence of God in Jesus Christ in a personal one to one relationship
with the Almighty God the creator of the universe.} (Online Video)
By Brannon Howse, Posted: 07/21 20:07:31/2009, Video Length: 12:00.

The True History of Atlantis [1960's dogma presented in a 1970's or
early 80's film version] (Part 16 of 22) - Nazi, Occultist, New Agers Attempting to Ascend to the 5th Dimension [the demonic dimension]
{Biblically it seems that mankind (Adam, Eve) were originally created
in the 6th dimension with the ability to visually see and interact with
God, with Angels and even with animals-other parts of God's creation.
After sin and the fall mankind and all of creation to some extent fell
from a higher 6th dimension to the lower 4 dimensions [length, height,
width, time]. The 6th dimension is still the Angelic dimension
encompassing both the Holy Angels and the fallen unholy now Satanic
Angels. The 5th dimension seems to be a dimension encompassing the
demonic realm mostly comprised of demonic (demons) offspring
(Nephalem) from the result of interbreeding between 6th dimensional
fallen unholy angels and 4th dimensional (mostly female, [Genesis 6:2]
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daughters of men) humans. - After the cross and resurrection the
restoration of mankind by Jesus Christ, Jesus has restored 'born again'
mankind with the highest possible dimension available to created
beings the 7th dimension (i.e. 7th day of Creation) the Day/Status of
Rest and Salvation [correlating to the 7th day of creation]. Jesus
restored mankind to a higher [7th] dimension than what we were
originally created in (the 6th dimension) [the New Wine of Salvation
being better than the Old Wine of the original Creation (John 2:10)].}
(Video-Download)
All of the Atlantean secret knowledge and it's teachings tell us that the legend of mankind, and the souls of them,
must go through cycles [violent, catastrophic] of transformation. When Atlantis fell in the horrifying catastrophe
tha...

JesusChristSalvation.ning.com: The True History of Atlantis (Online
Videos)
Lord I Praise You ~ Lord, Jesus Christ you are almighty ~ You are the King of all kings ~ You are the Alpha and
Omega ~ I praise you deliberately ~ As I also seek perfection ~ With lots of desolation ~ I Repent and ask for
forgiveness ~ My Father I am sorry; I am not worthy ~ Halleluiah, I give you all the glory ~ Through you I will win
all my battles ~ With your mercy I will raise my cattle ~ Jesus, I say thank you ~ Thank you for my family and
church ~ Thanks for our world and life ~ May generations to come elevate your name at all times ~ May I become
wealthy from a harvest of a dime! ~ Oh Lord, I extol you ~ I glorify your name for you are great ~ And I thank you
for being my Father ~ Please bring unto me meekness and wisdom ~ Raise me with all your will, for I am your son
~ You are the best of all priests ~ I praise you, I worship you, and I love you ~ May our relationship grow through
all that is good! -- Gregory Pierre-Jerome ~ Copyright ©2009 Gregory Pierre-Jerome.

Highly Recommended!!! Wise as Serpents: The Gaia-Sophia Mysteries
Part II by Frank Lordi - A Video Companion to Part I (Video Download)
What are the Gaia Sophia Mysteries? What role could they play in establishing the End Time One World Religion?
How are they tied into Gnosticism and ultimately into the worship of Lucifer? - Sophia or "wisdom" is a central
term in Hellenistic philosophy and religion, Platonism, Gnosticism, Orthodox Christianity, Esoteric Christianity, as
well as Christian mysticism. Sophiology is a philosophical concept regarding wisdom, as well as a theological
concept regarding the wisdom of God.

Highly Recommended!!! Wise as Serpents: The Gaia-Sophia Mysteries
Part I by Frank Lordi (Mp3)
What are the Gaia Sophia Mysteries? What role could they play in establishing the End Time One World Religion?
How are they tied into Gnosticism and ultimately into the worship of Lucifer? - Sophia or "wisdom" is a central
term in Hellenistic philosophy and religion, Platonism, Gnosticism, Orthodox Christianity, Esoteric Christianity, as
well as Christian mysticism. Sophiology is a philosophical concept regarding wisdom, as well as a theological
concept regarding the wisdom of God.
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Movie: The International - From Director Tom Tykwer and Sony
Pictures, The International is available on DVD June 9th, 2009 - The
International is an intense and suspenseful movie with a great duo of
lead actors (DVD)
From Director Tom Tykwer and Sony Pictures, The International is available on DVD June 9th. The movie stars
Clive Owen and Naomi Watts and Interpol agents attempting to uncover the truth behind a high profile bank's
involvement in international arms dealings. ... The International is an intense and suspenseful movie with a great
duo of lead actors. Owens and Watts are definitely tops in their industry and bring a lot to any movie.
Unfortunately, this story is a bit too big for its britches. If you are going to watch, be sure that you have the time
and the focus to commit to keeping up with things. The concept behind the movie is intriguing and the message is
poignant. However, there are so many characters and directions involved, that it is quite difficult to always know
what is going on. Still, you should be able to manage to get the gyst of the story before all is said and done.

Manti Pageant 2009 Evangelism Training Sessions 2009 (Video
Downloads)
During the two weeks of the 2009 Mormon Miracle Pageant in Manti, UT, evangelical Christians met during the
mornings for training. The talks mainly covered how to reach Mormons for Jesus.

Jah Jah Exposes the Crop Circle Hoax {Crop Circles are formed by
somehow (some form of low level radiation) with a slight charring,
drying out and removing the moisture from each individual plant at a
spot near the bottom of each plant stalk about an inch or two above
the ground then the plant having lost moisture in that lower part of its
stalk simply falls over and this is done in a pattern.} (YouTube)
Learn about Tesla read about H.A.A.R.P take a step back and see the bigger picture.. be careful who tries to lure
you into a new world order religion..... !

State of the Nation with Ken Ham •09 - Video Download - This video
download is currently available at a limited-time, introductory price of
only $1.99! (Retail $7.99.) Don•t pass up this opportunity to hear
firsthand from Ken Ham, co-author of the new book Already Gone! *Before a newly created account can be used, it must be activated
(Mp4 Download - On Sale - $1.99)
Australian-born Ham, in his dynamic style, recounts the secularization of American culture, the abandonment of the
biblical foundations of the USA, and explains why we are losing generations from the church-why, in fact, they are
already gone! Fast-paced and powerful, this video features over 200 PowerPoint illustrations plus eye-opening
video segments. Ham and Beemer present the results of a landmark new study which addresses the current spiritual
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state of our nation-especially our churches and the young people who have left. It is important to realize that,
although America has more Christian resources and Bible colleges than ever in its history, the nation is on a
spiritual downward spiral. What has happened? Why is the church not reaching the culture today as it has in the
past? Get the full report-discover and share the reasons behind the collapse of Christianity in the Western world!
Ham•s special presentation was recorded before a live audience and webcast on June 25, 2009, from the great hall of
the Creation Museum. This first-ever event was carried on the American Family Association•s network of 300 radio
stations, and on SkyAngel satellite network plus on various web sites, including CreationMuseum.org,
OneNewsNow.com, AnswersinGenesis.org, and others. Also available on DVD.

Steve Hill gives his Testimony - "World Says Imagine, Jesus says
Remember" world-says-imagine-jesus-says-remember.mp3 - Originally
posted at LostSeed.com (Mp3's)
Speaker: Steve Hill Size: 5.36 MB.

***Pastor Steve Hill Presents - A Prodigals Only Website - Jesus wants
them back! - So it is our job as Endtime Laborers to go out and seek
after them (Online Presentation)
Pastor - Steve Hill - was given the vision from the Lord to reach the Prodigals around the world. As we all know,
Prodigals are a group of people who once walked with the Lord but have since walked away from Him and have
totally hardened themselves to the things of God. You will not likely find them at a Christian gathering seeking after
a "word from the Lord" or seeking to get their lives right with Him. In other words, you will not find them in
church. So it is our job as Endtime Laborers to go out and seek after them. Be assured of this one thing - Jesus
wants them back! This is the vision that the Lord Jesus gave to Pastor Steve. Out of this vision was birthed this
awesome tool of evangelism. You have got to visit this site to see for yourself. It is packed with rich materials and
resources.

Moore's Chapel - Christian Videos - The Prodical Son - A Short Video
Drama (Video Downloads)
We thought that we would gather together some Christian videos that have been "hiding" on the net. We have
"massaged" some of them into various video formats for a decent video presentation. We will be adding more
Christian videos as time permits.... For viewing these Christian videos you may need the Macromedia Flash plug-in,
the Realmedia Player, QuickTime Player, and/or the latest Windows Media Player. We encourage you to visit the
websites listed for the Christian videos and explore their many evangelism resources. OR... Visit the Moore's
Chapel Christian Video channel on YouTube or MySpace !!

State of the Nation with Ken Ham •09 - Video Download - This video
download is currently available at a limited-time, introductory price of
only $1.99! (Retail $7.99.) Don•t pass up this opportunity to hear
firsthand from Ken Ham, co-author of the new book Already Gone! *Before a newly created account can be used, it must be activated
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(Mp4 Download - On Sale - $1.99)
Australian-born Ham, in his dynamic style, recounts the secularization of American culture, the abandonment of the
biblical foundations of the USA, and explains why we are losing generations from the church•why, in fact, they are
already gone! Fast-paced and powerful, this video features over 200 PowerPoint illustrations plus eye-opening
video segments. Ham and Beemer present the results of a landmark new study which addresses the current spiritual
state of our nation•especially our churches and the young people who have left. It is important to realize that,
although America has more Christian resources and Bible colleges than ever in its history, the nation is on a
spiritual downward spiral. What has happened? Why is the church not reaching the culture today as it has in the
past? Get the full report•discover and share the reasons behind the collapse of Christianity in the Western world!
Ham•s special presentation was recorded before a live audience and webcast on June 25, 2009, from the great hall of
the Creation Museum. This first-ever event was carried on the American Family Association•s network of 300 radio
stations, and on SkyAngel satellite network plus on various web sites, including CreationMuseum.org,
OneNewsNow.com, AnswersinGenesis.org, and others. Also available on DVD.

***Recast Now Available ~ THE COLLAPSE OF CHRISTIAN AMERICALIVE WEBCAST FROM THE CREATION MUSEUM with Ken Ham,
president of Answers in Genesis (Online - DVD Available)
Ken Ham, president of Answers in Genesis, will present powerful new research as part of our first-ever live video
webcast addressing the current spiritual state of our nation. Find out the reasons behind the collapse of Christianity
in the Western world, then participate in a live chat with Britt Beemer, founder of America's Research Group, and
Ken following the webcast. They are the co-authors of the new eye-opening book Already Gone. America has more
Christian resources and Bible colleges than ever in its history, yet the nation is on a spiritual downward spiral. What
has happened? Why is the church not reaching the culture today as it has in the past? Get the full report on June 25
at 8:00 p.m. as Ken, in his dynamic style, recounts the secularization of American culture and explains why we are
losing generations from the church-why, in fact, they are already gone! Don't miss this free webcast. Mark your
calendar and visit www.creationmuseum.org June 25 at 8:00 p.m. (EDT).

Watch and share a Free Inspirational Movie - A Journey Home - (OnlineVideo)
AFA and Franklin Springs Family Media have teamed up to bring you online and free the full length movie •A
Journey Home•. Please share this link with everyone you know on your email list. This movie brings such a
heartwarming message of courage and boldness. After viewing please consider purchasing the DVD to put in your
church library so this story can be used to transform the life of the family. Winner of the Jubilee Award for Best
Documentary at the San Antonio Independent Christian Film Festival, A Journey Home tells the story of the
extraordinary path traveled by Tommy Waller, his wife Sherri, and their 11 children. "The story of Tommy•s
magnificent family captured my heart and demanded that we make this film," said Ken Carpenter, producer/director
of A Journey Home.

exMormon: Heart of the Matter a Live One Hour Call-in Show 06/23/2009 Episode 171 Mountain Meadows Pt VII - at about 27
minutes into the show during the call-in portion Danny from Georgia
calls in and among other things comments that "he is believing for the
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Lord to change millions of lives" [Danny is in a sense prophesying that
millions of people are about to come out of the LDS organization and
into true Christianity. Is the LDS about to come crashing down as a
failed, bankrupt organization? I hope so and I certainly agree with
Danny and Heart of the Matter on this one!] {Though the Basic
Christian ministry is not a part of the ministry to the LDS movement it
does join in prayer and in the hope that millions of people will be
delivered from the LDS and into the glorious light of the Gospel of
Jesus Christ. Note: Basic Christian is a Theology, Bible Study and
Current Events ministry and sometimes the current events involve LDS
issues. Above all the Basic Christian ministry is a Servant Ministry
serving people by providing Links, Information and Resources to
Christian material. - The Basic Christian ministry is not a Leadership
ministry, not a Teaching ministry and not a Counseling ministry. The
Basic Christian ministry does seek to use the Spiritual gifts of
Discernment, Word of Knowledge and Word of Wisdom in its ministry
capacity.} (Online Video)
About Heart of the Matter Started in early 2006, Heart of the Matter is a TV show produced in the Mecca of
Mormonism, Salt Lake City. It's where Mormonism meets Biblical Christianity face to face! Shawn McCraney, the
host of Heart of the Matter, provides great entertainment value and valuable knowledge of Mormonism and what it
means to be a Born-Again Christian. Shawn is the author of "I Was a Born-Again Mormon" and the pastor of
Calvary Campus. -- Live One Hour Call-in Show - Airs Tuesdays 8pm MST - Rebroadcasts Tuesdays 11am MST Salt Lake City Channel 20 KTMW - Boise, Idaho Channel 18 KCLP.

Movie: The International - From Director Tom Tykwer and Sony
Pictures, The International is available on DVD June 9th, 2009 - The
International is an intense and suspenseful movie with a great duo of
lead actors (DVD)
From Director Tom Tykwer and Sony Pictures, The International is available on DVD June 9th. The movie stars
Clive Owen and Naomi Watts and Interpol agents attempting to uncover the truth behind a high profile bank's
involvement in international arms dealings. ... The International is an intense and suspenseful movie with a great
duo of lead actors. Owens and Watts are definitely tops in their industry and bring a lot to any movie.
Unfortunately, this story is a bit too big for its britches. If you are going to watch, be sure that you have the time
and the focus to commit to keeping up with things. The concept behind the movie is intriguing and the message is
poignant. However, there are so many characters and directions involved, that it is quite difficult to always know
what is going on. Still, you should be able to manage to get the gyst of the story before all is said and done.

Movie: The Fog of War - Eleven Lessons from the Life of Robert S.
McNamara - People who watch Errol Morris' Fog of War will be left with
a lot to think about - what was intended to be a 20 minute interview
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turned into a several hour candid conversation - we see that
McNamara still doesn't accept much responsibility for what he did
during the Vietnam War - He thinks of himself as just being an
employee working for the president {This is an excellent interview
DVD, it covers many topics and ideas about government and
leadership, it is highly recommended viewing.} (DVD)
People who watch Errol Morris' Fog of War will be left with a lot to think about. There are a number of parallels to
be drawn between what Americans faced during the Vietnam War era and what Americans face now with middleeast conflicts. Morris has directed several controversial documentaries, but Fog of War is very different. He allows
the subject of the documentary, Robert McNamara, to remain the focus of the film from beginning to end. Fog of
War is very stylish but the artistic features don't take away from the social and political commentary. Instead, they
add to it and make the film more enjoyable. This is an important film and while McNamara deserves most the credit
for its success, Morris presented the content of this film in a way that made it both provocative and entertaining. -When Morris had an opportunity to interview Robert McNamara, he had no idea what was about to happen. Morris
was making a film about Vietnam, not McNamara specifically. However, what was intended to be a 20 minute
interview turned into a several hour candid conversation. This interview turned conversation became the backbone
of Fog of War. It is obvious that something like guilt has been bugging McNamara and for whatever reason, Morris
brought it out. ... Probably the most important moment of Fog of War is when McNamara talks about mankind and
its inability to learn from history. He seems very pessimistic but has moments where he seems to think people can
learn from the past. It's easy to think about Donald Rumsfeld and wonder what sort of conversations he might have
with McNamara. Another great moment in Fog of War is when McNamara gets to meet a general from the
Vietnamese army, one of McNamara's adversaries from 30 years ago. It's then where we see that McNamara still
doesn't accept much responsibility for what he did during the Vietnam War. He thinks of himself as just being an
employee working for the president. Fog of War makes people think about a lot, but that's because of Robert
McNamara more than Errol Morris. This was McNamara's film and Morris just happened to hold the camera in
place when he probably felt like cringing or even laughing at times. During his famous acceptance speech for Fog
of War, which won an Academy Award for Best Documentary, Morris reminded the worldwide audience to be
careful, because the United States seems to be making the same mistakes it made during the Vietnam War. That's up
to the audience to decide, but Fog of War definitely makes everybody think about that.

Missing, Presumed Dead [POW/MIA] - Documentary Trailer {Through
extended American involvement in the Vietnam War and the prolonged
expense and distraction that detracted from building America up, there
emerged the socially engineered American counterculture, the hippiedrug, rebellious, alternate New Age religion culture that probably could
not have come about without the events of a long unpopular war.}
(Youtube)
Trailer for the documentary "Missing, Presumed Dead the Search for America's POW's"

Missing, Presumed Dead: The Search for America's [more than eight
thousand unreturned] POWs - Award-winning documentary - MISSING,
PRESUMED DEAD, unveils the mystery of why these POWs were
abandoned, the likelihood some are still alive in North Korea and
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Southeast Asia, and why our government doesn't want them back
(DVD)
A POW/MIA of American POWs from the Korean War were abandoned in North Korea after hostilities ended in
1953. When it became apparent that repatriating these men would not be feasible, the U.S. government declared
them, "missing, presumed dead." These missing servicemen were forgotten until POW/MIA activists forced the U.S.
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations to form a POW/MIA select committee to investigate recent reports that
POWs are still alive in Vietnam and North Korea and that the Pentagon has kept this secret from the public.
MISSING, PRESUMED DEAD, unveils the mystery of why these POWs were abandoned, the likelihood some are
still alive in North Korea and Southeast Asia, and why our government doesn't want them back.

Kiss the Boys Goodbye: How the United States Betrayed Its Own POWs
in Vietnam - The bestselling expose of a major political scandal - The
story of a five-year investigation by two award-winning journalists,
Kiss the Boys Goodbye reveals heartbreaking evidence of POWs
abandoned in Vietnam [WWII, Korea], of official obstruction and
missing files, censored testimony and thinly veiled threats from
government sources (Book)
Product Description: The bestselling expose of a major political scandal--in the tradition of All the President's Men
and Spycatcher. The story of a five-year investigation by two award-winning journalists, Kiss the Boys Goodbye
reveals heartbreaking evidence of POWs abandoned in Vietnam, of official obstruction and missing files, censored
testimony and thinly veiled threats from government sources. -- Comments: This is a book that should make
ordinary American citizens exceedingly sad and angry. Although some may argue that its message is old news, and
certainly very dated information, the horror and outrage it should occasion is neither old nor dated. For what the
authors contend, and go on to impressively prove, is that our national government deliberately and maliciously
betrayed its own soldiers trapped as Prisoners Of War (POWs) in Vietnam, abandoning them in favor of a quick and
otherwise painless exit from the war in Southeast Asia. This, as the authors argue, is a truly devastating indictment
of the Nixon administration, and one for which they cannot be forgiven. However, it is more than that. It is also a
bizarre story of men left behind for the sake of political expedience and due to a number of highly classified
clandestine operations, which were purposely kept from the American people. The story line begins with the sad
saga of a young ex-marine who escaped from Vietnam on the late 1970s and claimed to have seen a large number
of fellow American servicemen still being held by the Vietnamese. However, he was quickly charged with desertion
and collaboration with the enemy, in what seemed to be a desperate effort on the part of governmental officials to
bury both him and his story of American prisoners as deeply as possible from public view. From here the plot takes
a number of bizzare twists and turns. ... There are many of us who have long believed that Nixon and Kissinger
made a pact with the devil himself in order to to extricate the United States fro the ongoing horror of Vietnam.
What is truly mind-boggling is to discover just how right we were to suspect that they, and many others in the
government since that time, would take such drastic action as they have to conceal these facts and to evade the
truth. This is a worthwhile book, and one that demands to be read. I hope you can approach it with an open mind.
Its arguments and the evidence associated with it are, in my opinion, very convincing. Enjoy!

AVOIDING DISINFORMATION (YouTube)
The video displays useful information on how to protect yourself and others by avoiding disinformation and its
agents.
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Movie - The Body (2001) - An Israeli widow [and archeologist], Olivia
Williams, uncovers a hidden tomb in Jerusalem, and there is some
suggestion that it might be that of Christ - This causes a considerable
stir in the Vatican because, after all, Christ's body shouldn't be there
unless he was an ordinary man - So they send Father Antonio Banderas
down there to investigate, telling him ahead of time, so that he doesn't
misunderstand his mission, that "the body is not that of Christ" {This
movie is really a must watch! It lays out many of the plots and
intrigues that face Jerusalem and Christianity today. The move also
points out the Christianity stands on the Resurrection of Jesus Christ!
No resurrection, no Christian faith. Hint: For the record the bones are
not the bones of Jesus Christ, He Resurrected.}
Well, an Israeli widow, Olivia Williams, uncovers a hidden tomb in Jerusalem, and there is some suggestion that it
might be that of Christ. This causes a considerable stir in the Vatican because, after all, Christ's body shouldn't be
there unless he was an ordinary man. So they send Father Antonio Banderas down there to investigate, telling him
ahead of time, so that he doesn't misunderstand his mission, that "the body is not that of Christ." ... Banderas and
Williams form at first a kind of mismatched cop/buddy team, he instense and inhibited, she breezily outgoing and
scientific. But they soon run into trouble that pulls them together in their goals. I admit I didn't understand all of the
reasons why so many groups wanted to interfere with the investigation or to exploit the find for political purposes.
The first trouble they run into is an orthodox Jewish sect whose members bombard them with rocks and steal an
important artifact. Then there is the leader of a Palestinian group, the PLO, I mean the FLP, or rather the PDQ. He
wants his henchmen to get their hands on the bones. I forget why but I'm sure the purpose is nefarious. You can tell
because he's got a face on him like the assassin in Hitchcock's "The Man Who Knew Too Much." And you can
identify his thugs when you see them because they're all swarthier than everybody else. The head Israeli honcho in
this business, Shrapnel, informs the Vatican that as soon as Jerusalem is recognized as the sole capital of a united
country, the bones will be released. (I understood that.) This all leads to a final semi-violent confrontation between
the PDQ leader and the priest, in which the latter is wounded and the former is blown to smithereens. Oh, that
reminds me, there is some comic relief from a sloppy young Irish priest who is a computer hacker. The question of
whose body it is, is resolved at the end, but nobody in the movie finds out about it, only the viewer. Father Banderas
resigns his commission and decides to follow God in his own way. He writes a very nice letter to Williams, but the
movie stops short of having them fall into each other's arms. Let's not disturb anybody by raising REAL problems.
This isn't a puzzle that I find particularly interesting, although I don't know why. Religious belief leads so regularly
to violence and intrigue. But I don't really think that if a body were positively identified as Christ's it would change
things very much. Cognitive dissonance theory suggests that, if anything, it would strengthen our beliefs in some
way. (Cf., "When Prophecy Fails.") The problem would at least be papered over somehow. I'm happy that I watched
it, I suppose, if only because of Olivia Williams and Antonio Banderas, both of whom are worth watching, for
somewhat different reasons, but in fact I did spend two hours following this complicated story and may just be
reducing post-decision dissonance.

Jesus & the Shroud of Turin (DVD)
In 1898, Secondo Pia was the first man to photograph the Shroud of Turin, the burial cloth believed to have covered
Christ's body after the Crucifixion. This video examines skepticism over the shroud's authenticity, debunking
scientists who recently claimed that it could not be more than 600 years old. Yet, even now, as a new millennium
dawns, scientists have found there is still much we don't know about this, the most celebrated and controversial
artifact in the history of Christianity. If you are a cynic, this video will challenge your skepticism. If you already
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believe, it will strengthen your faith. Approx. 60 minutes.

The [Mid-Tribulation] Rapture Truth {Note: The Basic Christian ministry
strongly recommends that Christians study Bible prophecy and the End
Time developments. The Bible is clear and accurate and through the
Bible we can get ideas and glimpses of these coming future events
however our understanding is clouded and incomplete simply because
the events are in the future. The Basic Christian ministry holds the PreTribulation Rapture view but recommends considering all End Time
views. [The Pre-Tribulation Rapture view is that the Christian Church
group is raptured into heaven prior to the End Time events of
Revelation. In heaven the Church then participates in the Marriage
Supper event while the End Time events of Revelation on earth pertain
to two different groups known as the Martyred Saints of Revelation
and the Jews.] } (Google Video - Download)
www.holybibleprophecy.org -- This film presents a biblical understanding of the Rapture of the church. In sum, this
study will present and establish the following points of interest: 1. The angels will be sent to gather the elect (the
Rapture) after the tribulation (Matthew 24:29; Mark 13:24-27). 2. The Rapture will occur on the Day of the Lord
(Matthew 24:27-33; Mark 13:24-27; Luke 21:25-28; Joel 2:1-2,9-11; 3:13-16; Zephaniah 1:15-18). 3. The Rapture
will be at His second coming, not before and not after (1 Corinthians 15:23). 4. The Rapture will occur at the last
trumpet (1 Corinthians 15:52). 5. The last trumpet (the Rapture) will be on the Day of the Lord (Revelation 14:1520). 6. The Christians alive and remaining on the Day of the Lord are those that will be caught up in the clouds (1
Thessalonians 4:13-17). 7. The Day of the Lord (the Rapture) cannot occur until after the man of sin is revealed (2
Thessalonians 2:1-3). 8. Antichrist is then given power to overcome the saints (Revelation 13:7). 9. The Rapture will
occur at the resurrection (1 Thessalonians 4:16,17). 10. The resurrection (and the Rapture) will occur on the last day
(John 6:54, 11:24). 11. The Rapture will not occur until the end of the harvest or the end of the world (Matthew
13:30-41).

Zeitgeist Refuted OLD VERSION (Google Video - Download)
www.holybibleprophecy.org -- Even secular scholars have rejected the idea of Christianity borrowing from the
ancient mysteries. The well-respected Sir Edward Evans-Pritchard writes in Theories of Primitive Religion that
"The evidence for this theory• is negligible." •The first real parallel of a dying and rising god does not appear until
A.D. 150, more than a hundred years after the origin of Christianity. So if there was any influence of one on the
other, it was the influence of the historical event of the New Testament [resurrection] on mythology, not the reverse.
The only known account of a god surviving death that predates Christianity is the Egyptian cult god Osiris. In this
myth, Osiris is cut into fourteen pieces, scattered around Egypt, then reassembled and brought back to life by the
goddess Isis. However, Osiris does not actually come back to physical life but becomes a member of a shadowy
underworld...This is far different than Jesus• resurrection account where he was the gloriously risen Prince of life
who was seen by others on earth before his ascension into heaven." --Dr. Norman Geisler "Not one clear case of
any alleged resurrection teaching appears in any pagan text before the late second century A.D., almost one hundred
years after the New Testament was written." -- Dr. Gary Habermas This film refutes the following claims made in
the film Zeitgeist: -Christianity was borrowed from pagan myths? -The Bible was plagiarized? -Jesus wasn't a
historical figure? -Christianity was created for social control? -The Bible is based on astrology?
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A Very Awesome Christian Webpage "The Invitation - Come as You
Are" - Receive Jesus Today - "Behold, I stand at the door and knock if
anyone hears My voice and opens the door, I will come in to him and
dine with him, and he with Me" Jesus - Revelation 3:20 (YouTube)
Special Commandments: Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind. This is the first and great commandment. (Matthew 22:37-38) -- And the second is like
unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. On these two commandments hang all the law and the prophets.
(Matthew 22:39-40)

Urbana 09 Invite Videos - December 27-31 St. Louis, Missouri - It's our
prayer that Urbana 09 will be an eye-opening, life-transforming,
commitment-producing call to join God's mission (Video - Downloads)
Urbana 09 is intended for anyone interested in missions. The target audience is college-aged women and men
between the ages of 18 and 30. But every Urbana draws people from all over North America who want to learn
more about global realities, current missions issues, and their place in God's mission. ... Register here at
www.urbana09.org. A minimum $100 non-refundable, non-transferable deposit must accompany your registration.
The remaining balance should be paid by credit card, e-check, or check by December 15, 2009.

Chuck Missler: The Fall of Satan PART 1 of 4 (YouTube)
Chuck Missler talks about the fall of Satan.

***Excellent Video - Apologist Keith Thompson - John 14:28 "The
Father is Greater Than I?" - Greater in what (context) sense? (OnlineVideo)
This is the official Christian apologetics website of Keith Thompson. Here we confront and expose Islam,
Theosophy/Zeitgeist, the new age movement and the new world order facts. I also write for www.AnsweringIslam.org, a great apologetics website aimed at interfaith dialogue between Christians and Muslims. I believe in one
God. Father, Son, Spirit. I believe the Lord Jesus Christ died for the sins of the world and that through him we
might be saved.

GoodFight.org: The ALL NEW Good Fight Theater! We are extremely
excited about our new Good Fight Theater! That's right! We now have a
"Theater" built right into our Good Fight website (Online Video
Exposés)
We feature individual movie clips from "They Sold Their Souls for Rock n Roll" with more clips being added all
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the time! So be sure and check back in to the theater from time to time to see what new movie clips we have added.
We plan on adding clips from all of our DVDs, such as "Hollywood's War on God", "Hollywood Unmasked", and
more! The Good Fight Theater is a GREAT way to minister to friends, family and/or loved ones by allowing them
to view specific movie clips on a particular artist or entertainer, without having to go through an entire DVD. Our
convenient Search bar at the top of the theater makes it easy to find what you're looking for! So what are you
waiting for? Go check out the new Good Fight Theater! And be sure to share it with everyone you know who would
benefit from this great ministry tool. Until next time, may God bless you and keep you, Good Fight Ministries.

The Election Box 13 Scandal {Vote rigging is as old as voting!}
(Youtube)
How LBJ stole the 1948 Senate Race in Texas.

June 21, 2009: An Untold Story - The Attack on the USS Liberty {For
those who intend to use the USS Liberty tragedy as a rallying cry
against Israel don't bother because for starters it was LBJ that had
more to do with the tragedy than anyone else [i.e. LBJ and the August
2, 1964 Vietnam, Gulf of Tonkin episode]. Israel acted on info they
thought was valid because it was info from the LBJ administration.
The Israelis' were told 100% proof positive that no American vessels
were in the area. Further the Israelis' were under the impression that
the vessel was actually an Egyptian vessel posing as an American
vessel. This is just another of the way too common Fox News
distortions. Fox News doesn't report the news Fox News distorts the
news!} (Online Video)
Father-son team investigate the deadly attack the USS Liberty. "At the time it was the deadliest attack on American
ship since World War II...."

Video: TerrorStorm By Alex Jones - Governmental False-Flag
Operations [USS Liberty] Explained (Google Video - Download)
TerrorStorm delivers a powerful sucker punch to the architects of global terrorism and how they stage false-flag
events to achieve political and sociological ends. Alex journeys from the depths of history from the Gulf of Tonkin,
the USS Liberty and Gladio through to the Madrid and 7/7 London bombings and robustly catalogues the real story
behind the government induced fable.

The Christiano Brothers - Christian Films - Their first theatrical film
Time Changer released to Theaters in 2002 {Highly Recommended}
In 1977, twin brothers Dave and Rich Christiano left their hometown of Waterloo, New York and drove out to
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Hollywood, California with high hopes and big dreams. Rich had written a high school script called The
Valedictorian and was hoping this would lead to beginning a career in Hollywood. After negotiations with a few
producers and one contract offer, Rich never signed and the movie was never produced. Then something happened
that changed the whole direction of the Christiano Brothers' lives. ... Dave then shared his newfound faith with his
brother Rich, who also began to search the Scriptures. As a result, Rich became a Christian some 14 months later.
Both brothers then saw the need to make Christ the priority in life, and the important call to tell others about Him.

LivingWaters.com: New Christian Movie "The Secrets of Jonathan
Sperry" produced by Rich Christiano - Suddenly, what seemed ordinary
becomes extraordinary, and very powerful
New Christian Movie - We want to get behind a movie we previewed. It is called "The Secrets of Jonathan Sperry"
and is produced by our friend Rich Christiano. It is cleverly crafted to slowly draw you in. Suddenly, what seemed
ordinary becomes extraordinary, and very powerful. If you care about the lost, you will love this movie. Kirk
Cameron said: "'The Secrets of Jonathan Sperry' moved me with its message of the weight of eternity and the
difference one faithful man can make in the lives of many. I recommend this inspiring movie for any family to
watch together." Please consider doing everything you can to get this into movie theaters. Go to
www.SperryMovie.com and click on "Theaters" to see how you can become involved.

EndGameNow.com: They [Satanic New Age, NWO] are Misleading You Why the direct attack on Christianity in Zeitgeist The Movie Part 1 - Dr.
Norman Geisler writes, "The first real parallel of a dying and rising god
does not appear until A.D. 150, more than a hundred years after the
origin of Christianity" - Dr. Gary Habermas and Dr. J.P. Moreland write,
"Not one clear case of any alleged resurrection teaching appears in
any pagan text before the late second century A.D., almost one
hundred years after the New Testament was written" (Online Video)
Why the direct attack on Christianity in Zeitgeist The Movie Part 1 (part one on religion)? It insinuates that the story
of Jesus is merely a drop in the bucket of many saviors with the same story. That they were all born on Dec 25th,
crucified, resurrected etc• I found it SHOCKING! Sooooo shocking that I spent a month and a half of my life
researching the validity and sources of the claims and this is what I found. ... Dr. Norman Geisler writes, "The first
real parallel of a dying and rising god does not appear until A.D. 150, more than a hundred years after the origin of
Christianity." Dr. Gary Habermas and Dr. J.P. Moreland write, "Not one clear case of any alleged resurrection
teaching appears in any pagan text before the late second century A.D., almost one hundred years after the New
Testament was written." Charlie Campbell says, "To insist that Jesus Christ is a myth•that He never existed•as the
Zeitgeist movie does, is foolish. Beside the twenty seven New Testament documents that verify He lived, there are
thirty nine sources outside of the Bible, written within 150 years of Jesus life that mention Him. These sources
include the Jewish Talmud, the Roman historian Tacitus, the Didache, Flavius Josephus, Pliny the Younger,
Suetonius, the Gnostic gospels (e.g., the gospel of Thomas), etc. These extra-biblical sources reveal to us more than
100 facts about His life, teaching, death and even resurrection."

Creationist Kent Hovind (Dr. Dino) Reveals The Truth About The Garden
of Eden and Creation! - Creation Days - the waters above from the
waters below (Google Video-Online)
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The Garden of Eden: Creation Scientist Kent Hovind Reveals The Truth About The Garden of Eden, Creation, and
Evolution!

***Must See - Nowhere To Run with Chris White: May 06, 2009 - A
highly significant presentation from Chris Pinto called "The Atlantis
Connection" This is one of the most important presentations you can
hear if you are trying to understand the "mysteries" and make sense of
all the disinformation in the "truth movement" - This will play all eight
videos in the series (Online 1-8 Videos)
Nowhere to Run is a Revere Radio Network based conspiracy theory related talk show, hosted by Chris White of
www.conspiracyclothes.com. New shows air every Wendsday night at 5pm central on revereradio.net. This episode
I will introduce you to my new project "Neo-apologetics" and I will also play a highly significant presentation from
Chris Pinto called "The Atlantis Connection" This is one of the most important presentations you can hear if you are
trying to understand the "mysteries" and make sense of all the disinformation in the "truth movement"

***Must See - Official Website of Keith Truth: April 30, 2009 - "New Age
Infiltration of the Truth Movement Final Cut" by Keith Thompson
(Video-Online-Download)
Official Website of Keith Truth: I am Keith Thompson. This is a Christian apologetics website aimed at defending
Christianity from heretical and secular attack. We also confront and expose Islam, Theosophy/Zeitgeist, the new
age movement and the new world order facts. I believe in one God. Father, Son, Spirit. I believe the Lord Jesus
Christ died for the sins of the world and that through him we might be saved.

EndGameNow.com: They Sold Their Souls for Rock-n-Roll - the most
powerful rockumentary ever produced - reveals just how Satan has
been effectively using popular music to undermine God's plan for
family and ultimately heralding the coming of the Antichrist and his
kingdom on earth (Online-Video)
This internationally televised expose is the most powerful rockumentary ever produced, bar none! Fasten your seat
belts as you go on an eye popping ride upon the roller coaster of Rock, and find out how Rock's most popular artists
have "Sold Their Souls for Rock and Roll". In this mind blowing expose Pastor Joe Schimmel reveals just how
Satan has been effectively using popular music to undermine God's plan for family and ultimately heralding the
coming of the Antichrist and his kingdom on earth. ... This has to be one of the most important documentaries ever
produced. You will never see anything like it on TV. It will change your view of Hollywood and TV for ever. Joe
Schimmel, the producer, used to be heavily involved in the occult and has spent many years exposing various
deceptions of Satan, especially in the fields of music and movies.

Rock and Roll Sorcerers of the New Age Revolution - The one that
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started it all with Pastor Joe Schimmel - the original 1992 video
expose - A four-hour live seminar given at Hermosa Beach California Because of the live format - this DVD remains a favorite (DVD)
This video seminar is the most comprehensive music documentary exposing the Satanic influence behind yesterday
and today's secular music. It contains irrefutable evidence that demonic beings are leading the world to destruction
in fulfillment of biblical prophecy. Don't miss out on the opportunity to own your own copy of this eye opening
exposé which is sure to convince even the hardest of skeptics!

Mr. Jenner [Genor]: George Street & Mr. Genor (Jenner) - (YouTube)
Do you ask yourself often, what can "just one person" do? Can one person really make a difference? Before you
answer, remember with God anything is possible. Listen to the testimony of Mr. Genor and how God used him
down in a place called George Street. It's the most incredible witnessing testimony I've every heard in my life. It's
my prayer it will touch your life and challenge you to sell out for the Lord.

Ian McCormick - "A Glimpse of Eternity" (Video Download)
Ian was night diving off the island of Mauritius when he was stung multiple times by Box Jellyfish, which are
among the most venomous creatures in the world. His testimony relates how he clung to life while getting to
hospital, was declared clinically dead soon afterwards, and how during this time he had an encounter with God,
which radically changed the direction of his life. Click on the link above to hear what it's really like to die!

Ray Comfort on New Zealand's 60 Minutes - "It's encouraging to have
secular TV say something positive about our ministry" (Online Video)
We think of some television preachers these days with a jaundiced eye. The slicked back hair, the flashy jewellery,
the huge Californian mansions and so often the scandalous revelation of adultery. But here's a televangelist with a
difference. For a start, he's a Kiwi. But don't mistake his modest demeanour for lack of success. As Sarah Hall
reports, Ray Comfort is making it big in the US of A.

Billy Graham - Timeless Truth Series - 9 Video Clips (YouTube)
Much more than Crusades, The Billy Graham Evangelistic Association (BGEA) is reaching more people than ever
before through innovative ministries and global outreach projects.

Free Download [Right Click This Link... Select Save Target As] Animated Jack Chick Tract - This Was Your Life (Flash) {Note in the
Chick Tract how when the person is brought by the angel and meets
God face to face, Jesus is seated (on His great white throne judgment
seat Revelation 20:11) and compare this to Acts 7:55-56 where Jesus
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is standing to receive Stephen into His everlasting presence. We all
have a choice in how we get to meet God either at His standing (as a
Priest to accept us as an acceptable offering through His cross unto
Himself) or as a Judge without His cross to condemn us out of His
presence. The Chick Tracts are very Biblical even in the minor details.}
(.SWF - Flash)
A pastor who recently called us summed up the life and ministry of Jack Chick quite well. He said, "The thing I
appreciate most about Jack Chick is that thirty years ago when I read my first Chick tract, it was a pure soul
winning tract, presenting the gospel in a simple format that anyone could understand. Today, thirty years later, he
hasn•t changed a bit. While many other Christian leaders have left soul winning far behind, Jack Chick is still
faithfully producing easy-to-understand soul winning gospel tracts with a salvation message that anyone can
understand. He has never swerved or strayed from his calling to share the gospel with the lost multitudes around the
world."

The Light of the World (DVD $19.95)
The Truth as You've Never Seen it Before. This 78-minute film takes you on an unforgettable journey, showing the
biblical account of the creation of man and the entrance of sin into the world. See why Jesus Christ came to earth
and how He dealt with the sin issue once and for all. Follow the Lord's life, from His miraculous birth to His
agonizing crucifixion and glorious resurrection. Lost people will suddenly realize the horrible price Christ paid for
their sins, and understand why He is the only way to heaven. ... In a day when many Christians are producing
watered-down, politically-correct films, The Light of the World provides exactly what you would expect from Jack
Chick-a straightforward, biblically accurate, no-punches-pulled presentation of the gospel with a compelling
salvation appeal.

***The Light of the World - "Is Jesus the light of YOUR world?" Illustrated Christian Movie - Using over 360 breathtaking oil paintings
(YouTube 1hr 19 min)
Here's the whole story...the Biblical account of the creation of man, the entrance of sin into the world and why Jesus
Christ came to earth. Using over 360 breathtaking oil paintings, this film will take you on an unforgettable journey.
Follow the life of Christ, from His miraculus birth and His sinless life, to His agonizing crucifixion and His
glorious resurrection. Soon you will know the answer to life's most important question, "Is Jesus the light of YOUR
world?"

Audio Visual Dramatized Gospel - The Dramatized Gospel is Soul
shaking! I immediatley made copies and left them at my Church!
WOW!!! What an incredible message. It shook me from the top of my head to the souls of my feet. It WOKE ME
UP even more than I am WOKEN UP NOW!!! I definitely don't want to go to hell or the lake of fire, and will keep
my hand to the plow and my eyes on Jesus - WRW - Watching, Ready, and Waiting, JCICBVS - Jesus Christ is
Coming Back Very Soon, GROGL - Get Right or Get Left, TOB - Turn or Burn!!! When I get some money
together, I want to send several of these anonymously to my unsaved relatives. Thank you. -- Evangelical Outreach,
this CD Dramatized Gospel shook me from the top of my head to the bottom of my feet!! It made me cry but it
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stirred my heart to WAKE UP!! AND DONT YOU DARE SLUMBER!!! OBEY THE HOLY BIBLE and CLING
TIGHT TO MY SAVIOR!! God Bless You for opening my eyes to see and my ears to hear!

Tonight - The Edge with Daniel Ott - Saturday April 18th, 2009 8:00 PM
EST - Tonights Guest is Dr. Grady McMurtry a Former 20 Year
Evolutionist - Evolution vrs Scientific Creation (Online Audio - Mp3
later)
Dr. Grady McMurtry is president of Creation Worldview Ministries were they reintroduce fact and perspective into
debates which have been dominated by pseudoscience and, thus, help to improve public understanding of the Bible's
incredibly accurate perspective on the origins and history of our world. Secular presentations will also be made to
promote intellectual honesty, circumspect views and critical thinking concerning the question of origins.

#1 Paul Washer: The Missionaries - vintage Paul Washer footage
(YouTube)
The Missionaries, is a poem by Jason Bellard, this clip has some vintage footage from Paul Washer's earlier years.
Poem by Jason Bellard Music by Martha Smith.

#2 Paul Washer: Jesus Died and Reigns as Lord! Be Amazed! (YouTube)
YouTube Comments: One of the most pertinent and best evangelistic videos I have seen to this day. Everyone
needs to see this!

#3 Paul Washer: SermonIndex.net: Ten Indictments - A Historical 21st
Century Message by Paul Washer (Mp3)
Description: Preached Wednesday, October 22nd at the Revival Conference in Atlanta, Georgia. Paul Washer
delivers a urgent appeal to the Christians and Churches in North America that many have been believing a false
gospel and have false assurance of their salvation. He lists 10 indictments against the modern Church system in
America. This is a historical urgent message, tell others and spread the message. We need a reformation and revival
of a biblical standard! Watch the video and download in other formats at: www.tenindictments.com

#4 Paul Washer: Reality Check - Speaker: Paul Washer, Key Note
Preacher - Reality Check is a Student Discipleship Conference Shocking Youth Message Stuns Hearers - So Shocking & Biblical the
Preacher Was Never Invited Back (Video 64.0MB or Mp3 13.9MB)
This conference is not at our church, it is listed here for the interest of those who have been blessed by Paul
Washer's preaching. Reality Check is a Student Discipleship Conference in Chattanooga, TN. Paul Washer will be
the key note preacher. Also there will be Jonothan Sims, Jeff Noblit, Matt...
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#5 Paul Washer: The Life Verses of Paul Washer - An Unplanned
Sermon on Guide Posts and Warning Signs (Mp3)
"Incisive, to the point, and biblical" Once again, Brother Washer has preached a fearless and loving message to the
sleepy and lukewarm church of America. I approached this with a raised eyebrow, because I generally have
something against rambling and topical sermons based on the preacher's experience, but our God does not let His
Word return to Him void. Each passage is dealt with carefully and Scripturally, and I am sure that any Christian of
any kind will be duly rebuked and encouraged by the whole sermon.

Eight O'Clock Coffee Co. - Coffee 101, Great Coffee tips with Evette
Rios (Online Video)
Eight O'Clock Coffee it's always Eight O'Clock.

Webber Grills: Online Cooking Classes, Grilling and BBQ Sauces
(Online Video - Pdf)
Every week we roll out a new online cooking class.

Let My People Read - Blog: 8.16.2008 Todd Bentley Update: Sad Sad
News.... Why did so many people flock to Lakeland from around the
world to rally behind an evangelist who had serious credibility issues
from the beginning? - My question would be,"Did Charisma or anyone in
the Charismatic world seriously raise questions about Bentley before
this fiasco happened?" I'm sure THIS (Video) raises a few questions for
people - More to the point, will we ever grow up? Grady continues:
More to the point, will we ever grow up? Grady continues: Many of us would rather watch a noisy demonstration of
miracles, signs and wonders than have a quiet Bible study. Yet we are faced today with the sad reality that our
untempered zeal is a sign of immaturity. Our adolescent craving for the wild and crazy makes us do stupid things.
It•s way past time for us to grow up. A prominent Pentecostal evangelist called me this week after Bentley•s news
hit the fan. He said to me: •I•m now convinced that a large segment of the charismatic church will follow the antiChrist when he shows up because they have no discernment.• Ouch. Hopefully we•ll learn our lesson this time and
apply the necessary caution when an imposter shows up." Ouch indeed. We MUST become a more discerning
people. The only way that will happen is by reading our BIBLES! I may be charismatic and reformed, but I'm not
gullible. Neither should you. In the next few days I will be exploring discernment and how you can spot danger in
your church. On a final note, I want you all to understand that I make a distinction between the circus sideshow that
is Lakeland and a genuine move of the Spirit. I do believe that the gifts are in effect today, and the Holy Spirit can
manifest in amazing ways. Kind of like this (Video) watch it all, it's very moving.

Deranged (multiple personality) false prophet - Sherry Shriner
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(ORGONE BLASTER - Crystals, Copper, Moss? and Rocks) {Doesn't
Work! - Some protection everything about her was chaotic (except her
quoting the Bible) even her phone kept disconnecting. She should just
stick to the Bible.} - Extreme Society interviews Sherry Shriner
{Extreme Society from Cleveland Ohio is a highly recommended
roundtable Christian Podcast. Extreme Society is new and upcoming
and they have the potential to be a really informative, exciting
Podcast. I especially like their topics about living the Christian Faith,
having a Christian Life of purpose and direction in the true Higher
Christian faith (not like the deceit and lies of this world but in the Truth
and Love of Jesus Christ) until the end of life in whatever form that
comes about either by Rapture or Persecution.} (Mp3's)
Listen to The Extreme Society Podcasting show. We hit on topics from religion, god, the New World Order Agenda,
News, Politics and Some Comedy.

Deranged (multiple personality) false prophet - Todd Bentley's Violent
"Ministry" (WOTMR) [1of2] (YouTube)
"[God] told me, 'Kick her in the face.'" - Todd Bentley. Todd Bentley is under the power of the spirit. Which spirit
that is is up for debate, but I believe these videos give pretty good evidence that it is not one of God. ... Comments:
(Gal.5:22-23) The fruit of the Spirit includes "gentleness and self-control" (1 Cor. 14:32) "The spirits of prophets
are subject to the prophets." Not the other way around. (Mat. 10:16) Jesus said "Be wise as serpents, HARMLESS
as doves" Jesus is the "Lamb of God" - the very picture of gentleness. Luke 3:14 " Do violence to no man." James
3:17 "Wisdom from above is first pure then peaceable and gentle..." Isa. 42:3 (about Jesus) "a bruised reed He will
not break"

Deranged (multiple personality) false prophet Todd Bentley is
discussed (30:00 Min into the show) - TheEdgAM.com: (Saturday)
February 28th, 2009 8:00 PM EST Russ Dizdar Real Life Night Stalker Russ has spent thousands of hours dealing with, interviewing,
counseling, researching, tracking, investigating satanic crime, cult
multiples (multiple personality), covens, rouge military, and
underground dark occultism - He is currently writing a book entitled
'THE BLACK (Occult Magick) AWAKENING' on the satanic underground
agenda (Mp3 - After the Live Show)
Russ Dizdar has been tracking Satanic activities for 18 years. He is the Director of the agency SHATTER THE
DARKNESS. He has personally held over 300+ deliverance sessions from demon possession. Russ has spent
thousands of hours dealing with, interviewing, counseling, researching, tracking, investigating satanic crime, cult
multiples, covens, rouge military, and underground dark occultism. He is currently writing a book entitled •THE
BLACK AWAKENING• on the satanic underground agenda. Russ Dizdar Night Stalker pursuits what's called the
Hunters. They are known as Intact Chosen Ones. Inside the Intact Chosen Ones (MPD/SRA) are many other
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personalities, "home" created and mainly purposely created by coven/military/splitter programmers. Each created
personality has a name, purpose, age, place, trigger code, rules and many are programmed and energized (by
demonization) for the tasks they are created for. Inside Intact Chosen ones are assassins, sex slaves, ritual priests,
etc., etc.... There are also "hunters." Hunters are personalities who are trained to hunt for sacrificial or sex slave
victims. They keep an eye out for children. They are trained as stalkers who hunt on behalf of the covens and
handlers.

Living Waters: Oscar the Mormon {EXCELLENT! Street Witnessing
video and explanation with Ray Comfort and Kirk Cameron. Both Ray
and Kirk are excellent at what they do in sharing the Gospel in Love
and in Truth. Oscar the Mormon is excellent as well as he is only living
what he has learned from the LDS unfortunately the LDS is in error.}
(YouTube)
Ray Comfort witnesses to Oscar, whom happens to be a Mormon. Watch the dividing line be drawn when Ray
shares the fundamental difference between Mormonism and Christianity.

American Family Association (AFA): TV Stations Ban
'Speechless...Silencing the Christians' - They said the program was
"controversial" - You can watch the one-hour banned program here
(Online Video - 1 Hour)
You can watch the one-hour banned program here -- You can order a DVD of the one-hour TV special
"Speechless...Silencing the Christians" and show it in your church. See for yourself and let your church members
see the AFA special that the stations banned! Or, order all 14 of the original 22-minute episodes of
"Speechless...Silencing the Christians" with a discussion guide, and show them in your church. Oddly enough, the
TV special shows how the media censors Christians, which is exactly what these two stations did! They said the
program was "controversial." The stations do not consider showing two lesbians or two homosexuals kissing or
getting into bed with each other controversial. The stations do not consider all the profanity they air controversial.
They regularly show network programs advocating the homosexual agenda, but those programs are not considered
controversial. However, a special showing of Christians being silenced is controversial! -- The manager of the
Columbus station told AFA the station would not air the program because telling the truth about homosexuality did
not represent "positive Christianity." Are we moving to a time in the near future when local pastors whose services
are broadcast will be banned because their sermons call the practice of homosexuality a sin? Please, forward this
critical message to your family and friends today!

John Todd a Former Illuminatist: Explaining The Illuminati - The John
Todd Tapes with Examples and Photos (Google Video)
His name was John Todd, a former member of the illuminati. He warned us against their plans for world
domination before he was framed and effectively discredit by the illuminati. The words that he left on his audio
tapes are still coming to pass which puts lots of credibility on his claim that he was an insider. This audio tape
speaks about the evil plans of the illuminati for world control. This is just another piece of the puzzle that explains
what•s going on today•s world.
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George Bush Sr. slips up on national TV! - Magog George boasts about
all the sex he had while serving in the White House [There is an
interview on the History Channel were a Ronald Reagan White House
staff member (Alexander Haig?) said that Reagan lamented that his
one and biggest regret was in having Bush Sr. as a part of his ticket
and his administration.] (Youtube)
Comments: Read Reagan's auto-bio. He and Nancy thought the Bush's were such creeps they wouldn't allow them
on the 2nd floor of the White House where the living quarters are.

Mercenaries and The Secret (CIA) Government - It aired on PBS in 1987
and is as good as anything on tape *must see (YouTube 21 min)
It aired on PBS in 1987 and is as good as anything on the tape (must see). Moyers is a very respected TV journalist
who also worked for Lyndon B. Johnson and has a very professional approach. He interviews many different people
involved with the CIA and other government agencies. His documentary gives quite an overview of what has
actually happened in the last 50 years regarding the CIA and the cold war (including Iran, Guatamala, Cuba, Viet
Nam and Chile). He features such people as Ralph McGeehee and Phil Retinger (both former CIA agents), Rear
Admiral Gene La Rocque (Ret. U.S.N.), Theodore Bissell (active in the CIA at the time), Sen. Frank Church and
many others. Moyers is so very credible. The full video "The Secret Government" is 90 minutes - this segment is
edited by Frank Dorrel to 20 minutes.

I Wish We'd All Be Ready - A THIEF IN THE NIGHT THEME SONG
(YouTube)
Opening theme (I Wish We'd All Been Ready) by Larry Norman. Classic and very popular rapture film from 1972.
A nice (but unsaved) young girl named Patty gets "left behind." Starring Patty Dunning, Thom Rachford and others.
It was filmed in Iowa on a low budget and I think it starred all local people. It's alittle preachy, alot of cheesy, but
it's colorful and oh so 70's. Alot of us kids that were brought up in christian homes were shown this movie and
some say that it traumatized them. I would say that I felt that way for a long time but have gotten over it. I like it
now and there are others that do, too. So enjoy! By the way, this film is available (I know people are gonna ask) on
most online Christian DVD stores.

I Wish We'd All Be Ready - DC Talk (YouTube)
Do you want to be left behind??

Too Long in the Sun (god) "Time is the Ally of Deciet" - An overview of
historical events that led to the abandonment of Biblical precepts and
their replacement by Traditional Christianity - WHO IS A LIAR? HE
THAT DENIETH THAT JESUS IS THE CHRIST! (Set of 5 DVD's)
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Today Contemporary Christianity has not only allowed truth to fall, but it has thrown truth in the street as a gesture
of religious tolerance and compromise. It has given the adversaries of scripture exactly what they need to
substantiate their claims that what most present as Christianity is nothing more than redefined pagan mythology.
Educated theologians know that; yet they continue to present a compromised gospel filled with pagan tradition that
never had anything to do with Christ. There has never been a more important time in the history of mankind for
those called out as servants of our Creator to confront the philosophy and vain deceit that would lead people away
from our Savior.

Empty Tomb - Garden Tomb of Jesus - Desktop, Wallpaper Background
(Photo Download)
Outside the walls of the Old City is The Empty Tomb. It's the place where 2000 years ago Jesus was buried here,
and three days later was resurrected. It's open to tourists year round and is usually THE most impacting site on our
Israel trips. The step in front of the door is over the trough where the rolling stone was moved back and forth.

#1 News-Blog item of 2008 - TheTruthGroup.com: Trinity (TriUnity) Is
there such a thing? (Video)
Let's take a look at 5 reasons why The T.R.U.T.H. Group believes in a Trinity. 1 - First Hint (Genesis 1:1-3). 2 The Plurality of God (Elohim). 3 - The Power of Christ (more than human). 4 - Who is God? (Father, Son or Holy
Spirit). 5 - Worship (only for God).

#1 News-Blog item of 2007 - Romney Takes on Religion Heckler
"Mormons are pretenders" {This guy wasn't heckling he was standing
up for the TRUTH and he has a lot to be proud of. I for one am grateful
that he is not willing to allow the Mormon-LDS scams into the real
Christian church and that he is willing to publically stand up for what
is right, descent and honest and to openly confront the opportunist
Mitt Romney with the facts.} (Video)
With all due respect, he wasn't heckling. He asked a challenging question. The Mormons are a mind controlling
cult. I saw nothing wrong with what the heckler did. ... "As this debate has become more heated, the vast majority
of Mormons freely admit Mormonism is not Christianity." ... It is also very commonly believed [among Mormons]
that Mormons do not see Jesus Christ as anyone special, as it relates to their faith, even though the title of their
Church would lead you to believe they do. ... How true, Mormons are pretenders they are not Christians!

#1 News-Blog item of 2006 - Brian Rohrbough appears on the CBS
Evening News with Katie Couric - the featured Columbine father
speaks against school violence, evolution and abortion (Video - Online
or Download)
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ROHRBOUGH: I'm saddened and shaken by the shooting at an Amish school today and last week's school murders
[in Bailey, Colorado]. When my son Dan was murdered on the sidewalk at Columbine High School on April 20,
1999, I hoped that would be the last school shooting. Since that day, I tried to answer the question, "Why did this
happen?" This country is in a moral freefall. For over two generations, the public school system has taught in a
moral vacuum, expelling God from the school and from the government, replacing him with evolution, *where the
strong kill the weak without moral consequences*. And life has no inherent value. We teach there are no absolutes,
no right or wrong, and I assure you the murder of innocent children is always wrong, including by abortion.
Abortion has diminished the value of children. Suicide has become an acceptable action and has further emboldened
these criminals. We're seeing an epidemic increase in murder/suicide attacks on our children. Sadly, our schools are
not safe. In fact, we now witness that within our schools, our children have become a target of terrorists from within
the United States.

Corrected Link -- [New Ager] Michael Tsarion 2006 Seminar - The year
2012 and The Future of Mankind {At 3 hrs 16 min 45 sec, Michael
Tsarion defines a "human" as someone who has become "self-aware"
meaning someone who has rejected the Bible, rejected God and
become their own god. Note: The events that dictated the human
Holocaust and slaughter that was WWII (1939-1945) were directed
against God and his people and were dictated as physical bloodline
events whether they were the Nazis and their raced based purity or the
Japanese and their version of race based purity (both groups were
extremely anti-Jewish and anti-Christian). The events of WW3 (approx.
2001-2013?) are also directed against God and his people but with the
new twist they are not as race based as the WWII belligerents were
but WW3 aggression is against thought (thought police), conscience
and spiritual differences. What was blood, genealogy and physical in
WWII is more mental, doctrinal and spiritual in WW3.} (Google Video)
[New Ager] Michael Tsarion gives a talk at the Granada Forum in Los Angeles, 2006.

CNN guest (David Brody): Bush Bible comment shocked evangelicals George W. Bush's recent statement that he believes the Bible is
"probably not" literally true has apparently left many Christian
conservatives reeling in shock - One blogger at the conservative
Washington Times, commented the next morning, "I already have an email from a former Bush administration official who writes 'This just
completely alienated his evangelical supporters'" - Download video via
RawReplay.com (Article, Video Download)
David Brody of the Christian Broadcasting Network told CNN"s John Roberts on Thursday, "I think a lot of social
conservative evangelicals were surprised -- probably grabbing the smelling salts as we speak." Bush made the
controversial statement during a Monday interview on ABC's Nightline. When asked whether he thinks the Bible is
literally true, he replied, "Probably not. No, I'm not a literalist, but I think you can learn a lot from it." One blogger
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at the conservative Washington Times, commented the next morning, "I already have an e-mail from a former Bush
administration official who writes, 'This just completely alienated his evangelical supporters.'" ... Brody, who has
written that Bush would "have had to go into damage control mode" after these comments if he were still running
for office, said that the remarks definitely "would have been an issue" in 1999, when Bush was actively seeking the
support of the religious right in his bid for the presidency. ... Some evangelicals, however, claim they were not
surprised by Bush's remarks. A blog titled "The Moral Collapse Of America" pointed out after the interview that
"George W. Bush's religious beliefs are not compatible with evangelical Christianity," because "Bush has openly
said many times that Christians, Muslims and all other religions pray to the same God." "Evangelical Christians
were conned into thinking that Bush was 'one of them,'" the Moral Collapse blogger concluded. "the reality is that
he isn't one of them and he never was."

Interviews with IDF Ground Forces 3 Jan. 2009 (YouTube)
Interviews with IDF forces as they prepare for a ground operation in the Gaza Strip to uproot Hamas' terrorist
infrastructure on 3 Jan. 2009.

John Todd a Former Illuminatist: Explaining The Illuminati (Google
Video)
His name was John Todd, a former member of the illuminati. He warned us against their plans for world
domination before he was framed and effectively discredit by the illuminati. The words that he left on his audio
tapes are still coming to pass which puts lots of credibility on his claim that he was an insider. This audio tape
speaks about the evil plans of the illuminati for world control. This is just another piece of the puzzle that explains
what•s going on today•s world.

Prayer Starters: Pray without ceasing - Find Help and Encouragement
to Pray - Lord Jesus, teach us to pray - May we abide in your presence
today and all the days of our life!
What is Prayer? - Prayer is God's idea, part of God's plan for His people. God is calling His people unto Himself.
God is calling His people everywhere to pray and seek His face, to come to know Him, to walk with Him each day,
to abide in Him, so that He can abide with us and in us. God wants a personal relationship with His people. God
wants us to know Him intimately. We see God at work in the world, calling us to prayer, calling us to know Him.
God has promised that He will be found by us, when we seek Him with all our heart. God is everywhere and
continually reveals Himself to us in every circumstance of life. God has done and continues to do everything
necessary for us to know Him, but until we seek Him with all our heart, He will not be found by us. We will find
satisfaction in Him, if we hunger and thirst for Him. We must desire a closer relationship with Him; we must spend
time with Him, if our relationship is to grow. God wants us to grow to the point that we are one with Him--no
longer two, but one. He wants us to know Him as He is. He wants us to be transformed into His likeness. He wants
us to be made complete in Christ. He wants us to be of one mind with Him. He wants us to make His ways our
ways, His thoughts our thoughts. Through persistent prayer, we come to know the Father, His will and His ways.
Through our time with Him, we come to know the Father intimately. We experience Gods presence and power in
our lives as we develop a life of prayer. Lord, teach us to pray. May we abide in your presence today and all the
days of our life!
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Prayer Starters: Praise You (Jesus) In This Storm (YouTube)
[It] reminds us all that even through all the storms, we will continue to praise him (Jesus)!

Prayer Starters: When Heaven Scrapes The Pavement (Video)
VideoPile - (4:40 min).

Prayer Starters Misc: Dancing Matt 2008 - Where in the World is Matt
[Select - Watch in high quality] (YouTube)
Dancing Matt 2008 -- Category: Travel & Events.

Prayer Starters Misc: Harmonica + Beatbox: Final Cut (YouTube)
Yuri Lane performs beatbox harmonica in this short video directed by Marty Nowak.

Prayer Starters Misc: A Wonderful World-Hand Puppet Show (YouTube)
This is a really cute video from the 7th Annual Helpmann Awards. The song is A Wonderful World by Louis
Armstrong.

T.R.U.T.H. Sleuth: Part 1 & 2 - the Case of Heaven's Key (VideoYouTube)
One day, amid the wreckage of what he so blindly clings to as a career, Joe Nuior receives a visit. Just what perils
have befallen this angel-faced dame? Could this down in the dumps private eye be the one to 'shed some light' on
her case? Can he, indeed, get a clue? Or, does she possess an ulterior motive beyond that of which he is able to
comprehend? Tag along and find out where this trail of intrigue leads in "The Case of Heaven's Key".

New Release!!! - The Kinsey Syndrome - Working secretly in his attic,
Dr. Kinsey was one of America's original pornographers - "The number
of victims of childhood sexual abuse and molestation grows each year
- This horrific crime is directly tied to the growth of pornography on the
Internet" - Among his workers was a Nazi pedophile whose relationship
to Kinsey was exposed in a German court (DVD)
This documentary shows how "The Kinsey Reports" have been used to change the laws concerning sex crimes in
America, resulting in the minimal sentences so often given to rapists and pedophiles. Further explained is that the
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Kinsey data laid the foundation for sex education -- training teachers, psychologists and even Catholic priests in
human sexuality. What has been the consequence? And what was Kinsey's research really based upon? Working
secretly in his attic, Dr. Kinsey was one of America's original pornographers. His influence inspired Hugh Hefner to
launch Playboy Magazine - the "soft" approach to porn - which in time would escalate the widespread use of
pornography through magazines, cable TV and the Internet. In 2006 the California Child Molestation & Sexual
Abuse Attorneys reported that: "The number of victims of childhood sexual abuse and molestation grows each year.
This horrific crime is directly tied to the growth of pornography on the Internet." Perhaps most disturbing, Alfred
Kinsey has been accused of training pedophiles to work with stopwatches and record the responses of children
being raped - all in the name of "science." Among his workers was a Nazi pedophile whose relationship to Kinsey
was exposed in a German court. The information from these crimes was then recorded in "Table 34" of Kinsey's
Sexual Behavior in the Human Male. How can lawmakers use such a document to define the moral parameters of
our society? Why has the truth about Kinsey been suppressed for so long? And what can Americans do to make a
difference?

Answers in Genesis, Creation Science - Inventory Blowout Sale - Use
Coupon code BLOWOUTSALE for an additional 10% off storewide
including all sale & clearance items! - Foundation for Change (DVD
$2.99) - This 25-year commemorative DVD celebrates a quarter-century
of the Genesis "relevance" message {**Highly recommended DVD - the
"Foundation for Change" 'relevance message' by Ken Ham had a major
impact on the formation of the Basic Christian ministry. Basic Christian
has very much taken the shape of this very lecture.} (DVD)
Please note that the availability of clearance items is not guaranteed. If an item included in your order is found to be
out of stock when your order is processed, the item(s) will be removed from your order and you will not be charged.
... A Foundation for Change (DVD $2.99) by Ken Ham This 25-year commemorative DVD celebrates a quartercentury of the Genesis "relevance" message. It features the full-length video Genesis: The Key to Reclaiming the
Culture, teaching from other key productions, and a special greeting from Ken Ham.

Blog Porch Pondering - Take a trip around the world in less than five
minutes and you•ll be smiling all the way through {This is a great
Prayer implement, watch the video and pray for each location, country
and people. Pray that the people will be Blessed by God! Pray that God
will bind the evil works of darkness, pray for protection for the people
and pray that the Life, Love, Light and knowledge of Jesus Christ will
shine in the hearts, minds and lives of the people in each Nation!}
(Video)
Summer is typically "off-season" in the life of the church. As a pastor I have to adjust my expectations for Sunday
mornings because I know that people are often away on vacation. Vacations are essential. I highly recommend them.
But so also, in this "off-season" it feels like we've made some good progress in our mission to this community.
We•ve launched two new teams that will add needed structure to our life together. The first is the Entry Team. This
team will focus on creating a sense of welcome for people who are encountering Village for the first time. They're
going to help get the word out about who we are and when a new person or family arrives, they•re going to help
them feel at home. The second group is the Connect Team. This team will focus on connecting those "already here."
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Everything from mission trips to Miracle Ranch, to Bible Studies, to social gatherings will fall under the banner of
the Connect Team. Three other teams will soon be off the ground in the fall season. Even so, we•ve made good
progress with these two teams in the lazy days of summer.

Movie Trailer: "FIREPROOF" the movie, starring Kirk Cameron and Erin
Bethea - is it too late to fireproof his marriage? His job is to rescue
others - Now Caleb Holt (Kirk Cameron) is ready to face his toughest
job ever...rescuing his wife's heart - From the creators of the
EXCELLENT movie "Facing the Giants" (in Theaters September 26,
2008)
As the couple prepares to enter divorce proceedings, Caleb's father challenges his son to commit to a 40-day
experiment: "The Love Dare." Wondering if it's even worth the effort, Caleb agrees-for his father's sake more than
for his marriage. When Caleb discovers the book's daily challenges are tied into his parents' newfound faith, his
already limited interest is further dampened. When his father explains that this is the love Christ shows to us, Caleb
makes a life-changing commitment to love God. Andówith God's helpóhe begins to understand what it means to
truly love his wife. But is it too late to fireproof his marriage? His job is to rescue others. Now Caleb Holt is ready
to face his toughest job ever...rescuing his wife's heart.

Battle Hymn of the Republic - High School Choir (Flash)
Excellent!!

**ENDGAME - ALEX JONES - Blueprint for Global Enslavement (Google
Online Video)
Extremely interesting, shocking and disturbing. It should be essential viewing for everyone. Wake up world [and
follow Jesus Christ], before it's too late.

Last Surviving Founding Member of NARAL - we knew the fact "that
abortion kills an existing human being" - "legal abortion was the
greatest mistake this Nation has ever conceived - it must be brought
to an end after 50 million deaths of unborn babies" (YouTube)
Dr. Bernard Nathanson is the last surviving founding member of NARAL. He has an important message...

The American Heritage Series - Join historian David Barton and
experience the untold story of our nation•s history in the American
Heritage Series (10 DVD's - $89.95)
Discover the forgotten and astonishing story of our nation•s foundation in the American Heritage Series. For
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centuries, Americans were taught a truthful view of history that recognized the Godly heroes and moral foundation
our nation was founded upon. But in recent years, a new version of history has assaulted the moral and spiritual
fiber of our nation, leaving the truth of our past eliminated and forgotten. Until today. From Separation of Church
and State, to the Civil Rights Movement, the heroism of our founding Fathers to the building of our nation•s
monuments, this series will inspire every American to reclaim the Godly, true story of our nation. Join historian
David Barton and experience the untold story of our nation•s history in the American Heritage Series.

**Highly Recommended on Sale Now! - VisionForum.com: The History
of the World MegaPack (10 DVDS and 52 CDs) Save 55% through July
14, 2008 ($189.00)
Vision Forum is pleased to introduce its most comprehensive collection of world history resources ever made
available online. Featuring 10 DVDs and 52 CDs, and totaling more than sixty-three hours of combined audio and
video resources, the History of the World MegaPack provides teachers, students, and those who love the study of
history with a superior understanding of world history from a distinctly Christian perspective. Save 55% through
July 14, 2008.

TheTruthGroup.com: Videos
Over the next couple of years, the T.R.U.T.H. Group took shape, joined forces with Intwined Productions, and
finally got around to producing their first DVD, T.R.U.T.H. about the Dinosaurs. They actually hope that this
bizarre collaboration will serve as a useful teaching tool to help bring better understanding to the complicated, hot
button issues of these last days. Those who wish to learn more about God and His amazing creation would certainly
do well to consider the option of consulting the one who made it all in the first place. Balanced on the cutting edge
of this revolutionary idea, The T.R.U.T.H. Group seeks just that... To Reach Understanding Through Him.

TheTruthGroup.com: T.R.U.T.H. about the Bible: Why does it matter?
{When God's original word the (Scrolls) Bible is rewritten and changed
into modern texts like the NIV is it still the word of God, of course
errors are not the word of God they are the changes and
misrepresentations made by mankind. However even with the new
modern translations the Original word of God is still able to shine
through man's misrepresentations and save people.} (YouTube)
Look, the point is... if you don't believe what the Bible says about a 'your choice of any random' topic, then you
have taken away your foundation for believing what the Bible says about salvation. So, you can't logically defend
your faith by only believing PARTS of the Bible. It effectively cripples your witness.

Love One Another (10 part Mp3 series)
One of the things that tears apart Christian love and unity at alarming rates is simply our opinions. Christians come
to different biblically-informed decisions about things like corporate dress, alcohol, music, school choices, birth
control, investing, debt, political affiliation, Bible translations, and a whole lot more. -- This message helps you
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wade through these issues and come to the understanding that there's something far more important than having to
be 'right' about where you settle on these matters. What's more important is that the Gospel is transforming your
heart and life to welcome other believers with the same spirit of patience, encouragement, and affection with which
Christ welcomed you when you were still dead in sin.

***Christian Worship Hour: Father's Day Message - Sunday Service
June 15, 2008 - **Limited Availibility (Mp3)
Our Sunday morning services are available online! Click on the "View" link to watch the service in Windows Media
video streaming format. Right click on "view service" and select "Save Target As" to save the worship service to
your computer and watch at your convenience. Click on the "Listen" link to Listen to the service. Right click on
"Listen" and select "Save Target As" to save the worship service to your computer so you can listen at a later time
or copy it to your ipod. If you don't have Windows Media Player, click on the link below and download it for free.

***Updated Link*** - Aleister Crowley (1875-1947) - Architect of NWO
Ideas - (YouTube 9:47)
An expose on the man who called himself "the beast (666)" and how his teachings have affected influential people
in history which have changed the face of the moral world today.

**Direct Link - The Values Voter 2008 Presidential Debate (Online
Video)
The V2 (Values Voter) Debate was held September 17th, 2007 at 6:00 p.m. at the Broward Center for the
Performing Arts in downtown Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. While another date had been planned for the Democratic
candidates, they all declined. ... "The big losers last night were the no-show [Republican] candidates Fred
Thompson who placed at 4%, Rudy Giuliani and John McCain who each received 1% and Mitt Romney (Marriott
porn peddler) who was the only candidate to receive zero votes at the end of the night."

The Rapture - You NEED To See This (YouTube)
A video I put together about the last approaching days and the scriptures prophecying what will take place. There
are parts of it not meant to be taken literal. Such as the scripture about those desiring to kill themselves but will not
be able to, and then right after a clip of someone jumping off the WTC buildings. That was used for image
purposes. To have a visual aid sorta but by no means did I mean for that to be an example of the scripture itself. It
was just to show what it will be like when those times come. But yah. Please enjoy. Comment all you want. Tell me
how much you love it. Tell me how you'll be glad when God takes all the christian's out of the world. Tell me how
I'm blindly believing in something that couldn't possibly be real. I accept all comments. But just know, you can say
whatever you want, but it still does not prevent the inevitable. Your words can't make the truth, any less true.

Mormonism and Islam - Are there similarities between the two
religions? Mormonism / LDS and Islam? (YouTube)
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christians are not anti-mormon or hate mormons or anyone at all. we want to show people the truth about Jesus
Christ and give them the Gospel. what could be more loving then that?

The "buzz" is growing... 40 Days for Life 2008 - The History of 40 Days
for Life (Mp3)
A discussion on the nationally syndicated "Point of View" talk show - featured broad-ranging discussions about:
The history of 40 Days for Life - The rapid nationwide and international growth of the campaign The lifesaving
impact of this initiative. Ways to raise awareness and get other people involved in a local campaign. When and how
people can register for this fall's 40 Days for Life. How people will be equipped and empowered to conduct a
successful campaign. But, in my opinion, the best part of the show was hearing the testimonials from five of the
previous 40 Days for Life local leaders talking about their experiences with the campaign. These were ordinary
people God used to accomplish extraordinary things!

TheEdgeAM.com: August 23th, 2008 - Anthony Hilder 9/11,
Conspiracies, Illuminati - As a Documentary Film Producer he (Anthony
Hilder) made 9-11 The Greatest Lie Ever Sold, which is now in 23
countries and 7 languages {Anthony Hilder has excellent research but
lousy Theology. Hilder obviously has no grasp on Eternity and
therefore no real concept of Heaven or Hell or he wouldn't be so multireligion compromised. - Holy Bible John 14:6-7 Jesus saith unto him, I
am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but
by Me. If ye had known Me, ye should have known My Father also: and
from (Jesus) henceforth ye know Him (Father), and have seen Him.}
(MP3)
Anthony J. Hilder's ever-present goal is to insight a Revelation to avoid a Revolution & form an Alliance of
Independent Tribal, Linguistic, Religious, Political, Ethnic and Racial Nation States in opposition to the United
Nations. Hilder is fully cognizant that the world must have an option to the U.N. and the chaos & killing that is
being deliberately directed by this Brotherhood of Death to bring about our control. Hilder is the Producer of 21
Video Documentaries ... As a Documentary Film Producer he made 9-11 The Greatest Lie Ever Sold, which is now
in 23 countries and 7 languages.

Compare #1: TheEdgeAm.com: Radio Show June 28th 2008 Lynn
Marzulli - Crystal Skulls [Indiana Jones Movie] and The End Time
Deception - In the newest Indiana Jones movie #4 the plot is that 13
'Crystal Skulls' are placed in a circle in a temple and this summons
alien/demonic entities (Info 3:30-7:30 min into Audio Mp3) {Note:
Following popular culture will eventually lead people into Satanism.
The journey popular culture is taking people on is to the destination of
Satanism.}
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He sees the current fascination with UFOs and other unusual phenomena as tools that the enemy is using to deceive
people. It bothered him that Satan was deceiving so many, just as he•d been deceived. He wanted to warn others as
to what was really happening, and equip other believers to share their faith with those who were caught up in
supernatural phenomena.

Compare #2: The Occult History of the Third Reich: Heinrich Himmler Nazi SS leader Himmler built a secret crypt, to contact past Nazi
spirits/demonic entities, in the bottom of his house - he had 12 small
stone pillars arranged in a circle to support vases containing the ashes
of 12 cremated SS leaders. The 12 'Ash Skulls' plus the leader Himmler
would equal the 13 human skulls (Info about 36 min into Video)
(Google Video - Download){Note: The first Indiana Jones movie started
out with the Nazis as the enemy yet by the 4th Indiana Jones movie
the religion of Indiana Jones is the religion of the Nazis. The journey
that the Indiana Jones movies, and what most of HollywoodEntertainment, is taking their viewers on is to the destination of
Satanism.}
Four volume documentary set ("Adolph Hitler", "The SS Blood and Soil", "The Enigma of the Swastika", and
"Himmler The Mystic") containing mainly B&W as well as some color archival footage, with narration explaining
the influences of alternative belief systems (occult, paganism, mysticism, etc) on the Nazi ideology and Hitler's
personal philosophy. Also documents the history and development of the ideas and symbols that would be used
along with eugenicist racial politics to perpetrate the murder and oppression of millions during World War II.

Mena Connection - Compromised: Clinton, Bush and the CIA, Drug
smuggling (Google Video - Download)
Film that includes clips from mainsteam media at the time, CBS etc. http://www.ncoic.com/clinton.htm
ARKANSAS GOVERNOR BILL CLINTON PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH CIA DRUGS FOR GUNS
CONNECTION By Paul DeRienzo An independent group of researchers in Arkansas are charging that Governor
Bill Clinton is covering up an airport used by the CIA and major cocaine smugglers in a remote corner of the Ozark
mountains. According to Deborah Robinson of In These Times, the Inter mountain Regional Airport in Mena,
Arkansas continues to be the hub of operations for people like assassinated cocaine kingpin Barry Seal as well as
government intelligence operations linked to arms and drug smuggling. In the 1980's, the Mena airport became one
of the world's largest aircraft refurbishing centers, providing services to planes from many countries. Researchers
claim that the largest consumers of aircraft refurbishing services are drug smugglers and intelligence agencies
involved in covert activities. In fact, residents of Mena, Arkansas, have told reporters that former marine Lt. Colonel
Oliver North was a frequent visitor during the 1980's. Eugene Hasenfus, a pilot who was shot down in a Contra
supply plane over Nicaragua in 1986, was also seen in town renting cargo vehicles. A federal Grand Jury looking
into activities at the Mena airport refused to hand down any indictments after drug running charges were made
public. Deborah Robinson says that Clinton had "ignored the situation" until he began his presidential campaign."
Clinton then said he would provide money for a state run investigation of the Mena airport. But according to
Robinson, the promise of an investigation was never followed up by Clinton's staff. In fact, a local Arkansas state
prosecutor blasted Clinton's promise of an investigation, comparing it to "spitting on a forest fire."
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The Clinton Chronicles Part 1 - (Google Video)
This video clip from the film "The Clinton Chronicles" describes the Arkansas Development Finance Authority
(ADFA), which was described to the public as a vehicle for creating jobs and assisting churches and schools, but in
reality it was a front for laundering hundreds of millions of dollars of drug money by way of issuing loans to
members of Bill Clinton's inner circle, with the loans being intended not to be paid back. The clip describes how
high ranking political positions were given to members of Clinton's inner circle associated with Clinton's criminal
activity, such as in the cases of Dan Lasater and Web Hubbel.

The Clinton Chronicles Part 2 - The ADFA, Cocaine Trafficking, and
Murder (Google Video - Download)
Also described is an incident where two teenage boys Don Henry and Kevin Ives had been murdered for their
witnessing of a drug shipment delivery in Mena, Arkansas. Eventually a total of six people involved in the
investigation of their murders were murdered as well, including Keith McKaskle, who was involved in the murders
and attempted to approach police with information. The Clinton appointed State Medical Examiner Fahmy Malak,
who ruled the deaths of the boys an accident, refused to obey court orders for turning over the evidence for a second
opinion. Malak had been kept in office for many years at the insistence of Governor Clinton and had even been
given a raise, despite years of public outcry to have him removed for giving implausible rulings in homicide deaths
including once ruling that James Milam, who had been decapitated, had died from natural causes.

The Death of Vince Foster - What Really Happened? (Google Video)
Evidence is presented that the death of White House Deputy Counsel Vince Foster was not a suicide. Expert
testimony, contradictory statements from witnesses, official bungling/corruption, the missing bullet, the missing Xrays, the missing crime scene photos, the strange, untraceable gun, the missing papers from Foster's office, plus
more disturbing evidence and possible motives for his murder, are reviewed in detail.

"Top Gun" video by Eric Blumrich - Explains Bush's National Guard
Career (or lack thereof) {If you are a veteran or family or a friend of the
military and you think Bush has the back of the military and he is
watching out for the military, think again.} (Online Video)
In 1968 on his Air Force entry application Bush checked "does not volunteer" for overseas duty. {Note: there is also
a claim that Bush would only get certified as a pilot in an older obsolete aircraft again assuring that Bush would not
deploy overseas.}

Laura Schwartz: Bush May Cancel 2008 Elections! - Democratic
strategist Laura Schwartz was filling in for Brian Kilmeade on the radio
this morning (July 30, 2007) - She and Judge Andrew Napolitano
discussed FISA, NSA, and the limits of authority on the executive
branch {To quote others on the internet "Bush is a spent force"
however the entry and the exit of a Tyrant are defiantly two critical
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times. Entry (9-11-2001) because they can still blame the events on
the previous group (i.e. Clintons) in charge. Exit (?) because they think
they won't be around to be held accountable for anything that
happens.} (YouTube)
Like George Carlin says. This country is GONE~ The WAKE UP CALL is NOW! WE may as well kiss our asses
goodbye. The NEOCON Fascists have achieved their objective. All what is happening now in the Mid.East has
been reported ~ (in honest objective news sources..not Murdock's Fox and those criminals) years ago. The plan was
to take Iraq,Pakistan, Afghan,and Iran. Bsh=CIA=Patriot Act=Homeland security=the SS~! Our Congress has NO
balls. The Speaker gave Bsh a pass~! no impeachment. we are history!

On 6-6-6 (June 06, 2006): Bush Announces Mark of The Beast System
{A Bush verification system that was to solve the illegal immigration
problem. Well, it's obviously NOT a system that is solving illegal
immigration so just who is being tracked and monitored by yet another
Bush control system? It's not illegal foreigners who are being tracked
it's not even Al Qaeda that is being tracked its mostly legitimate
American citizens.}
First Off, I want to apologize for the poor video quality, when I heard the Completely Corrupt Bush announcing the
Mark of the Beast system, I was in a room that only had a old-school VCR and a well used tape. But the video and
what Bush said was clear enough to know what time it is. How appropriate, that on 06/06/06, Bush announces the
Biometric Mark of the Beast system. Now the AC Bush speaks of the Biometric IDs for foreign workers, to start
with, but this is only the reason given to implement the infrastructure of the Mark. You all know that what starts
with one group soon appplies to all. 666 is here. Everyone, feel priviledged that you live in the last days. Prepare,
GET YOUR HOUSE IN ORDER!!! STEEL YOUR SPIRIT, MIND, AND BODY. THE TIME IS AT HAND.
HEED THE OMEN !!!

#1 Death, what Happens? - Sept. 30th, 2006 Bill Wiese - 23 Minutes In
HELL (Mp3)
Bill Wiese, on the night of November 23, 1998 , had an out of body experience whereby the Lord showed him Hell.
This was not a dream, but rather a supernatural experience that placed Bill in a prison cell with stone walls and
metal bars. He was confronted and tortured by demons, had no physical strength, no rest and was surrounded by
darkness. Besides physical attacks, he felt extreme heat, unquenchable thirst, heard millions of people screaming,
endured intense foul odors, experienced complete utter fear and worst of all, he felt the hopelessness of being lost
forever. In his testimony, Bill shares that he found himself in Hell ...

#2 Death, what Happens? - Attack Of The Killer Jellyfish - Ian
McCormick - 14059.mp3 (Mp3)
Ian details his deadly encounter with a poisonous ocean jellyfish. Death with an unsaved soul is the ultimate
torment of agony, therefore choose life, choose Jesus Christ and give your soul the refreshing free gift of eternal life
forever.
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#3 Death, what Happens? - Dying Testimonies Of Saved And Unsaved Originally Published in 1898 (Online Book)
Solomon B. Shaw was a wise recorder of life-and-death scenes. His best-known book is "Dying Testimonies of
Saved and Unsaved", originally published in 1898. In this most touching, and spiritually rewarding, book, Shaw
records the dying scenes, and the last words, of both the saved and unsaved, both famous and unknown. You will
see the tremendous difference between those who are Born Again and those who have refused salvation, as they
approach the hour of their death. As one physician once remarked, "Christians die well". Biblical doctrines which
saints of God have believed all their lives sustain them wonderfully in the hour of their death. Many believers report
seeing angels coming to escort them to Heaven and the lights of that wondrous abode shining around them as they
lay dying. Conversely, you will realize that many unsaved go through the agonies of Hell as they approach death,
some even feeling the fires of Hell and seeing demons in the room, coming to take their spirits to the Abyss. You
will also discover that the Biblical doctrine that a person cannot come to Jesus on their own, but must be drawn by
the spirit -- Who gives the very desire to come to salvation -- is borne out by the testimonies of the unsaved. No one
should put off the promptings of the Holy Spirit, thinking they can utter the correct words just before they die and
go to Heaven. Truly, God is not mocked!

Northgate Christian Fellowship - Can You Hear Me Now? PT 1: Learning
How to Pray - Audio Archives (Mp3's)
If God knows everything and already has a plan, why should we pray? The answer begins with understanding that
prayer isn•t about getting God to see things my way as much as my learning to see His way. This week begins a
new monthly sermon series, called "Can You Hear Me Now?"

***How to know if you're saved? - Why Jesus is like the Short LINE at
the Department of Motor Vehicles [D.M.V] & Thief on the Cross Analogy
(GodTube)
Do you ever doubt your salvation? How do you know if you are saved? See why Jesus is like the short line at the
DMV!

Why did God flood the planet? - The [Noah's] FLOOD was NOT meant to
KILL anyone! {This video is a gem of a Bible commentary. Note: The
Basic Christian News Feed is in the process of transitioning out of
current events (text news) feeds and into more Christian Video
Teachings, and Dramas especially small individual teachings like this
one.} (GodTube)
If you like science, the Bible and VERY dry humor, you've come to the right place!..........Why did god flood the
planet?
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Late One Night - A great Video clip - about witnessing and hell {A big
part of Christian witnessing is simply confirming that there is an
opportunity to reach out and to discover that God does exist.
Christians are rightly counting on God (Holy Spirit) to reach out to all
people and we are also counting on people themselves to reach back
to God, i.e. seeking answers, asking questions, reading the Bible,
prayer, attending Church.} (GodTube)
A great movie available from www.christianfilms.com for 7 copies for $21.

A Letter from Hell - From unsaved Josh to his Christian friend Zack
who neglected to share with Josh his soul saving relationship with
Jesus Christ (YouTube 8:22)
Here is that letter in its entirety...

A Letter From Hell - Download - Via RichardDawkins.net an Ahteist
website - Download and Comments {This is an incredible thought
provoking video. I think it is an accurate depiction, how can someone
end up in hell and not have regrets? As Christians how can we believe
in God, Heaven and Salvation and then not tell others about it. Of
course we desire to share our glorious discovery of Jesus with others
that is the purpose of good news to share it.} (.Mov)
A Letter From Hell - You've heard of the "Jesus Camp" and "Hell House" scare tactics used on children? Well,
here's another addition to this unfortunate list. My 12 year old son a non-believer all by himself, without any help
from me was given this link by a school friend who's going around trying to convert his classmates to Christianity.
This video "A Letter From Hell" is a truly frightening, scare-the-kids-into-believing 'message'. A warning: It will
both anger and sicken you. Humbly submitted for your viewing displeasure, ~ Carmine Bello (Double Bass Atheist)

Letter from Hell (girl version) - A girl dies and sends her friend a letter
(GodTube)
That opend my eyes i am sending it to all my friends. ... Thank you for this. I think sometimes we really don't fully
conprehend that hell is a real place, and people are going there if they don't receive Jesus as their Lord.

Letter from Hell: REturn to Sender - A video Reply to the letter from
hell (GodTube)
A video Reply to the letter from hell. Every man will be judged by his own works. Not friends, neighbors, family or
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any other person will be to blame when its your judgment time.

Death, what really Happens? - Being created by God we are given the
gift of everlasting life - Heaven is a real place and so is hell therefore
choose wisely, choose well and most important of all choose Jesus
Christ and live an eternity with meaning! (Video - Audio - Text)
Being created by God we are given the gift of everlasting life. If life were not everlasting it would not have
significant meaning since eventually our life would end and our experiences of life would cease to exist. Life does
not end and what is at issue is where we will spend our everlasting life. 1. In the presence of God in heaven. 2.
Away from the presence of God in hell. The gift of life from God is an enormous gift and with this gift comes the
enormous responsibility of selecting where we are going to spend our eternity. Heaven is a real place and so is hell
therefore choose wisely, choose well and most important of all choose Jesus Christ and live a life of meaning!

***Christian Worship Hour: Father's Day Message - Sunday Service
June 15, 2008 - **Limited Availibility (Mp3)
Our Sunday morning services are available online! Click on the "View" link to watch the service in Windows Media
video streaming format. Right click on "view service" and select "Save Target As" to save the worship service to
your computer and watch at your convenience. Click on the "Listen" link to Listen to the service. Right click on
"Listen" and select "Save Target As" to save the worship service to your computer so you can listen at a later time
or copy it to your ipod. If you don't have Windows Media Player, click on the link below and download it for free.

onenewsnow.com: BREAKING NEWS... A GOP first -- female VP
nominee - **Vote in our poll - Does the addition of Gov. Sarah Palin as
VP strengthen or weaken the GOP presidential ticket?
John McCain has announced an "out-of-the-box" pick for his vice-presidential running mate: Alaska Governor
Sarah Palin. [see video report] In Dayton, Ohio, the McCain campaign has confirmed that the presumptive GOP
presidential nominee named Palin -- the first female governor of Alaska -- as his pick to join him on the November
ticket. Palin and her husband, Todd, are the parents of five children, one of them with Down syndrome. She is a
reformer and a self-styled "hockey mom." The 44-year-old governor, described by some in the media as a
"religious conservative," was elected to lead Alaska in 2006 after defeating the Republican incumbent. She is
strongly pro-life, opposes same-sex "marriage," and is noted for her energy policies promoting independence from
big oil companies.

**Why Joseph Farah (worldnetdaily.com) is forsaking McCain - Editor
says Republican's victory would be worse than Obama's {Joseph Farah
is right on this, that McCain (Amnesty Bill 2005) is as liberal, or even
more so than Obama. Farah explains that if the Liberal McCain wins
and is able to move the Republican party far to the left we will lose our
party!} (Online Video)
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*A must see video!

Mercenaries and The Secret Government - It aired on PBS in 1987 and
is as good as anything on tape *must see (YouTube 21 min)
It aired on PBS in 1987 and is as good as anything on the tape (must see). Moyers is a very respected TV journalist
who also worked for Lyndon B. Johnson and has a very professional approach. He interviews many different people
involved with the CIA and other government agencies. His documentary gives quite an overview of what has
actually happened in the last 50 years regarding the CIA and the cold war (including Iran, Guatamala, Cuba, Viet
Nam and Chile). He features such people as Ralph McGeehee and Phil Retinger (both former CIA agents), Rear
Admiral Gene La Rocque (Ret. U.S.N.), Theodore Bissell (active in the CIA at the time), Sen. Frank Church and
many others. Moyers is so very credible. The full video "The Secret Government" is 90 minutes - this segment is
edited by Frank Dorrel to 20 minutes.

Bob Novak: Tried to Flee Hit & Run of Homeless Man - He claimed that
he didn't even know he hit anyone and feels so bad - But a man riding
his bike near the scene says that the man Novak hit ended up on his
windshield and that Novak was trying to get away - The man chased
Novak down on his bike and repeatedly urged him to return to the
scene of the crime (News Video)
The man Novak hit is an 86-year-old homeless former Broadway Director who remains in the hospital with injuries.
I hope the guy sues the HAMAS-green pants off of Novak. And this isn't the first time for Novak. He was sued in
2004 for the same thing. And he almost hit me (Debbie Schlussel), too. When I was an intern in Washington in the
late '80s, Novak nearly ran me over, as he drove through a red light while I had the green light and was in the
middle of crossing a street in Georgetown. At that time, he was driving a convertible Mercedes Benz. He didn't
apologize or care. The guy's a scumbag.

Michelle Malkin: Democrat calls pastor's testimony b***s*** - The Rev.
Robert Jones went to the (California) Capitol last Wednesday hoping to
make his voice heard - Jones was invited to speak - What he got
instead was a swear-word laden rebuke from Democratic Sen. Pat
Wiggins {This is why America needs a strong conservative Republican
Party. Democrats talk this way to American constituents and easily
treat people like garbage in public because they know that the BushMcCain Republicans have become just as ugly as the Democrats have
been for a while and that no one in politics will stick up for the interest
of American citizens. -- McCain would go to a thousand Democratic
fund raisers with these people and sign every liberal bill he could get
his hands on before he would even consider supporting one
conservative cause.} (Youtube)
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The Rev. Robert Jones went to the Capitol last Wednesday hoping to make his voice heard. What he got instead
was a swear-word laden rebuke from Democratic Sen. Pat Wiggins, who interrupted Jones• testimony to say:
"Excuse me, but I think your arguments are bull--." The exchange left Jones, the senior pastor at Oak Park United
Methodist Church, stunned and offended. "It is a slap in the face," he said in an interview.

Senator Hillary Clinton Discusses Global Warming with Al Gore {The
most suspect thing about this whole charade is that the politicians
refuse to mention or acknowledge weather modification Projects like
HAARP that are doing more to offset (droughts/floods) the balance of
nature than anything else. Taxing every person, every home and every
business was the entire agenda there was no agenda to lessen any
real crisis.} (YouTube)
Adding comments has been disabled for this video.

AL GORE: Global Warming Testimony {Al Gore the perfect example of a
mindless-heartless politician. This is a prime example of how
government (government greed) sees itself as the only option and the
only alternative to whatever problem or dilemma they want to
associate as the crisis of the moment. In Al Gore's world people don't
exist, families don't exist only government programs exist. Ten
minutes into the video and it's true Al Gore is a main source of Hot
Air!} (YouTube)
March 21, 2007 - Al Gore testifies to the House Energy & Science committees. ... "....It's become borderline fascism.
You can't think anything else. When it gets hotter it's global warming. When it gets colder it's global warming. When
everything is global warming then nothng is global warming." ~Dennis Miller.

Banned Bush Video - (2006) Irish TV interview with President Bush {In
the video Bush repeatedly explains how safe and secure America was
until 9-11-2001 and that 9-11-2001 changed everything and therefore
Bush was correct to launch his "war on terror".}
This video shows interview by Irish TV which calls bush a liar and a war criminal about the WMDs and Iraq War.

Warning!! Shocking Video -- DNC: Malkin in Jeopardy - In this exclusive
Pajamas TV video• Michelle Malkin is under attack by Alex Jones
{Michelle Malkin speaks at the end of the Video and she is BRILLIANT
as always. -- I have seen several Alex Jones DVD's and recommend
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them except. 1. Alex Jones is very anti-Jewish and that always
poisons his material and to an extent it is really what is behind this
sad inexcusable, sickening tirade. 2. Alex Jones is knowingly
misrepresenting her book and her info. 3. Alex Jones has a website, a
radio show and produces DVD's he has several major outlets in order
to express his views, this tantrum was not necessary. 4. Alex created
an extremely ugly ambush journalism situation giving her no
opportunity to speak and literally endangering her safety what he did
was really a crime.}
In this exclusive Pajamas TV video• Michelle Malkin is under attack by self-described anarchists yelling •Kill
Michelle Malkin• in front of the Denver Mint. (NOTE: We are providing more or less raw footage here for
timeliness. The Malkin incident does not appear for several minutes; please be patient. Pajamas Media will provide
a more carefully edited high definition version of this incident soon.)

Warning!! Shocking Video -- Video Exclusive: Michelle Malkin Attacked
at DNC; "Kill Michelle Malkin" (The first 90 Seconds of video gives you
most of the info) {Alex Jones appears to be a "Professional RaceBaiter" in this Shocking, Stupid and Inaccurate public mob inciting,
diatribe. It is creepy, ugly and NWO disgusting. Whatever anyone
believes about 9/11 Alex Jones is shouting at someone who had
nothing to do with it. Alex Jones, others and the chief loon of them all
a person named Texe Marrs are only out to create hatred especially
against the Jews so do not buy into their disinformation campaigns
when they attempt to blame the Jews, it is all lies and they are trying
to cover-up for the real people who did 9/11. Hint: Alex Jones is from
Austin Texas (Bush family Headquarters). Alex Jones has many DVD's
with some good info however Jones is way off base in trying to project
all the world's problems onto the Jews. You can easily tell Jones is
paid in what he is doing, it's his career, in trying to incite this ugly mob
violence against another person Alex Jones has gone way too far.}
Michelle Malkin was attacked by protesters and conspiracy nut Alex Jones during the "Shake Your Money Maker"
event while Recreate68 attempted to levitate the Denver Mint. Another protester began shouting "Kill Michelle
Malkin."

Interview with Young Atheist in NYC {Two people having a great
conversation in this video. This is a very good example of 'Rational'
witnessing. Some people are not rational so an 'Emotional' or
'Experiential' witness can be a good bridge to them.} (Video Download)
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Brief Sermon Overview: We have been conducting interviews on the streets of NYC with a variety of people. It's a
new door of opportunity to share with others the simple message of the Gospel in a question/answer format.

POW Family Treatment - 1992 Senate Select Cmte. on POW/MIA Affairs
- Sen. McCain walks out on Delores Alfond - Delores Alfond's Brother
USAF Captain Victor Apodaca is a Vietnam War POW/MIA - Video #2
has incredible interviews (Online Video 2 Parts)
What Vietnam Veterans Think of John McCain - This is the "REAL" John McCain in living color seen belittling
Delores Alfond, head of the National Alliance of POW/MIA whose brother went missing in action in Vietnam . . .

McCain's YouTube (Credibility) Problem Just Became a Nightmare {The ability of the new Bush Republican Party to Lie at Every Instance
is just astounding. America cannot continue to endure this amount of
deceit.} (YouTube 3:14)
There's no question John McCain is getting a free ride from the mainstream press. But with the power of YouTube
and the blogosphere, we can provide an accurate portrayal of the so-called Maverick. We can put the brakes on his
free ride! Since we first released The Real McCain a year ago, our REAL McCain series has garnered close to 2
million views, with over 13,000 comments and tens of thousands more in petition signatures! Clearly, John
McCain's record is something the public wants to discuss, and yet the corporate media is doing NOTHING to
present the truth. We feel obliged to continue countering the mainstream media's love of McCain. And so we
thought it was high time for a sequel: The Real McCain (Vol.) 2.

23 Minutes in Hell by Bill Wiese - 2nd Video Testimony Dec 2006 (Video
Downloads)
"My sincere hope is that this book is the closest you will ever come to experiencing hell for yourself." Bill Wiese
saw the searing flames of hell, felt total isolation, and experienced the putrid and rotting stench, deafening screams
of agony, terrorizing demons, and finally, the strong hand of God lifting him out of the pit. "Tell them I am coming
very, very soon!" Wiese's visit to the devil's lair lasted just twenty-three minutes, but he returned with vivid details
etched in his memory. Since this life-changing ordeal, he has spent the last seven years studying the Scriptures to
find answers and has listed more than 150 Bible verses referencing hell. Everyone is curious about the afterlife, and
now Wiese shares his insights to commonly asked questions such as: * Is hell a literal burning place? * Where is
hell? * Do you have a body in hell? * Are there Degrees of punishment in hell? * Are there children in hell? * Can
Demons torment people in hell? * Can "good" people go to hell? "Even if you don't believe my story, I hope you
will believe the Scriptures and avoid hell just the same."

The Marks of a Cult: A Biblical Analysis - A fascinating analysis
examining the core of Christian orthodoxy - where denominations
within the true Church ends and a cult like (LDS) Mormonism begins
{Note: Redemption is a work of God, specifically the work of the cross
(death, dead to sin - this world). Once redeemed, returned to the
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presence of God, salvation (healing - alive in Jesus Christ in heaven) is
now a cooperative work between God (Holy Spirit) and people. The
Church points the way to the cross of Jesus to redemption and the
Church (fellowship) also teaches and administers the healing
salvation, life in heaven. Attending a good Bible based redemption and
salvation Christian Church is crucial to developing our own personal
Spiritual wellbeing.} (DVD $12.95)
"Once again, The Apologetics Group has developed a scholarly presentation addressing a vital current issue. This
new production not only deals with how to identify The Marks of a Cult, but in its own right is a type of "minisystematic theology" that will greatly benefit any individual or church group. I highly recommend it for a better
understanding of cult beliefs and practice, as well as, developing your understanding of historic Christian theology."
Dr. Kenneth G. Talbot - President, Whitefield Theological Seminary.

***The Marks of a Cult: Division from Historic Christianity (Salvation
from God) is the Mark of a Cult {This Excellent 10 min video clip
exactly explains how and why cults like the LDS take the focus off of
God (Jesus) and place it on cult leaders. Removing salvation from God
while pretending to place it in the hands of the cult leaders.} (Online
Video)
falcon on June 18th, 2008: Excellent video. Add to it the notion to trust the leaders unquestionably and once the
prophet/leader speaks the thinking is done. According to the Mormon church, can a member leave the church and
still be saved? A big NO! Are the members controled by the leaders? Totally! The elite leaders own the salvation of
the little gerbil followers so they can keep these folks busy on the little religion wheel running as fast they can. And
the beauty of the gerbil wheel, to the leaders, is that the little gerbil followers never get any where. So they keep
trying. And if the gerbils try to break out, they're reminded that outer darkness awaits anyone who leaves. Total
control through fear. This is flat out spiritual abuse with the abused blaming themselves and not the abusers. No
wonder the exMos carry anger with them for years.

Crop Circles (Demon Circles) and Occultic, Masonic & Illuminati
Symbols {Note: In the photos with Pope John Paul II the 'upside-down
cross' on the chair is the cross of St. Peter who was crucified upside
down. The crop circles are the best part of the video.} (Video 7:00)
Description: Crop Circles and Occultic, Masonic & Illuminati Symbols.

***Highly Recommended - The Edge AM (Radio Shows) - OCTOBER 1st,
2005 9:00 PM CST 2nd Hour RUSS DIZDAR - REAL LIFE NIGHT
STALKER (Mp3's)
Russ Dizdar has been tracking Satanic activities for 18 years. He is the Director of the agency SHATTER THE
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DARKNESS. He has personally held over 300+ deliverance sessions from demon possession. Russ has spent
thousands of hours dealing with, interviewing, counseling, researching, tracking, investigating satanic crime, cult
multiples, covens, rouge military, and underground dark occultism. He is currently writing a book entitled 'THE
BLACK AWAKENING' on the satanic underground agenda.

RUSS DIZDAR - SHATTER THE DARKNESS - Website Resources and
Info - THE COVERT INFILTRATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES - Radio
Show, Newsletters
THE MISSION OF SHATTER THE DARKNESS - PRAYER-INTERCESSION AND SPIRITUAL WARFARE:
To pour out prayer for massive spiritual awakening for our day. For the salvation of hundreds of thousands. For th
revival of the body of Christ. For the blessing of God to touch and grip society is such a way as to cause it to turn
to God. May God so grip and strike with His kingdom of grace, power, truth and His astounding presence. For evil
and that satanic agenda to be exposed and crushed. (Acts 4).

RUSS DIZDAR - 'THE BLACK (MAGIC) AWAKENING' RISE OF THE
SATANIC SUPER SOLDIERS THE COURSE WILL BE RELEASED IN
WHOLE - COST FOR COURSE ORDERS ARE $100 (Mp3's)
YOU WILL BE SENT A WEB PAGE THAT HAS THE LINKS FOR 20 hours of sessions (extra will be added)
THE SESSIONS (MP3..WINDOWS MEDIA) FOR YOU TO DOWN LOAD (MAKE YOUR OWN CD) AND A
LINK FOR THE STUDY MANUAL YOU CAN PRINT IT OUT.

**Highly Recommended - The Edge AM (Radio Shows) - Oct. 28th 2006
3 Hours Daniel & Jamie Ott take your calls - Taking live calls of Spooky
Stories (Mp3's & Video)
Something freaky happen to you? Seen a ghost, monster, alien or just had a scary nightmare? Now's your chance to
scare up your story with Daniel on the air. Share your true story with the Edge listening audience and receive free
Edge gear!

"In Depth: The Big Lies" - Five Palistinaian Case Studies, Al-Dura,
Jenin, Gaza Beach, Lebanon, Gaza Siege and Other Resources (Online
Video Selections)
HonestReporting: a fast-action website that monitors Mideast media bias and ensures that Israel receives fair
worldwide press coverage.

Must-See Video: The BEST Al-Jazeera Clip I've EVER Seen! {The AlJazeera reviewer tried to pretend that Jerusalem has always been
important to Islam and is written in the Quran when Jerusalem is not
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mentioned once. This is why Shiite Islam has such a credibility
problem.}
June 17, 2008 By Debbie Schlussel - I've long been a fan of scholar Mordechai Kedar, as was my late father. Dr.
Kedar, who speaks Arabic, Hebrew, and English fluently, is professor of Arabic Studies at Israel's Bar-Ilan
University and has written a great deal on Islam, Syria, and Arabic history--he is an expert on all of them. I've cited
his work on this site, and he is very learned on Jerusalem and its true history as the eternal Jewish capitol versus its
unimportance in Islam until recently. He is also a scholar at the Begin-Sadat Center for Strategic Studies. Dr. Kedar
was recently on Al-Jazeera, and I can say--without qualification--that it's the best few moments I've ever watched
on the Terrorist News Network. I don't agree with his statement that "G-d-willing, there will be a Palestinian State
in the West Bank." (They have a state there--it's called Jordan.) But other than that, this is a broadcasting
masterpiece (thanks to reader Herb for the tip):

Can you believe this goes on at U.S. colleges? - Stunning new DVD
shows universities today resemble totalitarian states - Censorship,
Enforced political conformity, Hostility to diversity of opinion,
Sensitivity training
Censorship. Enforced political conformity. Hostility to diversity of opinion. Sensitivity training. Though such
despotic tactics are usually associated with totalitarian regimes, they increasingly describe life on America's
university campuses. "When we think of going to college, we think of intellectual freedom. We imagine four years
of exploring ideas through energetic, ongoing, critical thinking and debate," says filmmaker Evan Coyne Maloney in
the stunning new video documentary "Indoctrinate U: Our Education, Their Politics." "But the reality is very far
from the ideal. What most of us don't know is that American college students check their First Amendment rights
and individual freedom at the door." Hailed by the New York Sun as one of "America's most promising"
documentary filmmakers, Maloney has assembled a scorching indictment of higher education in America today, one
sure to make students, parents, trustees, lawmakers and concerned citizens sit up and take notice. Produced by On
the Fence Films, with the support of the Moving Picture Institute, "Indoctrinate U" makes the campus culture wars often treated as an abstract, hopelessly partisan battle - intensely personal and unforgettably human.

~New Link~ A Thief in the Night DVD Series:
Buy any movie DVD, VHS, or other pack or kit at the regular retail price and get one of equal or lesser value free.
Offer ends 1/15/2006. For this Christmas offer call 1-800-247-3456.

The Spreading Flame, 5-DVD Set
The Protestant Reformation comes alive with this introduction to the key characters, turning points, and events of
this dramatic time in church history. Travel to Switzerland, Germany, Scotland, and England and be inspired by the
faith and determination of the Waldenses, the Huguenots, Wycliffe, Tyndale, Knox, Calvin, Zwingli, Luther, and
other champions of the faith. Five DVDs, approx. 80 minutes each. DVDs Included: Comes the Dawn - Your heart
will be thrilled a the mighty exploits of God's faithful people and how His providence has overruled in the affairs of
men and nations, that the truth of the Gospel should never be extinguished. Story of the Bible - From Erasmus to
John Wycliffe to William Tyndale, their diligence and perseverance laid the foundation for the Bible we have today
Champions of Freedom - John Knox and Ulrich Zwingli wage fierce and courageous battles to bring spiritual
freedom to their respective countries Winds of Change - Strange - and wonderful - how the winds of God's
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providence blow in favour of the truth. The Reformation Comes of Age - The precious saints of God endure many
trials and tribulations. But through them all, freedom and truth burn like a spreading flame.

SAVE 50% ON THE CREATION 3-DVD SET - OFFER ENDS JUNE 30,
2008 (3 DVD's $29.95)
In 1859, Charles Darwin published, On the Origin of Species. In it, he argued that all of life on earth was the
product of undirected natural processes. Time, chance, and natural selection. Since Darwin, biologists have relied on
such processes to account for the origin of living things. Yet today, this approach is being challenged as never
before.

Dr. Liviu Librescu: An American/Israeli/Jewish (Virginia Tech) Hero
Remembered One Year Later (Video Memorial)
A year ago, today, a crazed killer terrorized students and faculty at Virginia Tech. While several were murdered,
one of the murdered gave his life to save many others. That man was the brave American/Israeli Jew, Dr. Liviu
Librescu, Blessed Be His Memory. This brilliant scientist, Holocaust survivor, and survivor of Communist tyranny,
died so that others--22 others!--would live. ... The video was produced by the great Rabbi Shea Hecht, Chairman of
the National Committee for the Furtherance of Jewish Education...

**Dr. Francis Schaeffer -- How Should We Then Live? The Christian
Worldview Mankind's Hope for a Future -- (DVD)
Wondering what the past teaches us about the present? Francis Schaeffer's sweeping series on the rise and decline
of Western thought and culture surveys history -- from the Roman Empire through the 20th century -- and offers
biblical answers to modern problems. Features an interview with the late Dr. Schaeffer and his wife, Edith. Includes
study guide. Set includes 10 episodes on two DVDs with a total running time of approximately 6 hours.

Time Changer - Christian Movie DVD Recommendation
What if you could see the impact your beliefs will have on future generations? One man will in "Time Changer."
Treat yourself, family and friends to this Exceptional Christian movie now available on DVD. It is a magnificent
thought provoking movie based on the idea of what would a nation be like if God were left out from it's regular
teachings, structure, and morality. The movie starts out in 1890 and Time Travels to the present day. But guess
what? We have time traveled that distance as a Nation and as a people so it is not science fiction but known facts
that the movie material is traveling through. The DVD should be available for rent at the local video stores and
following is a link to the movie's website.

Rock and Roll Sorcerers of the New Age Revolution - The one that
started it all - the original 1992 video expose - A four-hour live seminar
given at Hermosa Beach California - Because of the live format - this
DVD remains a favorite (DVD)
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This video seminar is the most comprehensive music documentary exposing the Satanic influence behind yesterday
and today's secular music. It contains irrefutable evidence that demonic beings are leading the world to destruction
in fulfillment of biblical prophecy. Don't miss out on the opportunity to own your own copy of this eye opening
exposé which is sure to convince even the hardest of skeptics!

Mitzi Nelson's Testimony out of (LDS) Mormonism and Into Christianity
"the arms of Jesus" - Mormonism vs. Christianity "It's all about
TRUTH!" (Video 9:02)
Comments: falcon on June 30th, 2008 Thank you for sharing Mitzi•s testimony here. It•s encouraging to see
someone do the hard work of research and study and then have the courage to walk away from what they once
thought to be true. The light of the Gospel does shine and the darkness cannot overcome it. Her testimony is now
about Jesus and her salvation through faith in Him. It•s not about Joseph Smith. It•s about Jesus.

Does Mormonism Attack Other Religious Systems? Yes! (YouTube
9:04)
Comments: I was baptized as a Mormon years ago as a child, I just have one thing to say, no threat to anyone
intended. If ANY church/denomination/religion/division tells you that you will only go to heaven IF you are a
member of said denomination, That's when it's time to get up & walk out. There is only 1 way to GOD, & that is
through JESUS CHRIST, and no denomination can give him to anyone, he must be found inside, on your own &
the decision made, on your own. Fellowship is good. Be sure they teach CHRIST.

Mormon Website - Why people leave the LDS Church, and what we
(Mormons) can do about it - 'Screencast' - (Mormon)
Recommendations: Forget "true"...consider "good" what will bring you
the most joy? - You can be a Mormon on your own terms at the core
everyone is {This guy goes to great lengths to reveal many of the
inconstancies of Mormonism. In short after much agonizing and
despite what he intends he concludes that the LDS religion has so
many inconsistencies and hidden errors that indeed LDS Mormonism is
deeply flawed. But his main response is that yes the LDS is a lie but it's
still kind of a neat group to belong to so just pretend the lies don't
exist, pay your money and stay in the LDS group as flawed as it is.}
(Mormon - audio & slides, presentation)
Recently a (LDS) stake high councilman came to me very concerned about a family that had just decided to leave
the (LDS) church, and have their names removed from the records. He and his wife were desperate to know how to
counsel this family-one of the best and brightest in their stake. To help, I came up with this screencast. The basic
premises are-1) you can•t help them if you don•t know what they•re going through, and 2) you can•t help them by
making them a "project". For those of you with loved ones who have left or are leaving, I would love you to
watch/listen to this and let me know what you think. For those of you who are struggling, or have left, I would love
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to know if you or your family/friends would find this useful, in helping people understand and deal with your
situation better. Please let me know. This is only in draft form, and I could really use your feedback.

Mormon (LDS) harassment and persecution of non-Mormons - LDS
doesn't want people to come to their church - 1 of 2 (Youtube)
The LDS church apostle Thomas S. Monson said that he welcomed jack-mormons, ex-mormons, questioning
mormons and inactive members of the church back.. that is not what the rest of LDS want..

Mormon (LDS) harassment and persecution of non-Mormons - LDS
doesn't want people to come to their church - 2 of 2 (Youtube)
The LDS (cult) church treats people otherwise that don't conform so easily to the standards of the church good.
They treat them bad. The LDS church is not christ like. ... Comments: I am a Mormon who has just left the church
and he has not fabricated anything, sadly. There is no exceptance in the church. I had a friend that was struggling to
get her gambling under control and was told that she was not worthy. There is no room in their religion for a
recovering compulsive gambler...which by the way she did not have to be honest about but she was trying to get
counsel from the Bishop for. Lets not even mention the whole Joseph Smith story, [it] is more like a Harry Potter
story.

Part 1: Former Nazi Explains How The Holocaust Happened - The
similarities between Nazi Germany and America today (YouTube)
Secrets of how it was possible for the holocaust to happen as told by former Nazi Hilmar von Campe. Hilmar
explains the similarities between Nazi Germany and America today. Hosted by Linda Evans Shepherd on Denver
Celebration. Part One.

Part 2: Former Nazi Explains How The Holocaust Happened - The
similarities between Nazi Germany and America today (YouTube)
Secrets of how it was possible for the holocaust to happen as told by former Nazi Hilmar von Campe. Hilmar
explains the similarities between Nazi Germany and America today. Hosted by Linda Evans Shepherd on Denver
Celebration. Part Two.

IRAN in WWII - Pan Aryan Alliance - In 1935 the Hitler Nazi government
declared the nation of "Persia" to be an Aryan Brotherhood renaming it
Iran (Aryan) and in 1936 exempted it from the 1935 Nurnberg Laws of
racial purity {Ever wonder why with Iran at times being really the one
true enemy of America that the politicians repeatedly give Iran a free
pass and instead attack other nations like Iraq, Pakistan and
Afghanistan. Iran and particularly the radical Shiites of Iran are the
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'end game' the final Bush NWO tool in their goal to bringing about WW3
destruction. The Shiites of Iran will likely be the modern Nazis of WW3
and will have been nurtured and brought into global power by the Nazi,
Satanic Bush NWO agenda.} (YouTube)
Comments: Read Wikipedia and find ARYAN please.....Darius the Great, King of Persia (521--486 BC), in an
inscription in Naqsh-e Rustam (near Shiraz in present-day Iran), proclaims: "I am Darius the great King... A
Persian, son of a Persian, an Aryan, having Aryan lineage...", This is a very old documents on Iranians are Aryan.

Iran and Germany brotherhood 2004 (YouTube)
Comments: As an Iranian I say respect for all nations regardless of their past, to an Iranian you are a human first
and anything else. But I must say Aryan correctly refers to "one who is Nobel" it is driven from old Iranian, and the
swatzica symbol is an ancient Iranian symbol but with no affiliation to Hitler's political agenda.

Nazis: The Occult Conspiracy Part 1 (Google Video - Download)
Nazis-the occult conspiracy is a documentary about how the Hitler and the Nazis made use of occultism
(attempting) to win the war, and to remind the Germans that they were the best humans on the planet, the masterrace. There are better documentaries around, but this is a solid documentary. There are many rare pictures from
Nazi-Germany to be seen here, and you get to learn more about the religous beliefs of nazi-leaders like: Hitler,
Goebbles, Goering, Hess and Himmler. I can't advice people enough to watch documentaries about Nazi-Germany,
because they show how crazy and evil humans can be.

Nazis: The Occult Conspiracy Part 2 (Google Video - Download)
Nazis-the occult conspiracy is a documentary about how the Hitler and the Nazis made use of occultism
(attempting) to win the war, and to remind the Germans that they were the best humans on the planet, the masterrace. There are better documentaries around, but this is a solid documentary. There are many rare pictures from
Nazi-Germany to be seen here, and you get to learn more about the religous beliefs of nazi-leaders like: Hitler,
Goebbles, Goering, Hess and Himmler. I can't advice people enough to watch documentaries about Nazi-Germany,
because they show how crazy and evil humans can be.

The Occult History of the Third Reich: Adolf Hitler (Google Video Download)
Four volume documentary set ("Adolph Hitler", "The SS Blood and Soil", "The Enigma of the Swastika", and
"Himmler The Mystic") containing mainly B&W as well as some color archival footage, with narration explaining
the influences of alternative belief systems (occult, paganism, mysticism, etc) on the Nazi ideology and Hitler's
personal philosophy. Also documents the history and development of the ideas and symbols that would be used
along with eugenicist racial politics to perpetrate the murder and oppression of millions during World War II.

The Occult History of the Third Reich: Heinrich Himmler (Google Video
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- Download)
Four volume documentary set ("Adolph Hitler", "The SS Blood and Soil", "The Enigma of the Swastika", and
"Himmler The Mystic") containing mainly B&W as well as some color archival footage, with narration explaining
the influences of alternative belief systems (occult, paganism, mysticism, etc) on the Nazi ideology and Hitler's
personal philosophy. Also documents the history and development of the ideas and symbols that would be used
along with eugenicist racial politics to perpetrate the murder and oppression of millions during World War II.

Nazi Concentration Camps (Nuremberg Trial Film) - {Graphic Content}
(Google Video - Download)
The file entitled "Nazi Concentration Camps" was entered as evidence at the 1945 Nuremberg Trials of Hermann
Göring, Rudolf Hess, and 22 other Nazi officials at the end of World War II. It presented a stark picture of the
atrocities of the Holocaust and ensured than no one would ever doubt the meaning of the charge "crimes against
humanity."

An Alfred Hitchcock documentary on the Nazi Holocaust - {Graphic
Content} (Google Video - Download)
A film the British Government deemed too grisly for release after World War II - has received its public debut on
British television. Fifteen minutes of the black-and- white film, which was shot by the armed forces after the war,
were televised Tuesday night by the Independent Television News.

GoodFight.org: Abide or Burn CD Series ($17.00) - In this teaching
series, the deception of the "Once Saved Always Saved" doctrine and
its teachers are exposed in the light of Scripture -- 2 Peter 2:20-21 For
if after they have escaped the pollutions of the world through the
knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, they are again
entangled therein, and overcome, the latter end is worse with them
than the beginning. For it had been better for them not to have known
the way of righteousness, than, after they have known it, to turn from
the Holy Commandment (love Jesus, love your neighbor, do good)
delivered unto them. -- Holy Bible {Basic Christian just compiled a
major study of the WWII Holocaust and a big surprise in the study is
just how many Nazi Holocaust participants were at one time 'Saved'
Christians yet they turned from Jesus and then became mass murders
on a scale previously unknown to the world. Those "once saved" Nazis
abandoned their heavenly home and purchased for themselves an
eternal torment in the very pit of hell. This is a caution to all of us to
reject the convenient ways of this world and to be prepared even to
suffer persecution for our eternal welfare.}
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In this teaching series, the deception of the "Once Saved Always Saved" doctrine and its teachers are exposed in the
light of Scripture. With over seven hours of teaching, this series will give its listeners a clear, Biblical
understanding of abiding in Christ.

The Great Pyramid-Lost Legend of Enoch - The Great Pyramid Trilogy
(DVD's)
The most astonishing mystery that has long been hidden under the shroud of ancient mythology, legend, and
outright historical distortions finally comes into the light of day in this astonishing and monumental 1hr and 4
minute ( made for T.V. 54 minutes) extravaganza. The film presents the real story, in dramatic conflict, into the real
forces behind the building of the Great Pyramid of Giza. While the general historical consensus and traditional view
holds to the belief that the pyramid was built by the pharaoh Khufu, The Pillar of Enoch unequivocally proves that
the Great Pyramid was far to sophisticated and complex for people of that day to have designed, and was far beyond
the knowledge of mortals. With graphic CG displays, historical over laments, and on site exposition, the film proves
that the confluence of architectural, astronomical, mathematical and cosmological knowledge had to have come
down via a supernatural intelligence and source. The Great Pyramid-Lost Legend of Enoch, while provocative and
compelling is not over the top with wide eyed beyond belief speculation, but is highly entertaining and entreatable.
In a carefully crafted and documented style it rips off the veil that has covered over the truth for thousands of years.
It's not only the long hidden emerging truth the film presents, but also the explosive spiritual life changing power
that makes this more than just a documentary.

World Wide Pictures - Billy Graham - (Online Movies)
See the entire collection of World Wide Pictures films by browsing through the list. Many films are available in our
online store on DVD and VHS. You can also watch the trailer for many of the films online, and a few select movies
you can watch in their entirety online.

China Soul - Documentary Film "The Cross - Jesus in China" FREE
Movie Download or DVD Purchase (4 Parts - 4 Hr.)
In China, the story of the "Cross" once seemed as strange and far away as the other side of the universe. But today
its message is here, right in our midst. 1900 during the Boxer Rebellion, 188 western missionaries, and 20,000
Chinese Christians were killed. In the following fifty years, more western missionaries came to China. They
established 13 universities, over 6,000 elementary schools and high schools, and more than 900 hospitals. The
number of Chinese Christians grew to 700,000. The Chinese Communist Party believed this success was the result
of imperialist cultural invasion. They expelled all western missionaries, forced Chinese missionaries to renounce
their religion, and mandated a secular education for all Chinese. Fifty more years have passed and today there are
approximately 70 million Christians in China, an increase of 100 fold!

Experience the Bible in DVD
Experience the words and images of the world's greatest book in a whole new way! Synchronized graphics and text
show every verse of the KJV. Play a single chapter or a single book. Wide screen and full frame technology display
beautiful photographs of the Holy Land. Inspirational background music enhances your personal tour through the
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wonders of the Bible.

The Exodus Revealed (DVD)
This DVD follows the footsteps of the children of Israel in an unforgettable journey of discovery. A journey that
reveals physical evidence for the Exodus including: the remains of 3800 year old Hebrew settlements in Egypt's Nile
Delta, Egyption records of the Israelite's bondage under Pharaoh; the precise route they may have followed to
freedom; their crossing site on shore of the Red Sea; and the location of Mt. Sinai. This DVD brings to light the first
significant archaeological "find" of the 21st century.

St. John In Exile (DVD)
Dean Jones is Saint John in this intimate, inspiring one-man presentation of John in exile on Patmos. Full of humor,
strong in spirit, and resolutely committed to Christ, John shares his account of the events that changed the course of
human history---and challenges us with his last words before his death: "Little children, love one another." 90
minutes.

They Sold Their Soul for Rock and Roll (10 Hour 4 DVD Set)
Brace yourselves, as you view rare footage that MTV and VH1 would not dare show you. This unbelievable fourhour video will leave you picking your jaw off the ground, as you see hundreds of artists who are being used by
Satan to destroy our youth.

Pro-Life Movie Collection - DVD - 5 movies dealing with the issue of
abortion from a Christian worldview (5 DVD's $72.99)
Customer Testimonials: " A great resource. Great products and speedy delivery."

Baptism Video - Baptism Testimonials (3 min 14 sec)
Baptism doesn't make you a believer - it shows that you already believe. Baptism does not "save" you, only your
faith in Christ does that. Baptism is like a wedding ring - it's the outward symbol of the commitment you make in
your heart. "For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith... it is the gift of God - not by works, so that no
one can boast." Ephesians 2:8,9

Vision Forum {Books, DVDs, Cds}
On behalf of Vision Forum, I want to thank each of you for your prayers and support to our ministry in the year
2005. We remain committed to the absolute necessity that we, as a people, return to certain fundamental truths of
Scripture: love of Christ; love of family; vision for our children; domesticity and the beauty of the Christian home;
masculinity and femininity as God-ordained virtues; multi-generational faithfulness; gratitude for God•s
providential care over our nation; the Holy Scripture as the foundation for social order; and the ever-present
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antithesis between Christianity and false religions. As most of you know, Vision Forum is designed to further these
fundamental truths and to engage the enemy at each point in the cultural battle for the heart and soul of the Christian
family.

Soldiers Story Video tribute - To those who have seen duty clear, far
and away from home...this is dedicated to you. Bless You...and come
home soon!!! (YouTube)
Regardless of your feelings about the wrong or right of this war, it behooves each and every one of us to support
our troops...our nation's sons and daughters, brothers and sisters, mothers and fathers. To those who have seen duty
clear, far and away from home...this is dedicated to you. Bless You...and come home soon!!!

Remember Me Video tribute - Support Our Troops - We Love You! - We
Miss You! - We Are Proud of You! - We Thank You for Your Service and
Sacrifice to Our Great Nation! (YouTube)
This video is simply amazing. As I sat here watching it? I called my brother over to see it. As we sat here watching
and remembering all the familys that go through waiting for thier family members to come home, and to remember
for us what it was like to have my uncle come home. All frightened and waiting for my uncle to come home...what
joy was brought to our hearts! God bless the soilders that have gone away to war and bless the familys waiting for
familys :] ... WOW is all I can say ,,, my husband in overseas right know an this movie brought tears to me..? You
did an amazing job on it... thank you very much for making it !! ... I absolutely love this video. It's amazing. Maybe
if more people could see it they'd realize what they take for granted. It's good to know there? are still people who
back us up. God speed.

Creationist Kent Hovind Reveals The Truth About The Garden of Eden
and Creation! (Google Video Download)
Kent Hovind - 1 hr 56 min 19 sec - Mar 2, 2006 - www.drdino.com

FREE Creation Science Seminar Mp3's from Dr. Kent Hovind 'Dr. Dino'
Audio or Video (Mp3's)
Dr. Hovind's Creation Seminar Series are his most popular presentations. God has used the message they present to
bring thousands of people closer to Christ. This 17-hour mp3 series comes on seven downloadable files and is
frequently updated to provide the most current information available.

Biblical Archeology: Ron Wyatt's "Discovered Series" (5 DVD Set)
CSE is proud to offer the entire DVD series of the late Ron Wyatt's discoveries. This amazing series will show
shuch discoveries as: The Red Sea Crossing site, Mt. Sinai, Noah's Ark, Sodom and Gomorrah, the Ark of the
Covenant and dozens of other faith bulding discoveries!
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"In Depth: The Big Lies" - Five Palistinaian Case Studies, Al-Dura,
Jenin, Gaza Beach, Lebanon, Gaza Siege and Other Resources (Online
Video Selections)
HonestReporting: a fast-action website that monitors Mideast media bias and ensures that Israel receives fair
worldwide press coverage.

Must-See Video: The BEST Al-Jazeera Clip I've EVER Seen! {The AlJazeera reviewer tried to pretend that Jerusalem has always been
important to Islam and is written in the Quran when Jerusalem is not
mentioned once. This is why Shiite Islam has such a credibility
problem.}
June 17, 2008 By Debbie Schlussel - I've long been a fan of scholar Mordechai Kedar, as was my late father. Dr.
Kedar, who speaks Arabic, Hebrew, and English fluently, is professor of Arabic Studies at Israel's Bar-Ilan
University and has written a great deal on Islam, Syria, and Arabic history--he is an expert on all of them. I've cited
his work on this site, and he is very learned on Jerusalem and its true history as the eternal Jewish capitol versus its
unimportance in Islam until recently. He is also a scholar at the Begin-Sadat Center for Strategic Studies. Dr. Kedar
was recently on Al-Jazeera, and I can say--without qualification--that it's the best few moments I've ever watched
on the Terrorist News Network. I don't agree with his statement that "G-d-willing, there will be a Palestinian State
in the West Bank." (They have a state there--it's called Jordan.) But other than that, this is a broadcasting
masterpiece (thanks to reader Herb for the tip):

RATE: Thousands not Billions - Errors in the Current Scientific Dating
Methods (DVD)
One of the leading frauds foisted upon the general public is the notion that modern scientific dating techniques
confirm a billion-year-old earth. Despite the fact that even pro-evolutionist scientists in fields of dating technology
admit the tremendous inadequacies of their procedures, such concerns must be suppressed by academic elites to
prevent the evolutionist's house of cards from collapsing. Now, top scientists and Ph.D.s from diverse disciplines
come together as part of "The Rate Project" to expose the fraud and present new and groundbreaking evidence for a
relatively young earth. Visually powerful. 60 mins.

(RATE) Strikes at the Heart of Evolution
Billions of years of time, one of the bedrocks of evolutionary thinking, is once again being called into question.
This time it will be challenged by a team of scientists from (or associated with) the Institute for Creation Research
(ICR), which has spent the last eight years conducting original research on dating methods and the age of the earth.
Known as the RATE team (Radioisotope and the Age of The Earth), these scientists have discovered significant
scientific evidence which contradicts the "old earth" model and supports a young earth-as one would expect from a
plain reading of the Bible.
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Thousands...Not Billions 2005 ICR (RATE) Conference November 5, El
Cajon, CA. (PDF Brochure Available)
"Thousands • Not Billions" is both the title and the theme of the upcoming national conference to be hosted by ICR
at Shadow Mountain Community Church in El Cajon (near San Diego), California, November 5, 2005. Speakers for
the event include Dr. John Morris (president of ICR), Dr. Larry Vardiman, Dr. Russell Humphreys, Dr. Andrew
Snelling (formerly of AiG-Australia), and Dr. John Baumgardner.1 (By the way, AiG-USA's astrophysicist Dr.
Jason Lisle will be in attendance.)

Online Video Demo - Entire New Testament (Contemporary English
Version) on DVD! For limited time, get acclaimed 'WatchWORD' 12-DVD
set at 1/4 previous price! $49,95
Over 10 years in the making, the entire New Testament on video - word for word - is now available from
WorldNetDaily for only $49.95 - the same 12 DVD recordings that previously sold nationally for up to $299.95!
The WatchWORD Bible New Testament is history's first true "Video Book." A remarkable new art form for the
information age: You watch it, read it and hear it all at once. The entire set originally retailed for $299.95, with
WND offering it for between $169.95 and $199.99. But now, thanks to new manufacturing and distribution partners,
we are able to make the entire 12-DVD "WatchWORD Bible New Testament" available to our readers for the
amazing price of $59.95, which we are temporarily lowering to only $49.95! All 27 books of the New Testament
are presented with dynamic text on screen, inspiring narration, thousands of scenes, special effects, original music
and sound effects. The WatchWORD Bible is compelling to watch - a chapter a day or more! Instant chapter
selection on DVD plus amazing quality. God's Word leaps from the printed page to your television and computer!

Drive Thru History: Rome or Greece (Dvd's)
This isn't your typical tour of ruins and mothballed artifacts. It's history as engaging as the time it took place. Dave
Stotts speeds through the ancient world with custom graphics, on-site visits and narration that's definitely outside
the classroom. See how events that occurred in Rome 2,000 years ago still affect our lives today. Hosted by Dave
Stotts. Closed Captioned. Running time approximately 95 minutes.

Olive Tree Views - Fall 2005 Conference "Evidences for the End Times"
(Cd's - DvD's)
Containing seven hours of teaching and Q & A. Hal Lindsey, main speaker, spoke for two hours and spent two
hours in Q & A. Roger Oakland, Brian Flynn, and I spent Saturday afternoon outlining some of the new movements
in the church that are less than healthy. Get more details about the speakers and topics at the category of
"CONFERENCES."

Soldiers Spooked By New Orleans Spirits (News-Video)
New Orleans dark past is coming out to reveal itself in a scary spiritual way.
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Halloween: Trick or Treat? (DVD)
This highly informative DVD traces the pagan origins and history of Halloween. The Pagan/Occult calendar of
Druids, Witches, Pagans and Satanists marks Halloween as one of their highest "holy days". This DVD uncovers
the mystic Druidic rites and ceremonies with which "Samhain" (Halloween) was originally observed 4000 years
ago.

The Best of the 2005 San Antonio Independent Christian Film Festival
(5 DVDs)
Even if you could not attend this year•s festival, you can own The Best of the 2005 SAICFF on DVD. Included is
the 2005 Jubilee winner and some of our favorite movies from the documentary, narrative, young filmmaker
categories, and more. Your family will be blessed as you enjoy hours of heart-warming and Christ-honoring short
films. Individual film shorts run from 5 to 55 minutes. Some are amateur, others professional, but all reflect the
excitement of independent filmmaking. More than seven hours of viewing on each set of DVDs.

The 2004 San Antonio Independent Christian Film Festival: Consider
Donating this 5 DVD Set to your Church Video Rental Section
Included on the 5 DVD set are some of our favorite dramatic presentations, documentaries, creationist, and political
submissions to the festival, including our 2004 Jubilee Award winners.

The League of Grateful Sons - Buy Two Get One Free (DVD)
What is the godly legacy of the fathers of World War II? Their story has not been told - until now! More than
406,000 American soldiers died during the Second World War, leaving an estimated 183,000 children fatherless.
Hundreds of thousands of other U.S. troops did return, but many never connected with their children. However,
within the ranks of these survivors was a remakable collection of men who made it their life mission to speak the
providences of God and the meaning of manhood to the boys who would one day fill their shoes. Through wartime
letters and present-day pilgrimages to the bloody battlefields of their youth, the ancient warriors have spoken. Their
thankful children rise to honor and surpass their legacy. They are "The League of Grateful Sons."

The Long Way Home: Jewish Life Before, During and After the
Holocaust by Moriah Films DVD Collection (6 DVDs)
"Informative, enlightening, it touches all of us•" - Alan King. Winner of the 1997 Academy Award® for best feature
documentary.

STAND UP AGAINST MEDIA BIAS With HonestReporting.com (90Second Flash: Donation Redquest)
As is our custom at the year's end, we write to solicit your financial support for our work in fighting media bias. Our
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work is made possible by your continued and generous contributions. ... Please take a few moments to view our 90second video Stand Up. Then please consider donating generously to help support HonestReporting's ongoing work
in Exposing Bias, Promoting Balance and Effecting Change. Thank you for your ongoing involvement in the battle
against media bias.

Resurrection: By - Max Lucado (DVD)
It should have been routine - standing guard at the tomb of a crucified man. But what Roman soldier Claudius sees
pierces his soul. Was it his imagination, or did the Galilean really rise from the dead? His relentless quest for
answers threatens his reputation - and his life. A powerful dramatization of Lucado's inspiring short story! 50
minutes.

Consider Donating these DVDs to your Church Video Rental Section
Included on the 5 DVD set are some of our favorite dramatic presentations, documentaries, creationist, and political
submissions to the festival, including our 2004 Jubilee Award winners.

American Opinion Book Services: Product of the Month
Man, Freedom and Government: Recreation of 1968 filmstrip by Ezra Taft Benson. This video or DVD explains
man's basic rights and government's role in protecting these rights. It also warns us to be on guard that government
does not overstep its bounds.

Justice Sunday II - (DVD)
Jointly sponsored by Focus on the Family and Family Research Council. Featuring musical performances by
Rebecca St. James and Jett Williams, this DVD recording includes speeches by the following speakers: Senator Zell
Miller(D-GA), Representative Tom DeLay (R-TX), Tony Perkins - Family Research Council, Dr. James Dobson Focus on the Family, Chuck Colson - Prison Fellowship Ministries, Bill Donohue - Catholic League, Phyllis
Schlafly - Eagle Forum, Cathy Cleaver Ruse - Family Research Council, Dr. Jerry Sutton - Two Rivers Baptist
Church, Ted Haggard - National Association of Evangelicals.

The Hope: God's Promise for all People [Flash]
God's redemptive story from beginning to end for every tongue, tribe and nation. 12 chapters plus a conclusion also
available on DVD and VHS.

Travel The Road - Missionary Journeys (12 episodes DVD)
Current Episode: The guys feel the heat as they continue across Ethiopia. Heavy persecution, close encounters with
dangerous wildlife, and a major change will test their moxie. But let's face it, they didn't choose life on the road for
the souvenir mugs.
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Last Flight Out (Movie - DVD)
World Wide Pictures presents an intense story of international rescue and unresolved romance. Richard Tyson
("Black Hawk Down") stars as Dan Hogan, a washed-up pilot stuck repossessing private jets. That is, until Dan's
former boss hires him to rescue his daughter (and Dan's ex-girlfriend) from the drug runner terrorizing her remote
village.

Living Proof Ministries with Beth Moore - 2 Min Radio Broadcast & 30
Min Podcast - Special 'He Is' DVD - Christmas Gift Selections
Living Proof Ministries is dedicated to Biblical literacy and a commitment to guide believers to love and live on
God's Word. Every tape, book or product offered through this ministry is developed to encourage people to know
Christ through His Word.

"Livin' It" skateboarding and BMX riding DVD
"Livin' It," a contemporary, relevant evangelistic tool that pastors, organizations and young Christians can boldly
use to share the Good News of Jesus Christ.

June 10, 2008: McCain: 'I will veto every single beer' {Well McCain has
the slip of the tongue brains of Bush Jr. McCain would be a 3rd Bush
term with no real plans for America. McCain's second wife Cindy chairs
her deceased father's (Jim Hensley) business it is the 3rd largest
Anheuser-Busch beer distributor in America so McCain likely has beer
on his mind.} (Video)
He'll veto every single beer? In a slip of the tongue while railing against excessive earmarks at the National Small
Business Summit in Washington, the presumptive Republican presidential nominee inadvertently pledged to veto
the popular alcoholic beverage. I will use the veto as needed. I will veto every single beer - bill with earmarks," he
said, as rumblings from the crowd could be heard. "And every single bill that we have come across my desk I will
make them famous. I will veto them, you will know their names." ... Aside from vetoing beer, it's kind of disturbing
to hear him say that he'll veto every bill with earmarks. Sometimes earmarks are good things! Imagine if the Rep.
from Minneapolis/St Paul had earmarked some $$ for bridge reconstruction! Of course some of them are outrageous
Alaska, I'm looking at you but not all. I'm just sayin'.

Christmas Shop 2006 - Books, Music, DVD's, Toys, Jewelry, Cards, Gifts
Hundred's of Christmas items, Books, Music, DVD's, Toys, Jewelry, Cards, Gifts. Voices of Christmas - Christmas
Cards.
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Answers In Genesis (AIG) Christmas Specials
Unwrapping the Pharaohs (Hardcover): Those who wish to defend the accuracy of the Bible now have an incredible
tool•this book provides compelling confirmation of the biblical account. (90-minute DVD included.) - Origin of the
Species (DVD): Takes a close look at the claims made in Darwin's world-changing book and shows that real
science always confirms that God's Word is true! (Double-episode set.) - Our Created Moon (DVD): Dr. Donald
DeYoung displays the latest discoveries of astronomy to analyze flawed views of the moon•s origin.

History of the World Mega-Conference (DVD-CD)
History of the World Mega-Conference Mega-Collection (40 Compact Discs and 10 DVDs).

The Best of the 2004 - 2006 San Antonio Independent Christian Film
Festival (15 DVDs)
Includes: The Best of the 2004, 2005, and 2006 San Antonio Independent Christian Film Festivals (5 DVDs per
Album).

Southwest Radio Church Featured Broadcasts: September topics
include a detailed study of eschatology (End Times), evidence for
special creation, and the study of the book of Hebrews, plus more!
(WMA)
We begin a short series based on Randall Prices' DVD "End Times: How Close Are We?" These programs are
taken from the soundtrack. Bible in the News: Q&A: Is the Rapture Referenced In the Olivet Discourse?

Promise Keepers - Marathon Video Journal for Men® This first DVD in a
series
Promise Keepers has developed the MARATHON DVD series to stimulate prayer, discussion, reflection and action!
Use this invaluable resource as a weekly devotion tool with your small group or on your own to help you develop a
more meaningful relationship with God, your family and each other. ... Order Today and you will be entitled to
receive the newest volumes every 2-3 months at the regular price plus shipping & handling. With your next DVD,
you'll also receive your next FREE Seven Promises coin AND presentation album.

*Rewired - "Think before you act." - Chuck Colson and Teen Mania
partnered to create the Rewired teen worldview curriculum to teach
teens HOW to think Christianly (2 DVDs - $79.95)
Rewired: A product developed by Chuck Colson in conjunction with Teen Mania. During your time with Rewired,
your students will find out what a Worldview is, and they'll find out exactly what a Christian Worldview is. The
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product includes: 2 DVDs, 1 Leaders guides, 8 student journals, and 1 resource CD with teaching guides. $79.95

listenuptoday.org: Welcome to the Listen Up website - I'm glad you
stopped by - Words of Counsel and Guidance
The purpose of Listen Up is to get people thinking--and it must have hooked you at least a bit because you're here!
I hope you'll help us get God's good news out by forwarding one of the Listen Ups to a friend or sending someone
else to this site. If you want to know more about Listen Up, go to the Walk in the Word website which is the
organization that sponsors the program. You'll find spiritual growth resources and find out where you can listen to
more teaching that I hope will ignite your spiritual passion for the Lord.

The Apocalypse: The Bible Collection - On Sale Save %75 - $4.99 (DVD)
From the Emmy Award-winning Bible series featuring the critically acclaimed movies Abraham, Joseph and Moses
comes an all-new production starring Richard Harris as John the Apostle in The Apocalypse. The year is 90 A.D.
and the Roman Emperor has unleashed a virulent campaign against the Christians. Held captive by the Romans, the
aged apostle John (Richard Harris) struggles to save Christianity from extinction by sending letters to the Christian
communities. Driven by the wish to meet the last living witness of the Lord's passion, the young Christian Irene
(Victoria Belvedere) succeeds in gaining access to John's prison. Entrusting the written record of his visions to her,
he begs Irene to spread its message among the Christians. These visions form the contents of the Book of
Revelation. To some, they evoke the end of the world; to others, they allude to the spiritual struggles facing
Christians of all eras.

Brotherhood of Darkness by Dr. Stan (Google Video - Download)
The 'Brotherhood of Darkness' exposes the secret societies planning your future.

Coral Ridge Ministries: One Nation Under God - special DVD tour of
America's rich Christian history ($25 Donation)
This special video tour of America's rich Christian history features Dr. Kennedy on location in the historic Virginia
cities of Colonial Williamsburg and Yorktown. Though historical revisionists wish to portray her as an entirely
secular nation, learn the truth from such noted experts as author Peter Marshall; Mary Thompson, the official
research expert at Mt. Vernon; and historian David Barton, among many others. A DVD can be yours when you
send a gift of support to this ministry of $25 or more.

A Christian Manifesto by Dr. Francis Schaeffer DVD ($20 Donation)
Where have the Bible-believing Christians been in the last 40 years?" asks Schaeffer. "Where have we been as we
(American society) have changed to this other consensus and all the horrors and stupidity of the present moment
have come down on our culture?"
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{flashback} Baby Got Book {Bible} - Funny Parody Video (4 min 22 sec)
Baby Got Book video. To view the video, click on the video and the player will automatically detect your
connection speed and media type.

Gospel Challenge Halifax Call Back Choir Final Rehearsal Video (4 min
10 sec)
Gospel Challenge Halifax Video.

On My Cross - Christian Music Video (5 min 3 sec)
This beautiful video shows Jesus' love for us all. He died for the sins of each and everyone of us.

Jesus Christ - Our Hope for this World (2 min 59 sec)
Christian Music Video.

The Gospel For Kids - Christian Video (2 min 33 sec)
This video tells of God's plan for our lives in a "non-christian" way.

Video (6:51): Inside Hezbollah, Part 1 - Excellent background on
Hizb'allah (cnn)
Part one of a series exploring the background of Hezbollah. CNN's Anderson Cooper reports (July 22)

9/11 In Plane Site - The Director's Cut (Google Video - Download)
This groundbreaking documentary by Dave vonKleist of the Power Hour radio show addresses the evidence that
lead to the conclusion that 9/11 ... all » was an inside job. Using photographic and video evidence, vonKleist brings
you through all of the unseen evidence.

911, NWO, Skull & Bones: The Greatest Lie Ever Sold - By Anthony
Hilder (Google Video - Download)
What's it all about? Bush & zee Boys from der "Brotherhood of Death," "Skull & Bones" are preparing us for a
POLICE STATE. Bush will try to surrender the Constitution & Bill of Rights. His goal? - establish a "New World
Order" WARNING: This video contains no lies, or "White House" spin!
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Video: TerrorStorm By Alex Jones - The long-awaited arrival of Alex
Jones' latest trend-setting documentary has arrived! (Google Video)
TerrorStorm delivers a ... all » powerful sucker punch to the architects of global terrorism and how they stage falseflag events to achieve political and sociological ends. Alex journeys from the depths of history from the Gulf of
Tonkin, the USS Liberty and Gladio through to the Madrid and 7/7 London bombings and robustly catalogues the
real story behind the government induced fable.

4 Incredible Alex Jones (Infowars.com) Documentaries One Low Price
(DVDs)
The DVD BLOWOUT Special includes a DVD of each of his four most powerful films: Alex Jones' Newest Film:
"The Order of Death" with "Dark Secrets: Inside Bohemian Grove": Martial Law 9-11: Rise of the Police State:
American Dictators: 911 The Road to Tyranny: Normally retailing for almost $100.00, these DVD's are avaible for
a limited time at the special price of $60.95! Thats an amazing savings of over $35.00!

Behind the Big News (DVD)
Most Americans know the mainstream media manipulates stories, manufactures illusions, and exploits fears. But the
reason is more than just liberal bias or sloppy reporting. Behind the Big News exposes a revolutionary agenda originating outside the media - that defines today's headlines. This powerful and fast-paced video examines some of
the biggest news stories in recent decades to discover how this subversive agenda is promoted. Behind the Big
News also reveals an effective strategy to overcome this ongoing assault on American freedom.

View clips of ByFaith (Mission Journeys) TV - DVD (Europe Only) {Scroll
down screen - select Trailer buttons}
This series is a thoroughly entertaining experience, with a challenging message of complete surrender to the call of
Christian discipleship. This fast paced and engaging programme has a bold Christian worldview, and a clear biblical
message. Discover how the mission journeys are the setting where Paul and Mathew explore fifteen biblical subjects
through the life-lessons that God prepares for them in each nation.

'The Da Vinci Code' Unraveled - Documentary exposé on novel, movie
to air nationwide (Saturday May 6 & 13th - i Network - formerly PAX
TV)
It's called "Breaking the Da Vinci Code," and it was created for a television airing May 6 at 8 p.m. on the i network,
formerly PAX TV. It will be shown again May 13 at 8 p.m. and again May 26. It, too, is based on another popular
book of the same name. The documentary, say producers, answers all the lingering questions and explodes myths
perpetuated by the novel and the upcoming movie - expected to be a blockbuster hit. On the two-hour DVD you will
see interviews with authors and the world's leading experts in archeology, theology, art history, philosophy and
science.
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Christianity and Islam, (DVD)
Christianity and Islam, "Jihad," "fatwa," "Ramadan" . . . these terms are all a part of the language of Islam, but what
do they mean? What do Muslims believe about Jesus? Are "Allah" and "Yahweh" one and the same? In this
balanced, informative, and non-compromising presentation, Dr. Timothy George answers Christians' common
questions about Islamic faith and practice. The series avoids the angry condemnation of all Muslims on the one
hand, or a compromising of Christian truth-claims on the other. Four 25-minute programs: The Tenets of Islam, The
Trinity, The Bible and the Incarnation, and The Cross and Salvation. Includes a 32-page study guide. 100 minutes.

Rejoice! Easter is coming! (April 16th) St. John in Exile, a play starring
Dean Jones (DVD)
Description: Dean Jones is Saint John in this intimate, inspiring one-man presentation of John in exile on Patmos.
Full of humor, strong in spirit, and resolutely committed to Christ, John shares his account of the events that
changed the course of human history---and challenges us with his last words before his death: "Little children, love
one another." Directed by Emmy award winner Dan Curtis (War and Remembrance). Approx. 90 minutes.

Rejoice! Easter is coming! (April 16th) Ben-Hur a classic movie, 4-disc
Collector's Edition (DVD)
Featuring a sparkling wide-screen digital transfer and commentary by Charlton Heston, this is the definitive edition
of one of the biggest cinema blockbusters in history! With fascinating documentaries, original trailers, and
highlights from the 1960 Academy Awards ceremony, this comprehensive set also includes the 1925 silent version
with restored orchestral score and much more. Four DVDs. Close-captioned.

Rejoice! Easter is coming! (April 16th) The Ten Commandments - 50th
Anniversary Edition (DVD) {different Website}
The classic biblical epic starring Charlton Heston plus DeMille's original 1923 silent film This spectacular biblical
epic from legendary showman Cecil B. DeMille tells the story of Moses from his infancy to the triumphant moment
when he led the Israelites out of captivity in Egypt. The film begins as the pharaoh's daughter (Yvonne De Carlo)
discovers the abandoned infant Moses and takes him to the shelter of her family. Charlton Heston stars as the young
man raised by the pharaoh as an Egyptian prince.

Rejoice! Easter is coming! (April 16th) The Exodus Revealed: Search
for the Red Sea Crossing (DVD)
This DVD follows the footsteps of the children of Israel in an unforgettable journey of discovery. A journey that
reveals physical evidence for the Exodus including: the remains of 3800 year old Hebrew settlements in Egypt's Nile
Delta, Egyptian records of the Israelite's bondage under Pharaoh; the precise route they may have followed to
freedom; their crossing site on shore of the Red Sea; and the location of Mt. Sinai. This DVD brings to light the first
significant archaeological "find" of the 21st century. Approx. 3 hours.
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Rejoice! Easter is coming! (April 16th) The Gospel of John a 3 DVD Set
(Movie)
The Gospel of John the best loved of the four Gospels, vividly comes to life in a faithful and powerful
dramatization of the Biblical text. The Gospel of John meticulously recreates the era of Jesus during a tumultuous
period that changed the course of history. ... The Gospel of John has been adapted for the screen, word for word,
based on the American Bible Society's Good News Bible by Emmy nominated John Goldsmith and is directed by
acclaimed British director, Philip Saville.

Rejoice! Easter is coming! (April 16th) Easter 2006 Specialty Shop Page
Rejoice! Easter is coming! Christianbook.com has lots of resources to assist you in your celebration both at home
and church. There's something for everyone - lent devotionals, church supplies, gifts, easter basket goodies, books
for kids and grownups, flags, and more.

Question 9/11 - and other Topics - FREE Video Downloads
Movies to make you think. All of these downloadable movies are free. Click the links to be taken to the download
page. These are highly compressed videos, so if you want to spread the word PLEASE purchase the original DVD
versions and support these great filmmakers. These video downloads are shared in the spirit of learning.

The Da Vinci Delusion documentary 48 minute documentary - FREE
Video Download (Google Video format)
The Da Vinci Delusion documentary is designed to answer questions introduced by the "Da Vinci Code" book. This
48 minute documentary focuses on the fundamental flaws found in Dan Brown's book with respect to the following:
Jesus as a historical figure - Are the canonical gospels accurate historical documents - What about the "Gnostic
Gospels" - What about historical claims made by The Da Vinci Code.

Northwest Creation Network - Many Free Online Videos - Origins of Life
- Creation Science
Educational documentaries may be the best witnessing tool available to combat evolution indoctrination. People
have become more accustomed to multimedia education than any other type, and new and exciting creation science
programs are becoming available each year. Consider getting involved with public access TV scheduling in your
area, or donate videos to your public library.

You Are A Masterpiece (VHS) - Preview of a Birth (DVD)
You Are A Masterpiece - VHS. A captivating tour of pre-born life with 3-D animation and state-of-the-art images
designed especially for elementary age children. Preview of a Birth: This fascinating video chronicles the journey
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from conception to birth with an astounding full-color view of life within the womb.

Answers ... with Ken Ham a 12-part series (Set of 12 DVDs)
A dynamic and challenging 12-part video series upholding the authority of the Bible from its very first verse.
Powerful, foundational teaching that equips Christians to defend their faith against the onslaughts of evolutionary
humanism! Featuring Ken Ham, internationally known speaker and author on the accuracy and authority of the
Scriptures, this fast-paced series provides you with solid answers to some of the most-asked questions about the
Bible, particularly the book of Genesis. You'll think more biblically in all areas of life after viewing this Biblehonoring series. These well-illustrated presentations will teach you how to reconnect the Bible to the real world.
Specially filmed and formatted to run in 30-minute segments, the entire series is ideal for Sunday schools,
classrooms or Bible studies. Study guides for this series are available online. Set of 12 DVDs.

Flash Presentation: Leading
That God - Jesus - Holy Spirit is always with us, Leading us on.

William Cooper: JFK Assassin Unmasked (Google Video 45:37 Min)
William Cooper goes into detail John F. Kennedy's murder. Includes the Zapruder Film, to allow the viewer to see
Scret Sevice Agent and Driver William Greer shoot Kennedy.

Dark Secrets Inside [The Republican] Bohemian Grove by Alex Jones
{Warning challenging and difficult info and material to view.} (Google
Video 1 hr 32 min)
Dark Secrets: Inside Bohemian Grove, Jones and his assistant infiltrated the annual secret gathering of the
Bohemian Club. He was aided by a team of British filmmakers working for Channel 4. Footage was later shown in
the U.K. as part three in a four-part documentary, The Secret Rulers of the World. While in the Grove, Jones used a
hidden camera to record•among other things•the Cremation of Care ritual, in which some of the most powerful men
in the world gather before a 40-foot stone resembling a huge owl (Moloch), and burn a human-like dummy in
effigy of "dull care." They then proceed to "read the sign" within its ashes.

Korey Rowe Interviewed by Alex Jones - Afghan - Iraq Info {Warning
challenging and difficult info and material to view.} (Google Video 22
min 56 sec)
Korey being interviewed by Alex Jones in Chicago.

The Good Test - Do you consider yourself to be a good moral person? Does God consider you to be a good moral person? (Google Video 17
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Min)
Most men will proclaim each his own goodness. In fact, Proverbs 21:2 declares "Every way of a man is right in his
own eyes: but the LORD pondereth the hearts." Though most people believe they are heaven bound, what exactly is
heaven's standard for good, moral, and righteous? Who is righteous enough to enter? God has not left us in the dark
--

Interview with Dr. William Lane Craig: Handling Doubt (Google Video 6
Min)
A short interview with Dr. William Lane Craig, a leading Christian philosopher, about how college students should
respond when they wrestle with doubts about the faith.

Video: TerrorStorm By Alex Jones - Governmental False-Flag
Operations Explained (Google Video)
TerrorStorm delivers a ... all » powerful sucker punch to the architects of global terrorism and how they stage falseflag events to achieve political and sociological ends. Alex journeys from the depths of history from the Gulf of
Tonkin, the USS Liberty and Gladio through to the Madrid and 7/7 London bombings and robustly catalogues the
real story behind the government induced fable.

Brotherhood of Darkness by Dr. Stan (Google Video - Download)
The 'Brotherhood of Darkness' exposes the secret societies planning your future.

Coral Ridge Ministries: One Nation Under God - special DVD tour of
America's rich Christian history ($25 Donation)
This special video tour of America's rich Christian history features Dr. Kennedy on location in the historic Virginia
cities of Colonial Williamsburg and Yorktown. Though historical revisionists wish to portray her as an entirely
secular nation, learn the truth from such noted experts as author Peter Marshall; Mary Thompson, the official
research expert at Mt. Vernon; and historian David Barton, among many others. A DVD can be yours when you
send a gift of support to this ministry of $25 or more.

Loose Change Second Edition: 9/11 Info (WMV) 3 parts [*Note Google
Video has pulled this video and it is no longer available via Google. It is
still available here.] Click the links to be taken to the download page
Loose Change Second Edition is not so much a sequel as a remake of the original with added footage. Also below
is Loose Change coverage by Fox News' New York affiliate that was so popular it shut down their video server on
the web.
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A Lamplighter For Christ - A Celebration and Remembrance of the Life
of D. James Kennedy, Ph.D (Book And DVD - $50)
This lavishly illustrated look at Dr. Kennedy's life and ministry features pages of stirring photographs and touching
tributes from friends and fellow Christian leaders. The companion DVD, D. James Kennedy: His Life and Legacy,
offers a one-hour documentary with never-before seen footage and interviews to give you new insight into this
servant of Jesus Christ. As an added bonus, the DVD includes a moving message Dr. Kennedy preached about
Heaven. The book, A Lamplighter for Christ, and the special DVD, D. James Kennedy: His Life and Legacy, are
yours for your memorial gift to Coral Ridge Ministries of $50 or more.

Burying the Past: The Legacy of the Mountain Meadows Massacre
(DVD)
"In 1857, 120 immigrants from Arkansas were murdered under a white flag by Utah's Mormon settlers-one of the
most horrifying events in the history of the American West known as the Mountain Meadows Massacre. Through
the recounting of a young girl who survived and the accidental discovery of the victims' remains, this true story
exposes a perpetual coverup as descendants from both sides struggle to heal wounds of bitterness."

Life & Truth DVD - Janet Folger's latest - Life and Truth (DVD)
Janet Folger's latest - Life and Truth DVD Featuring Janet Folger's speech at Portland State University, with
highlights from her talks at Reed College, Oregon State and the University of Portland. This is a "Must Have" item,
Get Yours Now!

New! Steeling The Mind Albuquerque! Off the charts! - North American
Union: Did We Vote On This? - A gotta see DVD!!! (DVD)
This is a bomb shell for most Christians. Heck, it's a bomb shell for most Americans. Alan explains in fascination
detail what happened to individual rights in Europe, and how the exact same thing is happening in the U.S. And no
one is paying attention! The new "North American Union", the super-regional political and economic entity
between Mexico, Canada, and the United States; the new (and close) money, the Amero, replace your Dollars;
Who's really behind this; And where will it lead! A gotta see DVD!!!

WorldViewWeekend.com: All 20 Worldview Weekend DVDs (2004 2007) - Battle For The Mind DVD - This is a $300 value for only $140!
(DVD's)
The Worldview Weekends had their start in Minnesota in January of 1993. This national conference is one of our
biggest events of the year and is filmed as part of our television productions. Don't miss out, register today for this
cutting-edge worldview conference for adults and students. We have three special breakout sessions for students.
When they are not in the student track they are in the general sessions. We average 600-800 students and 800-1,000
adults. A great weekend for individuals, couples, families and youth groups.
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An epic film - Luther: The Movie, (DVD) - Martin Luther, the brilliant
man of God whose defiant actions changed the world (sparked the
Protestant reformation) {An excellent movie about God and mankind
and the relationship between the two. It also well documents the
horrors of when a valid movement (i.e. having a local Bible translation
for the people to read like in English) goes to far. Keep in mind that Dr.
Martin Luther also had many faults, he later became somewhat antiJewish and the Nazis' later used some of Luther's writings to
persecute the Jews.}
Luther: The Movie, DVD --> Joseph Fiennes (Shakespeare in Love) stars as Martin Luther, the brilliant man of
God whose defiant actions changed the world, in this epic film that traces Luther's extraordinary and exhilarating
quest for the people's liberation. Regional princes and the powerful Church wield a fast, firm and merciless grip on
16th-centur Germany. But when Martin Luther issues a shocking challenge to their authority, the people declare
him their new leader - and hero. Even when threatened with violent death, Luther refuses to back down, sparking a
bloody revolution that shakes the entire continent to its core. Approx. 2 hours 4 minutes.

Real Radio - Pastor Jack Hibbs - SPECIAL OFFER OF THE MONTH - 2
DVD Set On Islam
Recently Pastor Jack was asked to teach at the Calvary Chapel Santa Barbara Prophecy Conference. There he laid
out some very alarming information about the threat of radical Islam in America. Not only has Islam spread
throughout western Europe but it has now come here to America. Its influence has spread throughout our
government, our communities and even our schools. If you've been someone who would rather just not know ... it's
time to wake up! ... A new friend of the ministry at Calvary Chapel Chino Hills is Brigitte Gabriel, well-known
author of the book Because They Hate. Brigitte is a Lebanese Christian who herself is a survivor of terrorism. You
may have seen her on national TV news broadcasts such as Hannity and Colmes or Glenn Beck. Through
arrangements orchestrated by the Lord we were able to host Brigitte Gabriel for a Sunday evening service. Her
message was riveting. You must hear what she has to say. For a gift of any amount in support of Real Radio we
will send you both DVDs on Islam in America - Pastor Jack and Brigitte Gabriel.

Apocalypse - Army after army descends into the Valley of Armageddon
in central Israel - "the movie that Hollywood refuses to make - there
has never been a major motion picture showing the Biblical account of
the end-times - We've changed that with Apocalypse" {*A must see
movie. A movie the years have already shown to have eerily accurate
prophecies it is even eerie that the main actor is named 'Bronson
Pearl' while in real life the murdered 'Daniel Pearl' "A Mighty Heart"
has very significant end time implications.} (1998 - 94 Minutes DVD)
It's a time of great tribulation and only Bronson Pearl (Richard Nester) and Helen Hannah (Leigh Lewis), the two
co-anchors of the World News Network, are in a position to uncover the truth. But as Helen discovers the true
identity of this great leader, she is torn between her deep love for Bronson and her new-found knowledge about
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Christ and the antichrist. With global police forces in hot pursuit, there is but one chance to warn the world as it
rushes headlong into the Apocalypse! Prophecy Partners Inc., in cooperation with This Week in Bible Prophecy and
Jack Van Impe Ministries is proud to announce the release of Apocalypse -- a full-length feature film depicting the
earth's darkest hour -- and its brightest. The film was shot on location on six continents during a year-long
production process ... "It is," says co-producer Peter Lalonde , "the movie that Hollywood refuses to make. Despite
their search for new and greater disasters and earth-threatening scenarios, this is the one story that Hollywood
simply won't tell. And for that reason there has never been a major motion picture showing the Biblical account of
the end-times. We've changed that with Apocalypse."

Secret Mysteries of America's Beginnings - Very Special Special Sale Two Videos For Only $39.88 (DVD's) - We are running this very special
sale for only four days -- Thursday through Sunday!
This video unfolds the fascinating history behind the founding of America, and exposes the esoteric underbelly of
its design. Why is Washington D.C. build on the 77th Meridian? Are the Revolutionary War cities really built in
perfect alignment with Stonehenge? If America was founded as a Christian nation, why are many of its symbols,
buildings, and monuments based on Pagan traditions? There is no doubt that America's cultural national heritage
was Christian, but just as a coin has two sides, our national heritage has a second side - one based squarely on
occult secret societies and their values.

Abandoned to God: The Oswald Chambers Story (DVD)
Abandoned to God: Oswald Chambers Story DVD 199199 -->From locations in England and Scotland, David
McCasland shows you some of the places and describes key events and people that influenced the young Scottish
preacher. Also includes an interview with Chambers' daughter Kathleen who shares memories of her father. Come
away with a better understanding of this influential man of God.

George Müller - Robber Of The Cruel Streets (DVD)
George Müller (1805-1898) was a German playboy who found Christ and gave his life to serve Christ unreservedly.
His mission was to rescue orphans from the wretched street life that enslaved so many children in England during
the time of Charles Dickens and Oliver Twist. Müller did rescue, care for, feed, and educate such children by the
thousands. The costs were enormous for such a great work. Yet, amazingly, he never asked anyone for money.
Instead he prayed, and his children never missed a meal. This docu-drama presents his life story and shows how
God answered prayer and met their needs. It is a story that raises foundational questions regarding faith and
finances. Also included are two special documentaries on Müller and some of the lives affected by his work.

Just released! "Late Great USA" DVD, a companion to the best-selling
Jerome Corsi book! - The North American Union would not just be the
end of America as we know it, but the beginning of an EU-like
nightmare - a bureaucratic coup d•etat foisted upon millions of
American citizens without their knowledge or consent (DVD)
In 2005, during a meeting in Waco, Texas, the leaders of the United States, Mexico and Canada announced the
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establishment of the innocuous-sounding •Security and Prosperity Partnership of North America,• an announcement
that was never submitted to Congress.Why? In this video, WND author Jerome Corsi offers convincing evidence
the Security and Prosperity Partnership is laying the groundwork for the unthinkable - a merger of the U.S., Mexico
and Canada into a European Union-type •North American Union,• complete with a shared judiciary, open borders
and a new currency designed to replace the dollar - the amero. In his New York Times bestseller "The Late Great
USA: The Coming Merger with Mexico and Canada," Corsi showed how a bureaucratically entrenched army of
•world citizens• is working tirelessly toward this EU-like merger. In the brave new world they envision, the U.S.
will no longer be a sovereign nation, but a market designed for maximum economic exploitation by multinational
corporations and foreign governments, regardless what American citizens want.

CuttingEdge.org - Video Viewing Room (Online Video)
View Samples of several of our DVDs here. These videos are included here with permission of the copyright
holders and cannot be posted on other web sites or used in any way without permission of the copyright holders of
each publication.

Michael Rood - A ROOD Awakening - The cities of Sodom & Gomorrah
located - The (Tammuz) Pagan-Christian Connection Exposed (Book &
DVD combo)
Author Michael Rood is a bearded Israeli who dresses in the sandals, head covering, tunic and robe from an ancient
time and distant place. But don't let the authentic attire and humble introduction disarm you, for in the next split
second, Michael shifts into high gear, grabs you by the hand, leads you on a journey back through your Bible,
shakes you to the foundations of your soul, and changes you forever. What can a Jewish scholar and theologian
teach a Christian about Christianity? Plenty! Michael Rood proves God's power with hold-in-your-hand evidence.
He explodes the long held Christian traditions of Christmas, Easter, and Lent. He uses the Bible to lead us back to
irrefutable truths from the Word of God.

The Dark Ages (DVD $16.99) {In case you have ever wondered if Satan
is raging a relentless war against the Christian Church and against
mankind in general this History documentary will lay aside all doubts.}
Between the Fall of Rome and the dawn of the Renaissance, Europe plunged into a dark night of constant war,
splintered sovereignties, marauding pagans, rabid crusaders and devastating plague. That anything of value arose
from this chaotic muck - much less the Renaissance - is nothing short of miraculous. Through masterful
cinematography and ground-breaking research, THE DARK AGES brings to life this amazing and mysterious time.
Relive in striking detail critical turning points in the Early Middle Ages including the fall of Rome to the Visigoths,
the horrors of Bubonic Plague, the rise of Charlemagne and the launching of the First Crusade.

Raising Godly Children (4 DVDs - $45)
This is Vision Forum•s top recommendation as a video training course for building loving, Christ-centered, unified,
multi-generational families. In this eminently practical seminar, Michael and Susan Bradrick have provided
Christians with an ideal training tool for use in the local church or during family devotions.
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Billy Graham television special - Celebrating Ruth Bell Graham - Check
TV Listings (TV - DVD)
From the war-torn countryside of ancient China, to the impressive halls of America's White House, Ruth Bell
Graham's life took her on a journey that few could imagine. Meet this unique woman who captured the heart of
Billy Graham and gained the admiration of countless others. Discover why her husband called her, ••the greatest
Christian I've ever known.• Laugh with those who knew her best and discover fresh insights from those who loved
her deeply. Find out how her •behind-the-scenes• wit and wisdom helped produce an extraordinary legacy. Plus, be
inspired by world premier music videos from Avalon and Fernando Ortega, and enjoy a special performance from
the Gaither Homecoming Friends. Watch the Billy Graham Television Special this December as we celebrate the
•very full life• of Ruth Bell Graham.

DVD - Attack of the Killer C's -- Casual Christian, Cultural Christian,
Compromising Christian, Corruptive Christian, Counterfeit Christian -3-Hour, 5-DVD set ($29.99)
The "attack of the Killer 'C's" -- This 3-hour, 5-DVD set covers the Casual Christian, Cultural Christian,
Compromising Christian, Corruptive Christian, Counterfeit Christian. In today's society, when these types of
"Christians" are literally opening the door to Antichrist, this video is a breath of fresh air. This disaster is of such
magnitude that it makes the Titanic look like "chump change"! This video reveals the cosmic battle in which we are
engaged and exposes the seductive weapons Satan uses to keep us from being the mighty army of God. Over 100
years ago, Christian Churches stopped teaching this material, opening the door for the current terrible spiritual state
of both our churches and our society. This video sounds the alarm as a good "Watchman On The Wall". We are
under attack! Rise up, oh men of God, to battle for the millions of souls deceived and in risk of Hell.

Movie: JFK (1991) Staring: Kevin Costner, Director: Oliver Stone - "The
Story That Won't Go Away" (DVD)
He's a District Attorney. He will risk his life, the lives of his family, everything he holds dear for the one thing he
holds sacred... the truth.

The First Ever Values Voter Presidential Debate - *Online Replay Select the "Live Streaming" Option then Click Play Button (Online
Video or DVD Purchase)
The First Ever Values Voter Presidential Debate Straw Poll, held last night at the Broward Center for the
Performing Arts in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, declared Governor Mike Huckabee as the pro-family winner. "The big
losers last night were the no-show candidates Fred Thompson who placed at 4 percent, Rudy Giuliani and John
McCain who each received 1 percent and Mitt Romney who was the only candidate to receive zero votes at the end
of the night." "While many very good candidates attended the event, Governor Mike Huckabee was the clear
winner," said Janet Folger, President of Faith2Action (F2A.org) and member of the Values Voter Debate committee.
Huckabee received nearly five times the votes of the other candidates.
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Event: The God Delusion Debate - Richard Dawkins will debate his
Oxford University colleague Dr. John Lennox - CDs and DVDs of this
event will also be available for purchase in the coming weeks
Remaining true to our goal of engaging secular culture on critical issues in a thoughtful, respectful manner, Fixed
Point Foundation will sponsor a debate on what is arguably the most critical question of our time: the existence of
God. The decision one makes regarding this question has implications that reverberate throughout eternity to be
sure, but it also affects temporal existence from government policy to the individual. Historically, man's belief in the
transcendent has served as a restraint on his conduct and provided hope for his future. Now, it is argued, •God is
dead•, and man can do very well without him. The debate will feature Professor Richard Dawkins, Fellow of the
Royal Society and Charles Simonyi Chair for the Public Understanding of Science at Oxford University and Dr.
John Lennox (MA, MA, Ph.D., D.Phil., D.Sc.), Reader in Mathematics and Fellow in Mathematics and Philosophy
of Science, Green College, University of Oxford. Dawkins, voted by Europe's Prospect Magazine as one of the
world's most important intellectuals, is regarded by many as the spokesman for the "New Atheism." BBC has
labeled him "Darwin's Rottweiler." ... Lennox, a popular Christian apologist and scientist, travels widely speaking
on the interface between science and religion. Like Dawkins, he has dedicated his career to science, but he has
arrived at very different conclusions. "It is the very nature of science that leads me to belief in God," he says.
Lennox possesses doctorates from Oxford, Cambridge, and the University of Wales. He has written a response to
the notion that Science has exposed the Bible as obscurantist in a book titled God's Undertaker: Has Science Buried
God? The book will be published this fall.

Who Killed Jesus? - He was wounded for our transgressions, He was
bruised for our iniquities: - and the LORD hath laid on Him the iniquity
of us all (Flash)
Surely He hath borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows: yet we did esteem Him stricken, smitten of God, and
afflicted. But He was wounded for our transgressions, He was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our
peace was upon Him; and with His stripes we are healed. All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every
one to his own way; and the LORD hath laid on Him the iniquity of us all. Isaiah 53:4-6

A Bear of a Thanksgiving (the bear and the atheist) - In Everything give
Thanks to God! (Flash)
A Thanksgiving Flash - I hope it gives you a smile.

Alien Encounters Conference (6 Sessions) - A Christian Perspective
(Online Video-Audio)
confronts the issues surrounding the sightings of UFOs and alien abductions and offers answers to many of the
most pertinent questions. 6 Sessions - Each session is approximagely 60 minutes.

LIVING HOPE VIDEOS - DNA vs. The Book of Mormon (Online Viewing)
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ALL LIVING HOPE VIDEOS are now available for viewing online! Note: For optimum performance a broadband
internet connection is preferred. Dialup may be used for the lower-resolution versions of the video, but there may be
a significant "buffering" delay, depending on the speed of your connection.

Easter - Gifts, Apparel, Books, DVD's, Music, Cards, Easter for Kids,
Lent Resources
Christianbook.com, is the online affiliate of Christian Book Distributors, Inc. ("Christian Book Distributors" and
"CBD"), the world's largest distributor of Christian products. In business for over 25 years as a catalog order
company, Christian Book Distributors has now built this fast and efficient Web site to allow customers to order
directly from their home PCs. Customers can still place orders with us by phone, fax, or mail. To call in an order or
speak with a customer service representative, dial our toll free number 800-CHRISTIAN (800-247-4784).
International callers, please call (978) 977-5000. Fax orders should be sent to (978) 977-5010. Orders can be mailed
to Christian Book Distributors at P.O. Box 7000, Peabody, MA 01961-7000.

Travel The Road - Season 3 DVD set Pre-Order ($59.99)
Travel the Road, the groundbreaking reality television series that documents the adventurous lives of young
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